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ABSTRACT
The strategic planning process helps us to define a future vision and develop plans to accomplish
objectives. The province of Mendoza in Argentina is in a dynamic environment with the
integration of the Mercosur nations, and it needs a strategic plan to help it gain competitive
advantages in the changing international economy.
This study is part of an effort toward the development of a strategic transportation plan for
Mendoza. This strategic plan will be a regional intermodal freight strategic transportation plan
also considering passenger issues. It emphasizes that the planning process for Mendoza must
balance the objectives of promoting economic growth, improving environmental quality, and
facilitating the mobility and accessibility for people and freight.
The evolution of the Mercosur Trade Alliance has created an upsurge in international trade among
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay, and Bolivia, and has also provided opportunities for
rapid growth in the domestic economy of these countries. The establishment of the Bi-Oceanic
Corridor will be a major intermodal and multimodal corridor connecting these South American
countries with NAFTA, South-East Asia, and the European Union.
Mendoza is at a critical location of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor. Its location relative to Santiago and
the port of Valparaiso in Chile help Argentina gain access to global markets. Mendoza needs a
good transportation network to connect with other provinces in Argentina and other South
American countries in order to take advantage of its strategic location.
In this study, we illustrated how to design a better transportation network for Mendoza within a
strategic planning framework, using the Mendoza-Buenos Aires Highway as an example. It
concludes that a balanced infrastructure investment plan is needed for Mendoza, and also a
transportation network is only one part of a balanced regional development program.
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Joseph M. Sussman
Title : JR East Professor
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE MENDOZA PROJECT
1.1 BACKGROUND
Argentina, rich in natural resources, benefits also from an export-oriented agricultural
sector and a diversified industrial base. Argentina is "at the end of the world", with long
distance transport; transportation plays an important role in linking Argentina to the rest
of the world. As Argentina integrates with other South American countries and reaches
out to Asia, Europe, and North America, it needs a good transportation network to move
freight and passengers efficiently within and beyond its border.
Argentina has ports along the Atlantic coast, but it also needs to get access to the Chilean
ports along the Pacific coast. The province of Mendoza is at a critical location because it
is close to the central Chilean ports (Valparaiso and San Antonio) and the capital city of
Chile, Santiago. The Andes Mountains separates Mendoza and Chile and the existing
Trans-Andean pass is closed during the winter. Should a new low altitude tunnel be built
across the Andes to provide an all-weather-route? Since Mendoza is at the western side
of Argentina, it also needs a good connection to Buenos Aires at the East coast. Should
the roads between Mendoza and Buenos Aires be upgraded?
In this study, we will perform an analysis to show how Mendoza could design a better
transportation network to connect with other provinces in Argentina and other South
American countries, taking advantage of its strategic location. We will discuss how
Mendoza can make wise decisions on transport infrastructure investments within a
strategic transportation planning framework.
1.1.1 Argentina, Mercosur, and the Bi-Oceanic Corridor
The creation of a Common Market of South American Countries (Mercosur) based on the
1991 agreement between the governments of Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay
has produced a great upsurge in trade between its member countries. In 1996, Chile and
Bolivia joined the Mercosur Trade Alliance. This is important to Argentina because of
Chile's market itself as well as its critical link to Chile's ports on the Pacific coast of South
America, with access to the West Coast of North America and East Asia. Mercosur forms
a market of more than 200 million people with a combined GDP of over $800 billion.
Brazil, Chile, Uruguay and Paraguay are the largest export countries for Argentina, with
40% of exports going to Brazil alone. Exports from Argentina to these countries were
estimated as 175,000 tons in 1994 growing to 244,000 tons in 1996. Between 1988 and
1993, Argentina's total trade with the Mercosur countries increased dramatically, from $2
billion in 1988, to $6.4 billion in 1993. Total bilateral trade between Argentina and Chile
also increased rapidly, from $410 million in 1988, to $1.3 billion in 1993 (de la Balze
1994).
Although Argentina and Chile are neighboring countries, the Andes is a natural barrier
between them. Currently there are several mountain passes1 connecting the two countries,
but the passes are closed during the winter. This is a serious interruption to the freight
and passenger transportation across the Andes.
Since Argentina wants to expand its trade with the Mercosur countries and the rest of the
world, the role of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor 2 becomes critical. The Bi-Oceanic Corridor
will connect most of the large cities in South America, including ports along the Atlantic
coast such as Sao Paulo in Brazil and Buenos Aires in Argentina, Chilean ports along the
Pacific coast such as Valparaiso and San Antonio, and the capital city of Chile, Santiago
(Figure 1.1). It will be a major multimodal and intermodal transportation corridor linking
the Mercosur countries, the Pacific rim, and NAFTA nations in the north. The
establishment of this corridor can be justified by a potentially large market. It will provide
opportunities for Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, and Paraguay to promote their
domestic economies. It is also viewed as a major strategy for integrating the economies of
'We will show the locations of some mountain passes later in this chapter.
2 Here we refer to the Bi-Oceanic Corridor which will connect the Mercosur countries.
the Mercosur countries, and facilitating the trade between South America and Southeast
Asia, and west coast of North America.
1.1.2 The Mendozan Economy
The Province of Mendoza is at a critical location of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor (Figure 1.2).
It is in the best location in Mercosur relative to Santiago and the ports of Valparaiso and
San Antonio, Chile. Can Mendoza promote its economic activities, taking advantage of
its strategic location?
The economy of Mendoza3 has great potential for future growth based on its increasing
international trade activities in recent years and the expansion of the Mercosur Trade
Alliance. Exports account for about 7% of the Mendozan economy; exports have been
very strong in recent years with a 12% annual growth rate. Between 1988 and 1994
exports actually tripled, reaching the amount of US$ 452 million in 1994. After separating
fuel related exports, the growth rate becomes an impressive 283%. The export activity of
petroleum derivatives has experienced a huge growth of 781% from 1988 to 1995
(Espinosa et al 1996). Figure 1.3 shows exports from Mendoza to Mercosur countries
between 1991 and 1995, and Table 1.1 shows products exported from Mendoza between
1988 and 1994.
Manufacturing in Mendoza accounts for $1.7 billion per year and is growing rapidly. The
manufacturing products of industrial origin tripled between 1988 and 1994 with sales of
US$ 74 million in 1994. However, since 90% of manufacturing is in small firms, with
many employees, the future is somewhat uncertain. Specifically, will small companies be
able to take advantage of new technologies and remain competitive in an expanded
international economy (Rasquin and Sussman 1996) ?





Figure 1.1: South America and the Bi-Oceanic Corridor
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Table 1.1: Export of Mendoza: 1988-1994 (Million Dollars)
Products 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
Primary Products 25.7 37.8 60.9 76.3 56.0 65.3 77.9 116.3 123.5
Vegetables without Preparation 13.4 22.5 42.0 58.4 41.3 52.4 61.0 70.0 75.5
Fresh Fruits 11.3 13.3 14.9 14.9 10.6 9.2 12.9 41.3 43.0
Rest of Primary Products 1.0 2.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 3.7 4.0 5.0 5.0
Manufactures of Agricultural and Cattle Origin 62.2 110.4 134.8 111.1 104.6 96.4 109.5 193.0 213.0
Fresh or Prepared Fruits 9.2 10.0 11.2 13.7 10.2 11.1 13.0 10.0 21.0
Fats and Oils 5.1 12.5 6.9 11.9 7.2 8.2 5.6 10.0 12.0
Vegetables and Fruit Preparations 26.6 62.4 84.6 51.2 51.4 35.6 46.4 89.0 90.0
Beverages, Alcoholic Liquids and Vinegar 9.0 14.1 17.0 20.2 23.4 25.2 28.9 67.0 70.0
Furs and Leather 8.4 8.2 10.7 10.5 9.9 9.6 13.6 15.0 17.0
Rest of Agricultural and Cattle Origin 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.4 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0
Manufactures of Industrial Origin 40.1 49.3 73.0 70.3 54.2 90.6 158.6 182.0 203.0
Chemical and Related Products 8.8 10.4 12.3 16.3 13.2 13.0 15.6 18.0 24.0
Artificial Plastic Materials 0.0 6.0 15.1 16.1 8.6 10.8 13.0 23.0 30.0
Stone Manufactures 0.4 1.7 1.7 1.0 1.5 0.9 3.0 4.0 5.0
Common Metals and Their Manufactures 14.8 16.7 26.7 13.7 3.4 4.0 8.0 12.0 14.0
Electric Material, Machinery 14.4 11.5 14.6 21.8 25.9 57.1 115.0 120.0 125.0
Other Manufactures of Industrial Origin 1.8 2.3 2.5 1.9 1.9 2.4 5.0 5.0 --
Fuels and Energy 24.4 54.8 157.2 113.8 136.2 131.9 172.1 215.0 245.0
Total 152.4 252.3 425.9 371.6 351.0 384.2 518.1 706.3 784.5
Source: INDEC, and Subsecretary of the Nation's Regional Economic Programming of Argentina
The agriculture and agriculture-related industries have been traditionally important for the
province. The main products are garlic, onions, tomatoes, fresh fruits (including grapes,
apples, pears, peaches, and prunes), and olives. An important fraction of this production
goes into industrial processes in Mendoza, i.e., the main tomato processing companies are
located in Mendoza.
Although agriculture is a small portion of the total economy, it is an important sector for
export. Mendoza produces about 68% of Argentina's grape, whose main use is in the
wine industry. Wine is the number one export commodity and Brazil is the most
important export country. Vegetable exports to Brazil are also important. In 1994, garlic
exports to Brazil constituted 82% of the primary exports, and almost all of the raw
vegetables exports. Mendoza currently produces 80% of the national garlic output.
The structure of the exports from Mendoza to Brazil is different from that to Chile. While
Brazil buys mainly vegetables, fresh and processed fruits (Figure 1.4), Chile buys
polypropylene, mechanical elevators, unpulverized cement, load machines, and fuel related
products (Figure 1.5).
Construction is also an important part of the regional economy, including road
construction and production of the materials used in transportation.
In 1995, 30% of the Argentinean imports came from the European Union, 24% was from
NAFTA and almost 23% was from the Mercosur countries. Almost 77% of all
Argentinean imports were originated in those economic blocks (Espinosa et al 1996).
In 1994, the imports from Chile reaches $637 million, which is 5% of the total Chilean
exports. This has made Argentina the third largest trade partner of Chile. The main
products that are usually bought from Chile are fruits, processed vegetables, timber and
timber manufactures, meat and its derivatives, wines, and copper and its manufactures.
Approximately 73% of the total value of the Chilean exports to Argentina are
I i
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Figure 1.5: Principal Products from Mendoza Exporting to Chile (1993)
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manufactures of industrial origin. The exports of agriculture-related industrial goods have
increased lately.
Argentina's purchases from other Pacific nations are usually transfered through Chile.
39% of the imports from Chile to Argentina are originated elsewhere, mainly from Japan,
China, Korea, U.S., and Taiwan. Automobiles and tractors are the most important
products that are imported to Argentina through Chile.
1.2 THE TRANSPORTATION NETWORK IN MENDOZA
A transportation network is a collection of highways, railways, waterways, airways and
junction points that facilitates freight and passenger transportation. The effectiveness and
efficiency of a transportation network depend on the condition of the infrastructure, the
capacity of the infrastructure, the traffic demand, etc.
The transportation network in the province of Mendoza includes the national highways,
provincial local roads, urban freight routes, railways, and intermodal terminals. In
Argentina, about 95% of the freight is moved by trucks, so the improvement of roads is
very important. The potential for greater use of rail is also an issue. The rail and highway
networks are the most important elements of the freight transportation infrastructure in
Mendoza.
1.2.1 Rail Issues
The major railroad serving Mendoza is BAP, the Buenos Aires and Pacific Railroad. BAP
is privately-concessioned. It has two main lines, one from Mendoza to Buenos Aires and
a second, known as the Mesopotamian Railway, which links the Brazilian railroads at
Uruguaina (Figure 1.6). BAP is currently unprofitable, because of insufficient equipment














Figure 1.6: The Buenos Aires and Pacific Railroad Line
Aires
entire network, in order to concentrate resources on the key routes and to do critical work
when needed. The most important route in the link is between Mendoza and Buenos
Aires (Rasquin and Sussman 1996).
1.2.2 Trucking Issues
There is not yet a common regulatory framework within Mercosur, although there are
similarities in the national regulations regarding horsepower/ton limits, maximum loads,
and maximum axle loads. Lengthy delays at the borders, especially with Brazil, add to the
cost of truck transportation and at times divert traffic to circuitous routes. The poor
condition of the railroad system makes it difficult to divert traffic from truck.
Argentina's trucking industry suffers from fragmentation. There are 100,000 trucking
companies with a total of 247,000 trucks, so that most companies have only 1 or 2 trucks.
Brazil has many more trucks than Argentina and handles 75% of the trans-border traffic.
In Brazil, many companies have more than 250 trucks and they are much more
sophisticated.
Argentina has companies that can provide good international service. Typically, Argentina
has different types of trucking companies, e.g., tankers, bulk, containers, box, high
volume/low weight, etc. Carriers need to redesign their operations and structure in order
to be able to provide complete services and match their equipment to customers' needs
(Rasquin and Sussman 1996).
1.2.3 Road Transport Issues
In this section, we will discuss the condition of the national and provincial road network in
Argentina, which also applies to the province of Mendoza.
Road transport plays an essential role in Argentina's economy, accounting for about 90%
of freight shipments and 85% of inter-city passenger movements. Annual road transport
expenditures, estimated as total road vehicle operation costs, are about US$12 billion
equivalent or 6% of GDP. Expenditures on road infrastructure, however, were drastically
reduced during the 1980s, with public investment in the transportation sector reduced
from 1.3% to 0.2% of GDP over the decade. As a result, the national (38,000 km) and
the provincial (260,000 km) road networks, which were built in the 1960s and the 1970s,
deteriorated during the 1980s. In addition to the funding issue, the inadequate priority
assigned to maintenance and the higher-than-expected traffic volumes and vehicle weights
contributed to the deterioration of the networks. As much as 40% of the national network
was rated in poor condition throughout the last decade4 .
Over the past five year, however, the Argentinean government has made substantial
efforts, supported by the World Bank, to rehabilitate and maintain the national network.
The operation and maintenance of trunk highways has been transferred to private
concessionaires (about 10,000 km) or to private contractors (about 5,000 km). As a
result, the condition of the national network has begun to improve significantly; surveys
rate less than 20% of the network in poor condition.
Lower traffic as well as very conservative pavement designs have contributed to the
slower pace of deterioration of provincial paved roads, which carry about 50% of the
inter-urban traffic. However, many roads in poor condition already require rehabilitation,
and many more roads will soon reach that point if they do not receive timely preventive
maintenance and strengthening. The secondary and feeder road systems remain in poor
condition in most provinces, after almost two decades of drastically curtailed road
budgets. Their maintenance needs to be improved, and upgrading and paving investments
can be justified on road sections with sufficient traffic. The much higher cost of transport
on deteriorated highways and unimproved roads, which represent many times the
4 Information in this section comes from the World Bank's web page.
infrastructure cost, is hindering economic growth in many provinces, as well as
Argentina's export competitiveness.
1.2.4 The Central Bi-Oceanic Corridor
There are several possible routes for the Bi-Oceanic Corridor, including the North
Corridor, the Central Corridor, and the South Corridor (Figure 1.7). Among them, the
Central Corridor is the most promising route, because it has the highest traffic volume
from Argentina to Chile and it links the central ports of Chile (Valparaiso - San Antonio)
with the ports along the Atlantic Ocean (Buenos Aires and Sao Paulo).
Within Argentina, the eastern end of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor5 provides access to the
container terminals in Buenos Aires, Uruguay and Brazil. One proposed plan is to build
the Colonia-Buenos Aires Bridge that will connect the Metropolitan region of Buenos
Aires (over 12 million people) with the city of Colonia (20,000 people) in the coast of
Uruguay. Potential improvements in the eastern end of the corridor will also help promote
traffic growth through Mendoza.
On the western end of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor there are several choices, which are shown
in Figure 1.8. The Mendozan route via Route 7 and the Cristo Redentor Pass is currently
the only major route over the Andes. The economic logic for the Cristo Redentor Pass in
the Central Corridor is compelling. Mendoza is opposite the two most important ports of
Chile - Valparaiso and San Antonio. Mendoza is the most important dry port in
Argentina. Due west of Mendoza is the most attractive region for development in Chile,
with 65% of the country's 13 million population and the bulk of the economic activity.
The major highway link is via Route 7 through Mendoza, over the pass, and on to
Santiago and Valparaiso. Route 7 accesses 75% of Chilean economic activity. With the







Figure 1.7: The North, Central, and South Bi-Oceanic Corridors
Sai
1 Copiapo - Pass San Francisco - Tinogasta
2 Coquimbo - Pass de Agua Negra - San Jose del Jachal
3 Los Andes - Pass Cristo Redentor - Mendoza
4 Talca - Pass Pehuenche - Malargue
5 Victoria - Pass Pino Hachado - Zapala
Figure 1.8: Alternative Mountain Passes Across the Andes
establishment of Mercosur, truck traffic with Chile over this route is expected to increase.
There are currently 300-3 50 trucks/day and 500 cars/day using the pass, with projections
for more than 1000 trucks/day by the year 2000. The traffic includes some trucks from
Brazil, so this road already carries international traffic.
Existing railroad infrastructure on the Central Bi-Oceanic Corridor from Mendoza to
Buenos Aires (BAP line) has an alignment almost parallel to Route 7 (Figure 1.6). The
main advantages of the Central Corridor are as follows:
* It is the only corridor completely paved and with good road infrastructure;
* The railroad between Mendoza and Buenos Aires has an estimated capacity of
10 million tons per year;
* It links the central ports of Chile (Valparaiso - San Antonio) with the ports
along the Atlantic (Buenos Aires and Sao Paulo).
Although the Central Corridor has advantages compared to other alternatives, the existing
transportation infrastructure on this corridor needs to be improved (Rasquin and Sussman
1996):
* The railroad between Buenos Aires and Mendoza needs to be upgraded;
* The Buenos Aires-Mendoza Highway needs to be upgraded;
* The connection from Mendoza to Chile needs to be improved;
* Local bypass routes are needed to divert through traffic around the urban
center of the city of Mendoza; and
* Better modal coordination needs to be developed.
1.3 OBJECTIVES AND STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
The objectives for the thesis are as follows:
* To investigate how Mendoza can promote its regional economic development,
taking advantage of its strategic location;
* To discuss issues involved in the strategic transportation planning process for
Mendoza;
* To design a better transportation network for Mendoza by developing an
appropriate investment plan to improve its highway infrastructure, i.e., the roads
on the Bi-Oceanic Corridor and other provincial roads.
The organization for the thesis is as follows: In Chapter 1 we have introduced the
background of the project, and described the current transportation situation in Mendoza.
In Chapter 2 we investigate the importance of transportation infrastructure investments to
a region's economic growth. In Chapter 3 we review prior work in strategic
transportation planning studies, derive lessons for Mendoza, and discuss how a strategic
transportation plan could support the design of a suitable transportation network. The
strategic transportation plan for Mendoza is a regional plan which also takes into
consideration the urban and international issues. In Chapter 4 we develop methods to
compare different infrastructure investment plans for improving a transportation network.
In Chapter 5, we present a case study on transportation options between Mendoza and
Buenos Aires to illustrate how to design a better transportation network for Mendoza.
Finally in Chapter 6, we conclude the thesis and make suggestions for future study.
2. CONDITIONS FOR THE SUCCESS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Promoting economic development is important for the province of Mendoza; it is also an
essential objective for any strategic transportation plan. Therefore, in this chapter, the
issue of the connection between transportation infrastructure and economic development
will be discussed, and then the question of how to deal with the shortage of infrastructure
capital will be addressed.
2.1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT WITH LESSONS FOR MENDOZA
There are many debates on whether investment in transportation infrastructure can
promote economic growth. On the one hand, historical development has shown that new
transportation infrastructure can exert positive impacts on the economy; on the other
hand, however, there are also examples showing that new infrastructure does not have any
influence, and sometimes even negative effects on the economy. What follows are some
relevant questions on this issue:
Can new infrastructure alter the transportation costs of users and potential users, and
hence change patterns of location and trade?
Transportation infrastructure relates to transportation within a given region as part of the
production costs faced by firms in that region to access to and from the region, which
contributes to the cost of acquiring inputs and of selling outputs. The development of
transportation infrastructure also affects personal mobility in the region, and therefore, the
labor pool on which firms can draw. It can also be of relevance to flows through the
region, producing an implicit corridor effect 6 (Vickerman 1991). For this reason, it
generates impact on regions away from the location of the new infrastructure and affects
6 Corridor effect means the infrastructure simply passes through the region without having much impact.
the trade and other transport flows at the aggregate level of economic activity and the
distribution of benefits and costs among regions. For example, in the U.S., the
development of railways sharply lowered the cost of transportation and brought crops
from the Midwest within economic reach of Eastern markets in the nineteenth century;
this, in turn, sparked rapid agricultural expansion and the growth of the food processing
industry in the Midwest.
On the other hand, however, there is evidence showing that transportation infrastructure
development and economic growth are not always linked. In France, for example,
experience shows that high-speed rail has only limited effects on the location of activities.
New transportation infrastructure benefits the main stopping points, but generates
environmental problems along the entire length of its route (European Conference of
Ministers of Transport 1992).
Can development of transportation infrastructure transform the spatial structure of
regions and cities?
The development of agriculture and industry in the United States is a good example to
support this argument. In the United State, first the canals and then the railroads
stimulated the agricultural and industrial development of the Midwest. Next, the
transcontinental railroad linked the East and West coasts and filled in the central part of
the continent, altering the regional distribution of population and industry by the turn of
the century. After this, the automobile and interstate highways transformed the landscape
of urban areas, continuing the process begun by the streetcar in the late 19th century
(Transportation Statistics Annual Report 1995).
However, there are examples showing that this may not always be true. For instance,
impact of motorways on the development in Southern Italy, instead of fostering activity in
the south of Italy, enabled industries in the north to supply the south. Another example is
high-speed rail in Europe. High-speed rail system serves only major centers and have few
intermediate stops so that commercial speed remains high. This means areas in between
are not necessarily developed (European Conference of Ministers of Transport 1992).
Is the absence of good transport links a constraint on the economy of a country or
region?
This is universally agreed to. For instance, lack of investment in urban infrastructure,
leading to congestion is being held out as having a depressing effect on competitiveness
and economic performance in Greater London relative to equivalent metropolitan regions
in Europe (Corporation of London 1990). Furthermore, poor transport links to regions to
the north and west of London are expected to act as a barrier against the advantages
offered by the Tunnel being spread evenly throughout the UK (Gibb and Smith 1994).
The causal links between transportation infrastructure and economic development are
complex: development may not take place without infrastructure, but infrastructure does
not always trigger the expected development (European Conference of Ministers of
Transport 1992). Transportation infrastructure permit exchanges which could not take
place without it, but their presence alone, without the elements necessary for the reaction,
does not suffice to produce these exchanges. Infrastructure seems to be a necessary, but
not sufficient prerequisite. Further, there may be some incompatibility between short and
longer term needs and benefits. Infrastructure development must be backed up by many
other qualitative factors (labor market, investment in applied research, high standard of
living, and so on).
Can transportation investments reduce costs of industry production and provide high
economic return?
A number of researchers have performed economic analysis to study the linkage between
transportation investment and economic development. Recently, Professor Ishaq Nadiri
has found that there has indeed been a significant positive rate of return from public
investment in highways in the United States for the past forty years, in large degree by
helping reduce costs of industry production (Nadiri and Mamuneus 1996).
Two measures of highway capital were employed in his study: (a) the total highway capital
stock; and, (b) the non-local road system (NLS) capital stock. This led to two separate
specifications of the quantitative model (called model a and model b) and impacts on the
economic performance of U.S. industries and the aggregate economy.
For total highway capital (model a), the quantitative analysis reaches the following key
findings:
* The return on investment averaged approximately 28 percent per year during the
period 1950 through 1989 -- a return high enough to provide a three-year payback on
infrastructure investment in terms of savings in labor, private capital, and intermediate
inputs.
* These returns from total highway capital go well beyond the normally attributed user
cost savings. Indeed, they indicate large economic benefits to the nation's firms and
industries allowing them to become more productive in the use of capital, labor, and
material inputs.
* When the U.S. was building the Interstate Highway System, initiated in 1956, these
returns were at their highest, showing an impressive 35 percent return across the entire
road network in the years prior to 1970.
* In more recent years rates of return declined to 16 percent in the 1970s and to about
10 percent in 1980s. The latter rates of return are still very favorable and remain
above prevailing rates of return on private capital.
The second specification (model b) focused on upper-level, non-local road system (NLS),
intended as a proxy for investments in the recently designated National Highway System
(NHS). For these non-local roads, the findings were as follows:
* The economic impact of NLS capital on private sector costs and productivity is
consistently greater than the effect of total highway system capital, emphasizing the
importance of upper level (interconnective) roads to economic outcomes.
* In the 1980s, the net social return on investment in these non-local highways was
about 16 percent, indicating values high enough to compete with large private sector
investments.
Does transportation infrastructure investment cause productivity to rise or fulfill existing
demand that is generated by other forces?
Many researchers have developed econometric models to explore the causal connection
between infrastructure and development, but even rigorous regression analyses can not
unequivocally determine the nature of cause and effect. A wide variety of research shows
that infrastructure investment has made a positive contribution to productivity, but it is not
clear whether investment leads growth or follows it (Eno Transportation Foundation, Inc.
1996).
Dr. Randall W. Eberts has conducted additional economic research to try to determine
whether infrastructure investment leads or lags economic growth. So far, the research has
found the effect can work both ways. According to one study, the growth in America's
south would have occurred without infrastructure investment. In the north, however, it
appeared that infrastructure investment did produce more growth. His research has also
found a significant correlation between infrastructure investment and more opening of new
business as well as expansion of existing businesses. He found evidence of the opposite
relationship as well. Such infrastructure investment seems to slow down the pace of
business closings. In general, however, research aimed specifically at isolating the cause-
and-effect issue has found evidence that infrastructure investment both leads and lags
economic growth, and may be both a cause and an effect.
Infrastructure investment creates conditions for growth that can extend well into the
future. To measure the true pay-off of such capital investment is difficult. But as
Professor Nadiri noted, more than private capital spending, infrastructure investment
creates room for future growth. The Interstate Highway System in the U.S. is a successful
example. It was underutilized initially, but created room for rapid future growth.
However, we do not really know what would have happened has there been no such
system.
How does a country or region select the investments that offer the most growing room for
the economy? Looking to past experiences in the U.S., some government investments
have been quite rational, but others not at all. While the Interstate Highway System is a
successful example of government investment, many of America's early canals proved to
be poor investments.
What might be right for one environment is not necessarily right for another. Detroit may
have suffered from highway investment, but Seattle has thrived because of its highway
system. Solutions must be tailored to the local conditions that exist.
The building of new infrastructure is not a panacea that, in and of itself, will create
economic growth. Infrastructure investment must be rational and coherent and be tied to
planning of other major economic sectors in the region. In the next chapter, we will
discuss how strategic transportation planning could ensure that transportation
infrastructure will effectively support economic development.
Lessons for Mendoza
Argentina is far away from Asia, Europe, and other places, and good transportation is
critical in linking Argentina to the rest of the world. The creation of the Mercosur Trade
Alliance brings opportunities to Argentina. As Chile joined Mercosur last year, it not only
expands the common market for the South American countries, but also provides
Argentina the critical Pacific coast link to Asia and North America.
As noted earlier, a Bi-Oceanic Corridor linking the Mercosur nations with Chile and the
Pacific Rim is under consideration. Mendoza is strategically located on the Bi-Oceanic
Corridor and can play a key role in its development. Major infrastructure development
would be required to realize this corridor and various options exist for Trans-Andean
passage, a critical element of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor.
If a better road, a rebuilt railroad, and/or a tunnel with a narrow or wide gauge railway is
built between Mendoza and Chile, so that the western end of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor
goes through Mendoza, it would result in substantial benefits for freight transportation
from Argentina to Chile in terms of reduced time and costs, improved reliability and
efficiency, and enhanced safety of travel. To ensure that this has longer term beneficial
effects on regional development in Mendoza, it is important to optimize the use of the new
route by providing feeder services to and from nearby regions. In other words, the
supporting infrastructure to access the Trans-Andean crossing is as important as the main
infrastructure itself. Since the infrastructure must be supported by many other factors
(labor market, finance, education, high standard of living, etc.), a balanced economic
development strategy is needed. The regional policy should also promote competition
within the region, attract more people and more business to Mendoza, and make sure that
a new infrastructure for the Trans-Andean passage has a long term impacts on the region.
From the research of Professor Nadiri, we have learned that highway investments can
promote productivity and economic growth. Since road transport plays a critical role in
both freight and passenger transportation in Argentina, Mendoza should maintain and
upgrade its road system. The provincial roads should be conserved properly by the road
agency of the province of Mendoza. The interconnective roads such as the highway
linking Mendoza to Buenos Aires are also very important, because the interconnective
roads yields higher return than the total road system according to the study by Professor
Nadiri.
We should also take local considerations into account when determining what kind of
infrastructure investment to make in Mendoza in order to generate the most growing room
for the economy. The economy of Mendoza is booming because of the Mercosur Trade
Alliance, but how rapidly will it grow? Infrastructure investment must keep pace with the
increase in demand for transportation. A slow rate of investment may result in congestion
and deterioration of existing infrastructure.
Transportation infrastructure can have substantially different effects according to its
context. There are three basic ways in which transportation might affect the economic
development of a region (Vickerman 1991).
Type-A effects are where the infrastructure simply passes through the region, without
having much impact (Figure 2.1). This would be the case of motorways with few access
points or high-speed railways with no stations. This is termed the pure corridor effect.
Type B concerns the improvements of communications 7 into and out of the region. This
could be in just one direction, typically for a peripheral region, or in several directions in
which case a crossroads effect will occur.
Type C involves improvement of communications within the region. Unlike type B which
implies changes in the costs of supplying inputs and providing outputs to markets, type C
will affect the internal efficiency of the region. In practice, A, B, and C will not usually
represent separate infrastructure, but, rather result from different flows along a given
infrastructure.




Figure 2.1: Three Ways in Which Transportation Infrastructure
Might Affect the Economic Development of a Region
(Source: Vickerman 1991)
Mendoza is on the Bi-Oceanic Corrid9r. If the low altitude tunnel is built to connect
Mendoza and Chile, it is important for Mendoza to take the advantage of the
infrastructure, not only to increase trade volume and to facilitate commodity flows
through the region, but also to improve the productivity of manufacturing industry and
agriculture within the region. In other words, the new infrastructure should generate both
crossroads effects and type C effects for Mendoza and not simply type A effects. In order
to achieve this, good communications should be maintained within the metropolitan area
of Mendoza, and supporting transportation infrastructure in the surrounding areas should
also be improved so as to provide the benefits for the whole region.
In this section, we have discussed the relationship between transportation infrastructure
and economic development. We have noted that infrastructure investment must be
targeted in the right locations and times in order to achieve the highest returns within their
respective contexts. But what should we do if we need infrastructure investments but do
not have enough capital? In the following section, we will discuss infrastructure capital
and how to deal with shortage of it.
r
2.2 How To DEAL WITH SHORTAGE OF INFRASTRUCTURE CAPITAL
There are many possible definitions of infrastructure capital. The definition that makes the
most sense from an economics standpoint consists of large capital intensive natural
monopolies such as highways, other transportation facilities, water and sewer lines, and
communications systems. Most of these systems are owned publicly, but some are owned
privately. A relatively narrow public sector ownership definition of the stock of
infrastructure capital is used by Gramlich (1994) in his review essay.
According to Gramlich, there are four ways to determine whether there is a shortage of
infrastructure capital:
* Engineering assessments of infrastructure needs.
* Political measures based on voting outcomes.
* Economic measures of rates of return.
* Econometric estimates of productivity impacts.
As for the alleged infrastructure shortage in the United States, the evidence shown is
decidedly mixed. The needs assessment approaches and macro time series approaches
used to justify big increases in infrastructure spending are flawed in many ways. One
might make some more headway by looking at more disaggregated time series, bond
referenda voting, and rates of return, where there is some evidence that some types of
infrastructure could have been in short supply, but even here the evidence is inconclusive
and it is not clear that the overall shortage persists.
Therefore, analysis using these four methods may not necessarily yield same results.
When deciding whether there is a shortage of infrastructure capital, the analysts in
Mendoza should not only pay attention to the details of macro production studies, but also
examine more disaggregated time series data, bond referenda voting, rates of return, and
impact of different types of policy changes.
What should be done about any shortages? The best approach is not to try to analyze the
numbers and tell how short the supply is and how much national or provincial spending or
grants should be increased. A far more sensible approach is to set up institutional
structures that permit provincial and local governments, the holders of almost all
infrastructure capital, to find their own optimal stock. For example, the province of
Mendoza could ask for the Federal government's support on costly, large-scale high
technology projects such as the low altitude tunnel and encourage private companies to
invest in these projects. Provinces could also be permitted or encouraged to impose user
fees to finance their own capital and maintenance. Of course, this requires cooperation
between governments at the national and regional level.
Another way to deal with the shortage of capital is to establish a private-public
partnership. The Start County Intermodal Facility in Ohio is such an example (Eno
Transportation Foundation, Inc. 1996). One company in this area threatened to move out
of the community if it could not get a $35 million intermodal service facility built. But this
company alone could not provide sufficient demand to convince the railroads that they
should make the investment. A group of companies was ultimately combined to guarantee
to the railroads that demand was sufficient to make a $24 million investment in the project.
The remaining $11 million was borrowed from the state Department of Transportation
(DOT). Every time a container or trailer moves through the intermodal facility, the state
DOT is paid $1. Mendoza could apply similar methods to upgrade the railroad between
Mendoza and Buenos Aires. The province of Mendoza should cooperate with the national
government, the railroad, and other private companies that might use this railroad service.
A strategic plan will help the provincial and local government foresee impact of policy
changes, and allocate resources more efficiently to mitigate shortage of infrastructure
capital in the long run.
2.3 SUMMARY
In this section we have discussed the importance of transportation infrastructure in
supporting regional economic development. Researchers have found evidence showing
that transportation investments can reduce costs of industry production and provide high
economic return, but they have also found that infrastructure investment both leads and
lags economic growth, and may be both a cause and an effect. Infrastructure investment is
not a panacea that, in and of itself, will create economic growth. It must be rational and
coherent and be tied to planning of other major economic sectors in the region.
Infrastructure investment creates conditions for growth that can extend well into the
future. In order to select the investments that offer the most growing room for the
economy, investment decisions must be tailored to the existing local conditions.
Infrastructure investment must keep pace with the increase in demand for transportation.
If there is a shortage of infrastructure capital, a sensible approach is to set up institutional
structures that permit provincial and local governments, the holders of almost all
infrastructure capital, to find their own optimal stock. This requires cooperation between
governments at the national and regional level. Another way to deal with the shortage of
infrastructure capital is to establish a private-public partnership.
The issue of how to evaluate a large-scale project such as the low altitude tunnel will be
examined in Appendix A. Then in the Appendix B, we will describe issues in the
economic development of remote regions and explain how Mendoza as a region could
learn from their experience. In the following chapter, we will discuss issues in the
strategic transportation planning context.
3. A STRATEGIC TRANSPORTATION PLAN AND A SUITABLE
TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
In this chapter, some findings from the review of previous strategic transportation
planning activities from around the world are discussed to see what can be useful in the
Mendozan situation. We begin with a summary of NCHRP" report 331 entitled "Strategic
Planning and Management: Guidelines for Transportation Agencies." Following that, we
contrast strategic plans in the public and private sectors. We then review a number of case
studies of strategic transportation planning and derive lessons for Mendoza.
3.1 SUMMARY OF NCHRP REPORT 331: STRATEGIC PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT:
GUIDELINES FOR TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES
This NCHRP report focuses on strategic planning and management in public sector
transportation agencies in the U.S.
The principal objectives of the report were to: (1) assess the status of strategic planning
and management in publicly funded transportation agencies in the U.S., (2) determine the
general applicability of strategic management to these organizations, and (3) provide
recommendations and guidelines to assist individual agencies to initiate or strengthen their
strategic management activities.
This report addresses the following principal areas: (1) the current strategic planning and
management environment for publicly funded transportation agencies, (2) the definition
and components of strategic management, (3) the findings and conclusions relative to
implementing and/or maintaining strategic management, and (4) the guidelines for
successfully institutionalizing strategic management in publicly funded transportation
agencies.
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3.1.1 Current Strategic Planning and Management Environment
Strategic management is the process of articulating a future vision of accomplishment for
an organization and then planning, directing, and controlling the organization's entire
range of activities to work toward the desired state or position. In this regard, strategic
planning activities may be viewed as one part of a strategic management process.
Strategic management focuses on an overall vision of where the organization should be
heading, i.e., what it plans to accomplish and how it can get it accomplished. It provides
for the involvement of the entire organization in managing its people, processes, and
products toward successful accomplishment of its goals and objectives.
The internal and external environments in which publicly funded transportation agencies
must plan and function have experienced rapid change in recent years. Among the factors
contributing to this climate of change are economics, demographics, transportation service
and user demand, increased transportation providers, shifts in the federal attitude toward
financial support, essential completion of the Interstate Highway System, and trend
towards consolidating public transportation modes into umbrella agencies. As the result
of the changes taking place on a continual basis, publicly funded transportation agencies
are faced with numerous threats and opportunities. They have begun to recognize the
necessity for acting quickly and decisively; this requires strategic planning and
management.
3.1.2 Definition and Components of Strategic Planning
There is no consensus definition for strategic management among its practitioners in the
public or private sectors. However, there are commonly accepted practices and critical
elements. Strategic management is an interactive and ongoing process consisting of at
least the following fundamental components: mission statement (including goals and
objectives), environmental scan, strategy development, action plan development, resource
allocation, and performance measurement. If these components and the processes needed
to support, review, and adjust them on a continual basis are in place, the organization has
an opportunity to maintain a sound strategic management program and to benefit
substantially from it. Without any one of these components, or without the essential
support processes, the effort will likely fail.
3.1.3 Findings and Conclusions
In the course of the NCHRP report 331 project, the planning and management approaches
of 11 publicly funded transportation agencies were studied, as were those of four private
sector corporations. Additionally, significant documents relevant to strategic planning and
strategic management were reviewed, and a committee of experts was established to
review and comment on the project's interim findings.
The findings of the NCHRP report 331 are now discussed:
1. Establishment (or Enhancement) of a Strategic Management Process. In most of the
case-study organizations, strategic management was usually the outgrowth of a process
that had been formally or informally put in place to address a crisis.
A major finding in this area was that the establishment of strategic management in an
organization - to the point that it is institutionalized as an effective and efficient process -
requires several years of effort. Additionally, most agencies that now have strategic
management efforts in place or underway did not start out to institute strategic
management. Consequently, when the effort is formalized, many essential elements are
missing and must be put in place before the process can evolve further.
These critical elements may be placed into one of three major categories: (a) participant
elements (chief administrative officer, senior management, staff managers, line managers,
process "champion"); (b) process elements (environmental scanning, goal and objective
setting, planning and budgeting, performance monitoring, information collection and
dissemination); (c) product elements (mission statement, goals and objective,
organizational strategies, properly defined businesses, component (business) strategies,
component (business) action plans, program budgets, performance measures, SWOT
(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analyses, reward tied to performance).
The substantially advanced state of strategic management in some of the case-study
organizations, as well as reviews of surveys of state transportation agencies and other
literature, demonstrate that establishing the process is not inherently inhibited in publicly
funded transportation agencies. This is true even though the environment for publicly
funded transportation agencies differs markedly from that of private corporations. The
criticality of strategic management in a public agency may be less because the agency's
ultimate survival probably is not dependent on it. However, this should not inhibit the
application of strategic management principles and processes, nor obviate their potential
benefit in the public sector environment.
2. Participation In a Strategic Management Process. To have any hope of success,
strategic management demands extensive participation in the process by all levels of
management. However, the research also showed that a commitment to strategic
management and a willingness to participate are not sufficient to guarantee a high degree
of effectiveness and efficiency of the activity. What is also required is that the
participation by the several levels of management be in an appropriate role in a clearly
understood framework.
3. Organizational Structure of Participants. There is no common organizational structure
within which strategic management activities are necessarily initiated, or which appear to
be guarantors of success. However, the organizations whose strategic management
processes were most advanced tended to be more decentralized.
Although the location of responsibility for "managing" the strategic management function
varied widely among the case-study organizations, the lack of uniformity does not appear
to impact the success or failure of the effort. More important than the organizational
location of the strategic management function is whether or not a single point of process
management responsibility could be identified at all.
Large, full-time strategic management staffs have not been a prerequisite for success.
Although a number of the case-study organizations have formal strategic management
staffs, most do not have formal units or any full-time staff devoted to the process.
4. Management Process In-Place. The research team reviewed the basic management
processes that are in-place to support strategic management as well as the actual processes
by which the case-study organizations perform the function. The objective of this review
was to ascertain whether one process or group of processes was more indicative of likely
success than another. The findings were that:
a. There is no commonality among the basic management processes of the case-study
organizations in terms of their steps or timing, nor was there a common strategic
management process. Most were tailored to the specific needs of the implementing
agency.
b. The case-study organizations most experienced in implementing or operating under
strategic management generally have a plan for planning which sets out the roles and
responsibilities of each element of the organization and establishes specific steps to be
followed within specified time periods.
c. The strategic management process in most agencies changes continually as the
organization become more comfortable with the activity and as experience with the
process surfaces opportunities for refinement.
d. The time horizon for the strategic management process often is relatively short, in
most cases, 3 to 5 years.
e. Published strategic plans are not viewed as essential to strategic management.
f. Strategic management efforts often are heavily information dependent.
3.1.4 Strategic Management Guidelines
The guidelines for each stage and the objectives of each guideline provided in the final
report for publicly funded transportation agencies are as follows:
PRIMARY STAGES/GUIDELINES
Stage L Identifying the Need for
Strategic Management
A. Determine the current status of strategic
management in the agency.
Stage H. Establishment or Enhancement
of Key Strategic Management Elements
B. Define the agency's business.
C. Develop plans for implementing strategic
management initiatives.
OBJECTIVES
To assess (a) the extent to which strategic
management is already in place, (b) the
potential buy-in of the chief administrative
officer and other senior managers, (c)
whether it would be appropriate to
introduce basic management changes at this
time, and (d) what probable actions might
be undertaken to improve strategic
management processes.
To establish a clear and proper definition of
the agency's businesses based on an
accurate understanding of the present and a
realistic vision of the future.
To provide a comprehensive course of
action to move the agency from the existing
management system to the establishment or
enhancement of critical strategic
management elements.
Stage III. Integration of the Key
Elements into a Functioning System
D. Ensure that the agency mission To establish a clearly understood and
statement and goal structure are in place. articulated mission statement for the
agency, supplemented by goals and specific
objectives for each major operating unit.
E. Obtain chief administrative officer and To ensure an active leadership role by the
senior management commitment to the chief administrative officer and senior
strategic management process. management and thereby institutionalize the
strategic management processes in dealing
with day-to-day operational matters.
F. Establish a clearly understood division of To provide guidance to all managers and
responsibility for strategic management organizational units as to their roles and
implementation, including the selection of responsibilities in implementing the strategic
implementation managers or facilitators. management process.
G. Develop an accurate information base To work toward the evolution of a
and maintain its timeliness, consistent agency-wide information system
which provides timely and accurate
information for management decision-
making.
Stage IV. Ongoing Use and Refinement
of Strategic Management System
H. Monitor the strategic management To provide continuous feedback so that
system. senior management will know where
adjustments are needed and to ensure that
strategic management initiatives stay in step
with the management needs of the agency.
I. Develop a reward and recognition To encourage exemplary performance from
program. individuals and organizational units.
Source: Tyndall, Cameron, and Taggart 1990.
There are many acceptable approaches to good strategic management. The essential
ingredients are future vision, involvement of all managers, top-level commitment,
integration of existing management systems and processes, and focused planning of
activities. Perhaps the biggest challenge of all is to institutionalize a strategic way of
thinking, which invariably requires strong leadership.
3.1.5 Lessons for Mendoza
The transportation agency in Mendoza should adopt the guidelines presented in the
previous table to implement its strategic management system.
1. Determine why a strategic management system is needed for Mendoza. The reasons
could include the opportunities provided by the integration of the Mercosur countries,
the potential establishment of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor, or the strategic location of the
province of Mendoza.
2. Review what Mendoza has already done for the strategic management process, and
what might be done to improve the process taking advantage of the domestic and
international opportunities.
3. Establish or improve key strategic management elements, including personnel, mission
statement, goals and objectives, program budgets, performance measures, etc., and
integrate the key elements into a functioning system. That is, Mendoza needs to
establish a clearly understood mission statement for the agency with specific objectives
for each major operating unit. For example, in the mission statement, the objectives
could be to improve the mobility of goods and people, and to enhance the safety and
efficiency of the transportation system. Then for the road agency, the goal could be to
reduce the percentage of road in poor condition to 10%, supplemented by road
investment plans.
4. Establish priorities regarding strategic direction and reassess current plans. There are
many proposed projects, i.e., the low altitude tunnel, improvement of the regional road
system, the dam at Potrerillos, and so on. So it is important to decide what should be
done first.
5. It is also important for Mendoza to build an information system so that accurate and
timely information is always available for decision-making.
6. Building a strategic management system is an ongoing process. Therefore, Mendoza
should make effort to improve communication within public agencies and
communication between public and private agencies. Develop a reward and
recognition program is also an important step to ensure success.
3.2 COMPARING STRATEGIC PLANNING IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS
3.2.1 Similarities and Differences
There are decided differences between the public and private sectors which tend to make
strategic management somewhat more difficult in the public sector; however, these
differences are not sufficient to inhibit the establishment or maintenance of strategic
management process in a publicly funded transportation agency committed to it. The
question here is what can public sector transportation agencies learn from strategic
planning carried out in the private sector.
Six key areas are identified as important to growth and success in private corporations: (1)
closer integration of business initiatives, strategies, and operational and financial plans; (2)
utilization of detailed competitive analysis; (3) identification and linkage of environmental
changes; (4) establishment of priorities regarding strategic direction; (5) re-calibration
with respect to current plans; and (6) linkage to corporate values (parent/subsidiary
linkages).
Although the business of private corporations is unlike the activities of publicly funded
transportation agencies, the rationale for applying strategic management principles is
similar. The foregoing areas have as much applicability in the public sector as they have in
the private sector, although specific implementation will be different.
These differences in the strategic planning process stem from the fact that the environment
for publicly funded transportation agencies differs markedly from that of private
corporations. Public agencies usually have more constituencies, more competing
objectives, and more constraints on their activities than do private companies.
The following characteristics distinguish publicly funded transportation agencies, for the
most part, from the corporate sector (Tyndall, Cameron, and Taggart 1990; Hax and
Majluf 1991):
1. Profitability is not the driving motivation in most cases. In fact, most public agency
accounting systems do not even measure it. It should be pointed out, however, that
some quasi-public transportation agencies, such as airport and port authorities, do
indeed measure profitability, while receiving public financial subsidy for part of their
capital or operating outlays.
2. The measurement of performance in the public sector is not as straightforward, and the
criteria for success are different. This is because the agency typically is performing
multiple tasks, benefiting "stockholders" in many different ways and to many different
degrees, and providing services or products that do not lend themselves to easy, clear-
cut measurement.
3. Expectations regarding public benefit are different. The public expects and demands
certain minimum levels of service from public agencies, while corporations must abide
by a myriad of laws and other regulations designed to protect the public interest.
4. The public sector primarily provides services and products which the private sector
cannot or will not provide. While there is a constantly changing tide of"privatization"
and "reverse privatization" initiatives, the private sector will only participate in
activities that will bear a direct or indirect profit.
5. Decision-making is more complex and politically motivated in the public sector. This
means that decisions are made more slowly and public agencies are slower and less
able to react to changing internal and external conditions.
6. A sense of urgency is not prevalent. This impacts the speed with which services and
products are delivered. At the same time, it does not address the quality of the service
of product, which may be equivalent to, less than, or in excess of that of the private
sector.
7. Public agency managers are more risk averse than are their corporate counterparts.
All things equal, this implies that gain will be more gradual, on the one hand, and
protection against failures will be higher, on the other. Shifts in services and product
delivery and stockholder benefit will be more conservative in public agencies.
8. Funding/financial mechanisms are very different in the public sector. The budgeting
process is normally more involved, and extensive control is exercised over budget
expenditures. Sources of funds also are more extensive in publicly funded
transportation agencies, and thus managers have more complex accounting and
budgeting responsibilities.
9. Public agencies normally have more layers of management between the chief
administrative officer and the first line supervisor, and they also generally have more
limited spans of control. Overall, this means that agency managers often have a
smaller domain of responsibility than do corporate managers at the same level and with
similar experience, which also may contribute to the generally slower reaction time.
10. Public agencies have a greater number of direct external influences on their activities.
As part of the executive branch of government, they are continuously and directly
impacted by legislative and judicial actions. This system of checks and balances, along
with the relatively free access to agency activities by the press, subjects the public
agency to constant public scrutiny.
Overall, the criticality of strategic management in a public agency may be less because the
agency's ultimate survival probably is not dependent on it. In the private sector, the
criteria for success, especially profitability and all that is required to achieve it, are much
clearer.
3.2.2 Lessons for Mendoza
What can the public sector transportation agencies learn about strategic planning for the
private sector strategic planning processes, recognizing the differences between public and
private sector outlined above?
As a public agency, in the process of establishing a strategic plan, it is important for
Mendoza to do the following:
(1) Facilitate the integration of agency objectives, strategies, and operational and financial
plans.
(2) Understand and deal with "competitors" for use of agency systems, networks, and
facilities and for use of funds. For example, the "competitors" may be other provinces
competing with Mendoza for national funding.
(3) Perform environmental scans. Identify strengths and weaknesses of the internal
environment and the opportunities and threats presented by the external environment.
(4) improve communications among various operating units and with headquarters.
The private sector teaches us that strategic management may be used in Mendoza to
anticipate and manage the future rather than react to current crises, and to evaluate the
need for programs and determine their effectiveness. The processes developed by the
private sector could be applied to the Province of Mendoza. For instance, in private
corporations, the development of strategies for the long run must be market-driven, and
investment in the preservation of existing facilities must be balanced with the aggressive
pursuit of opportunities to serve emerging growth markets. Mendoza should be aware of
the market opportunities due to its position on the Bi-Oceanic Corridor. All of the
following market-oriented questions need be answered:
* What kinds of commodities are currently trading between Argentina and Chile,
Argentina and North America, and Argentina and Southeast Asia? What are the
current volume of these commodities and what are the projected volumes?
* If the tunnel is built to provide a twelve-month route, is it cheaper to ship through the
tunnel than the previous mountain path when the path is open?
* What commodities are shipped during the twelve months? What commodity
shipments are interrupted during the two-month winter time? Are they agricultural or
industrial products? Are they worth the effort?
* What are the shipping costs with and without the tunnel? What are the savings in
transportation costs and travel time resulting from the tunnel? How do these compare
with the Atlantic Ocean / Panama Cannel route to Asia and the West Coast of the
U.S.?
In summary, it should be known whether Argentina and Mendoza can penetrate the
market as a result of reduced transportation costs, whether the trade will be successful,
and who are the competitors. It is important to understand market opportunities in the
strategic planning process.
3.3 CASE STUDIES OF STRATEGIC TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
3.3.1 Summary of Prior Work in Strategic Transportation Planning
In this research, many previous studies on strategic planning other than the NCHRP report
331 have also been reviewed and compared. They are described in Appendix C. These
studies include:
* US Department of Transportation, "Moving America: New Directions, New
Opportunities - A Statement of National Transportation Policy: Strategies for Action"
* US Department of Transportation, "National Transportation Strategic Planning for
Action"
* Michael Baker, Jr., Inc. "A Proposal to provide a Comprehensive Intermodal
Transportation Plan Prepared for the Mississippi Department of Energy and
Transportation"
* "Intermodal Transportation: Transportation Policy Plan for Washington State, Key
Issues in 1994"
* Iowa Department of Transportation, "Iowa's Transportation Management Systems
Work Plans"
* "State of New Mexico Long Range Comprehensive Transportation Plan (Building a
Foundation for an Intermodal transportation System)"
* Florida Department of Transportation, "A Model Intermodal Transportation Plan:
Florida's Intermodal Planning Process"
* Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, "Promotion of
Intermodal Transport Policy Paper"
The scales of these studies range from regional, national to international. The modes
being studied are either a single mode such as rail or intermodal or multimodal. The time
frame involved is usually between ten to twenty years. Most of the studies conducted in
the beginning of the 90's were intended to provide a guide into the twenty-first century.
Several U.S. state level intermodal transportation plans have been reviewed. Most of
these plans were performed after the passage of Intermodal Transportation Efficiency Act
of 1991 (ISTEA). ISTEA established a new direction in transportation planning. ISTEA
articulates a new philosophy of support for comprehensive transportation planning,
incorporates a new approach to Federal funding of transportation related projects and
posits many new requirements for states to address in order to qualify for Federal
transportation funds. The stated purpose of ISTEA is "to develop a National Intermodal
Transportation System that is economically efficient, environmentally sound, provides the
foundation for the Nation to compete in the global economy and will move people and
goods in an energy efficient manner(New Mexico 1995)." ISTEA requires states to
implement a state wide planning process that includes all modes of transportation, looks
forward at least twenty years, and considers social, cultural, and environmental impacts.
The long-range plan must provide for the efficient movement of both people and goods.
The long-range plan should also be fiscally constrained; that is, it should be viable within
the projected revenue structure of the state. Most of the state long-range transportation
plan generated after 1991 addresses the new perspective and requirements of this
important legislation.
The only state plan performed before the passage of ISTEA is the proposal for an
intermodal transportation plan for Mississippi (Mississippi 1981). In the report, the
mission being identified is to develop and integrate modal plans for rail, air, transit, ports
and highways; develop alternative approaches to financing the implementation; develop
transportation policy and identify future study needs to insure Mississippi will have a safe,
efficient and cost effective comprehensive intermodal transportation system which will
enhance the economy of the state and facilitate the movement of people and goods. This
proposal is made in 1981, 10 years before ISTEA, but it also addresses the issues raised
by ISTEA. For example, it includes objectives such as to consider all transportation
modes as interacting elements, to mandate the coordination of transportation systems with
the economic development of the state, and to minimize economic, energy, and
environmental costs, which are exactly the goals set by ISTEA.
Comparing these state plans with other case studies9 in transportation planning, there are
many similarities, specifically, the objectives for strategic transportation planning from
other case studies are consistent with those set by these state plans. All these state plans
include the following objectives: to improve mobility and accessibility for persons and
goods; to promote economic growth; to reduce negative environmental impacts; to
consider the development of all modes (multimodal); to enhance intermodal coordination;
to move people and goods efficiently and safely; to keep stable financial bases for
transportation; and, to adopt new technologies.
In summary, from the case studies of transportation planning processes, the following
objectives are identified to be commonly mentioned goals of a strategic transportation
plan.
9 These refer to all the other strategic planning studies being reviewed that are not performed by the states.
Obiectives for Strategic TransPortation Planning
* Enhance mobility and accessibility for people and freight;
* Promote economic growth;
* Improve environmental quality;
* Strengthen integration and cooperation among various modes of transport;
* Maintain an efficient transportation system and improve levels of service;
* Keep stable financial sources for transportation;
* Improve safety;
* Advance technology development;
* Educate transportation professionals.
3.3.2 Implications for Mendoza
The strategic plan for Mendoza will be an intermodal freight transportation plan eventually
extended to travelers with a time frame of 15 to 20 years. It is a regional plan which
concerns about urban and international issues. The objectives summarized from prior
studies in section 3.3.1 are also major concerns of the Transportation Group in Mendoza.
These objectives correspond to the essential needs of Mendoza.
The first three objectives listed in section 3.3.1 are as follows:
Enhance mobility and accessibility for people and freight;
Promote economic growth;
Improve environmental quality.
These objectives are tied to "sustainable transportation", which is an issue that is attracting
growing attention. Sustainable transportation raises the question of how to achieve a
balance between mobility and access needs (which strongly affect economic development
and life-style) on one hand, and environmental and resource imperatives (which affect
human health and future economic potential) on the other (Sussman 1994). These should
also be essential goals in the development of a strategic transportation plan for Mendoza.
Mendoza wants a transportation policy to improve mobility and accessibility for persons
and goods. Mendoza needs a better link to connect with Chile, so as to facilitate the
shipments of goods between the two countries. The existing mountain route between
Mendoza and Chile is closed for 60 or more days in the winter each year, which is a great
barrier to the freight transportation. One purpose of transportation planning is to make
sure transportation should promote and not hinder the growth of freight movements.
Mendoza is interested in a transportation policy that will enhance economic growth. One
of Argentina's national policies is to open the economy to the world (Martland 1995). At
the regional level, exports now accounts for 7% of the Mendoza's economy; exports have
been very strong in recent years at about $450 million per year with a 12% growth rate.
Mendoza wants to continue the growth and to expand international trade.
Improvement of environmental quality is also an essential objective in transportation
planning for Mendoza. Mendoza has a Ministry for the Environment; they are ahead of
other provinces in this regard. People are very concerned about the impact of
development on the quality of life in Mendoza.
The fourth objective is to strengthen integration and cooperation among various modes
of transport. Mendoza needs multimodal coordination. At the national level, Argentina is
building a new system of relationships in transportation, to coordinate proper investments
in rail, tunnels, airports, etc. within the context of a global vision. The role of rail in
transport is the key. Traditionally, the transportation system in Argentina has been built
with one network atop another, without any attempt to coordinate. Now Argentina needs
to complete some of the modal networks, but also to create a multimodal and intermodal
system, with each mode doing what it does best. Argentina needs the flexibility of the
highway system and the efficiency of the rail system. This is also the case at the regional
level.
The fifth objective is to maintain an efficient transportation system and improve levels of
service. Efficiency and quality of service is of great concern for the transportation system
in Mendoza. In long distance international transport by trucks, service requirements such
as on-time delivery is the main criteria. The value of the load will determine the choice of
mode and route. Lengthy delays at the borders is a major problem. In terms of
operational efficiency, the truck carriers are trying to keep costs low by avoiding empty
back-haul moves. For the rail industry, the railroad needs to use capacity more effectively.
The sixth objective is to keep stable financial sources for transportation. A financially
stable transportation system is important for Mendoza. If the tunnel connecting Mendoza
and Chile is to be built, financial funding for the tunnel must be secured. The tunnel will
be very costly. The estimates on the cost of the tunnel is about $1 to $2 billion. There are
many issues concerning who will build the tunnel (government or private sector), whether
there will be a subsidy for construction or operations, and who will manage the
construction and the operation (Koehne 1996).
The seventh objective in strategic transportation planning is to Improve safety. Safety is
always a concern in the transportation system of Mendoza. The existing route between
Mendoza and Chile is closed during severe winter due to unsafe conditions. If a better
link is built, safety will be enhanced. In addition, in the trucking industry, there is great
concern about specific safety requirement. For example, bulk liquids and solids require
specialized transport and have different regulations in each Mercosur country. These
regulations need to be harmonized to ensure safe shipments of the commodities. Since
there are many accidents in the mountainous areas, special regulations should be applied.
The eighth objective is to advance technology development. Advancing technology
development is essential for Mendoza's transportation planning process. Mendoza needs
to incorporate new technology, especially intermodal freight, information technology, and
communications. Adopting new technology is a way to improve the efficiency of the
existing transportation system, and to solve some of the problems raised by the challenge
of sustainable transportation.
The last objective we have summarized is to educate transportation professionals.
Training transportation professionals will be an objective for the transportation planning in
Mendoza. Developing a "professional infrastructure" of people skilled in transportation is
a critical issue identified by the Transportation Group during a workshop held in Mendoza
in 1996. An advanced transportation system needs the support of skilled people to
develop and operate. The transportation professionals should be well trained and be
aware of technological, institutional, environmental, and societal issues and policies
(Sussman 1995).
It is necessary to coordinate and integrate planning for infrastructure at the local, regional,
and national levels. Coordination is also needed in planning/managing traffic on the
infrastructure. On the national scale, Argentina is promoting coordination among all
modes, and the role of rail in transportation is the key. On the regional level, the role of
the state is to generate conditions for greater use of rail.
SWOT Analysis
As discussed in section 3.1.3, one of the critical elements in the strategic transportation
planning process is the SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis,
which must be put in place before the strategic planning process can evolve further. Here
are several examples of the SWOT analysis in the Mendozan context:
Strength: Mendoza's Strategic Location
Mendoza is in the best location in Mercosur relative to Santiago, Chile,
Southeast Asia, and the west coast of North America. Historically, all
transport in Mendoza was oriented to the east, specifically to Buenos Aires.
Now the system must be re-oriented to serve Mendoza's geographic position
on the main corridor between Chile and Argentina.
How does Mendoza get value added for goods passing through the region on
the Bi-Oceanic Corridor, e.g., traffic that is transloaded/transferred at Palmira?
For example, Mendoza could bring in half-finished products and distribute
them throughout Argentina.
Mendoza is used as sort of warehouse for Santiago, with a lot of consolidation
and transfer operations. Deliveries to Santiago can be made very quickly when
the road is open in the winter.
Opportunity: International Trade
Brazil, Chile, Uruguay and Paraguay are the largest export countries for
Argentina, with 40% of export going to Brazil alone. Transportation costs are
generally too high to allow exporting goods to other countries. Although there
have been some changes in recent years, such exports are still very low and
growth is slow. To compete with other countries, Argentina must establish
efficient export corridors. For example, Argentina competes with Canada for
export potash business; Argentina uses small trucks to reach ports, whereas
Canada uses high speed unit trains. Argentina has been working for two years
to seek an Argentine port for Argentine goods in Chile.
Chile is very cautious with fresh vegetables; Mendoza is the only Argentine
province that has eliminated the health problems related to the Mediterranean
fruit fly. Chile and Mendoza would therefore form a strong partnership for
agricultural exports.
Weakness: Railroad Infrastructure
Given the geographical scale of Argentina and the province of Mendoza, the
railroads have tremendous potential as an efficient freight-moving entity.
However, much investment will be needed for the railroads to become a major
component of the transportation system.
In Argentina, the railroad also has potential in terms of fuel usage and
emissions. Emissions are important issues because Argentina signed the
Montreal and Geneva protocols.
The railroad needs to be used for long distance and intermodal movements.
Better rail infrastructure is needed to achieve this.
Scenario Development
One step in the strategic planning process for Mendoza is to develop a set of scenarios for
the future. Scenario development can be important because it forces us to come up with
plans for how the transportation system of Mendoza can evolve.
Scenario development in the Mendozan context could include the following: compare
alternative projects such as building a low altitude tunnel, rebuilding the Trans Andean
Railway between Chile and Argentina, using intermodal trains to reach an efficient transfer
station in Mendoza that has a good link to the highway to Chile, with the status quo.
Evaluate each scenario based on the criteria of mobility and accessibility, economic
viability, environmental amenity, multimodal integration and cooperation, transportation
efficiency, transportation service, financial requirements, safety, technology advancement,
and territorial impacts for the metropolitan area and for the province.
Evaluate the impact of the scenarios on mobility and accessibility according to the growth
of vehicle miles traveled through the link between Mendoza and Chile. Ask the following
questions: Are there more trucks using the route? What is the expected traffic flow?
What is the percentage of the interrupted traffic during the winter over the total traffic?
Estimate the economic impact based on the rate of economic growth, the possible
increases in the volume of export and import, and the changes on volume of consumption
and production in the region as a result of the improved link.
Test environmental quality by estimated emission changes - the absolute amount of
emissions, including tons of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), oxides of nitrogen
(NOx), and CO2; and the relative amount, which is the ratio of emissions versus goods
transported.
Measure intermodal and multimodal integration and coordination by the service level
provided by the intermodal and multimodal transportation. For instance, intermodal
transportation should provide more reliable and flexible service than the rail, and lower
cost than the highway system; otherwise, it will not have a market.
Evaluate transportation efficiency according to operating costs for truck and rail. In
trucking industry, the percentage of empty back haul trips is a measurement of operating
costs. In rail industry, the effectiveness of capacity usage is very important. In terms of
level of service, travel time, reliability, flexibility, accessibility, and safety are essential
criterion.
Predict financial requirements based on the estimated costs of each project and who will
pay for it. Evaluate safety by the reduction in accident rates. Analyze technology
advancement qualitatively.
Forecast territorial impacts such as the possible effects on the patterns of transportation,
commodity flows, and the location of industry in the region.
Scenario ideas
As a guide to scenario development, we list here some ideas for projects at various
geographic levels--international/national, regional and metropolitan.
International/National
- Low altitude tunnel
Build a low altitude tunnel in order to provide an all weather route to
Chile.
- Alternatives to the low altitude tunnel
Use intermodal trains to reach an efficient transfer station in Mendoza that
has a good link to the highway to Chile; Rebuild the Trans Andean Railway
between Chile and Argentina.
- Improvements to the international road system
Mendoza needs a wider road to connect with Buenos Aires on the Bi-
Oceanic Corridor.
- Intermodal rail link to BA
The freight network in Argentina is a series of spokes radiating from
Buenos Aires. BAP has a link to Buenos Aires and from Buenos Aires to
Brazil.
* Regional Initiatives (Province of Mendoza)
- Improvement of the regional road system
Mendoza needs to invest for the long term in the routes that were left to
deteriorate before; Mendoza needs to upgrade the truck link to Chile
whether or not the tunnel is constructed.
- Linkages to the national road system
Between 1993 and 1996, Mendoza will invest $180 million to rebuild roads
that link the province to the rest of the nation and to Chile. This will
provide the necessary road system for commerce.
- Impact of the proposed dam at Potrerillos
The dam project has two motivations: one is to generate electricity, the
other is to develop water resources. But it will impose great environmental
impacts on the region. Furthermore, the route of Bi-Oceanic Corridor near
the location of the dam may need to be changed.
- Multimodal station in Palmira
Mendoza wants to move the rail freight terminal to Palmira, and Palmira
will become a new multimodal terminal.
- Zona Franca
Argentina currently only has one free trade zone. It would be logical to
establish a free trade zone in or near Mendoza because of its position along
the major trade route to Chile.
* Metropolitan Initiatives (City of Mendoza and environs)
- Freight route around the city of Mendoza
A truck route around the city of Mendoza will be built within a couple of
years, in order to keep through traffic out of the city.
- Moving Freight station to Palmira (and re-use of the space within the city)
The plan is to sell the land around the Mendoza station to the city (for use
as a park), and to move the rail terminal to Palmira, 45 km to the east. The
line and the passenger station would remain in Mendoza.
3.4 THE ROLE OF STRATEGIC PLAN IN DESIGNING TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
In this chapter, we have reviewed a number of strategic transportation planning activities
from around the world and have identified key elements of those plans. A strategic
transportation plan will help us to consider the designing of a transportation network from
an integrated perspective. The designing of a transportation network can be only one part
of a program for a balanced regional development.
In the remaining chapters, we will discuss the methodology for evaluating different
investment plans to improve a transportation network and apply it to the transportation
network in Mendoza.
4. ASSESSMENT OF INVESTMENT STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING
TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
4.1 ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS FOR A SUITABLE TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
The following components are essential to support a suitable transport network:
* the junction points (i.e., location of terminals, roads to and from terminals);
* the connections between the junction points (i.e., the national and local roads);
* the organization which provides the service through the transport network.
This study will focus on the analysis of the links, that is, the national and provincial roads.
4.2 TRAFFIC FLOW, CAPACITY AND LEVEL OF SERVICE
The Highway Capacity Manual (TRB 1985) defines capacity as "the maximum rate of
flow that can reasonably be expected to pass a point or uniform section of a lane or
roadway under prevailing roadway, traffic, and control conditions." In the United States,
for example, a typical two-lane rural highway has a capacity of 2,800 vehicle/hour (total
for both directions), and a typical multi-lane highway has a capacity of 2000
vehicle/hour/lane, provided the traffic stream consists entirely of passenger cars. These
values may vary between countries, and are affected by road width and other
characteristics (Hoban et al. 1994).
The level of service of a highway is defined as "a qualitative measure describing
operational conditions within a traffic stream, or their perception by motorists and/or
passengers," with these conditions generally described by "such measures as speed and
travel time, freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions, comfort and convenience, and
safety" (Khisty 1990). A typical relationship between speed, traffic flow, and road





Figure 4.1: Typical Speed-Flow-Capacity Relationship
Vehicles traveling alone on a given road adopt a "free speed" which depends upon road
factors and the driver's desired speed. As traffic flow increases, vehicles begin to interact
and delay each other, resulting in traffic congestion. As traffic flows increase, average
speeds for all vehicles gradually converge towards the speeds of the slowest vehicles in the
stream, as passing becomes more and more restricted. As flow approaches capacity,
average speeds may fall even lower than slow vehicle free speeds (Hoban et al. 1994).
The primary impact of congestion is usually a reduction in average speeds, which affects
fuel consumption, travel time, environmental quality, and other components of user costs.
User costs are also influenced by road geometry and condition of the road surface.
If the road is not kept in good condition, the costs to the users will be high, but the costs
to the road agency will be low. On the other hand, if the road is always kept in good
condition, the costs to the users will be low, but the costs to the road agency will be high.
There is a trade-offbetween road agency costs and user costs. We want to find an
optimal road conservation policy under a specific traffic volume and traffic growth rate so
that the overall costs to road agency and road users are minimized. Road agency costs
include road construction and maintenance costs. Road user costs include fuel and
lubricant consumption, vehicle maintenance costs, labor costs, time costs, etc.
In this study, we want to perform an economic analysis of road investment and
improvement alternatives taking account of vehicle operating costs and travel time costs
incurred by users of the facility as well as the construction and maintenance costs incurred
by the road agency. The Highway Design and Maintenance Standards Model (HDM III)
could perform such an economic analysis that allows us to evaluate the trade-offs between
road agency and user costs.
4.3 METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The HDM III Model is used to estimate vehicle operating costs, travel time costs,
construction costs, and maintenance costs of alternative investment options for the road.
The benefits and costs for each alternative are compared, and the best investment strategy
is identified for each scenario of traffic growth. We want to consider the trade-offs
between road agency and user costs and choose the optimal road conservation policy
which maximizes the net benefits to the society. The HDM III model has been applied in
Brazil, Chile, and many other developing countries.
4.3.1 Vehicle Operating Costs
The function of the vehicle operating cost model is to simulate the effects of the physical
characteristics and condition of a road on the operating speeds of various types of
vehicles, on their consumption of fuel and lubricants, on their maintenance requirements,
and so on, and to determine their total operating cost (Watanatada et al. 1987). The
quantities of resources consumed, such as liters of fuel, numbers of tires, man-hours of
labor, etc., are determined together with vehicle speeds as functions of the characteristics
of each type of vehicle and the geometry, surface type, and current condition of the road.
Costs are then found by multiplying the various resource quantities by user-specified unit
costs and adding allowances for depreciation, interest, and overhead costs and for the time
values of passenger delays and cargo holding (Figure 4.2).
4.3.2 Road Construction Costs
The main purpose of the road construction model are to compute and allocate
construction costs on a year-by-year basis over the duration of the construction period;
and to modify the physical characteristics of the link as the construction is completed.
Construction may be scheduled for any year in the analysis period and may consist of new
construction either on new or old alignment and widening (Watanatada et al. 1987).
Construction may also be scheduled sequentially, as in staging; that is, a link may be
constructed to a low standard initially, followed at a future date by widening, realignment,
or some other form of upgrading.
Construction cost information may be provided by the user at various levels of detail, from
a single cost for a whole project down to specific quantities and unit costs for each
element of the construction process. The road construction quantities, including
earthwork, drainage, site preparation, and bridges, could be predicted as a function of
terrain severity and geometric standards. The relationships used have been developed
from data of 52 road constructing projects from 28 countries in Africa, Latin America and
Asia (Markow and Aw 1983). While these relationships provide preliminary cost
estimates where local data are not available, they are particularly useful in analyzing
tradeoffs among road construction, maintenance, and vehicle operating costs at the
Road geometry Road condition Traffic volume Road capacity
Average operating speed for each vehicle group
Cost per vehicle-kilometer
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Figure 4.2: The Vehicle Operating Costs
(Source: Watanatada et al. 1987)
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highway sector level. This is because the construction quantities predicted are sensitive to
geometric standards, especially for severe terrain.
4.3.3 Road Maintenance Costs
The road deterioration is determined by many factors, including the topography, subgrade
soil, material and thickness of pavement layers, drainage, quality of construction and
maintenance, environment, traffic volume, axle loads, vehicle configuration, and road
condition (Figure 4.3). There are different types of deterioration, including potholes, ruts,
cracks, broken edges, shoulder wear and deformation on paved roads, and potholes, ruts,
corrugation, erosions, and gravel loss on unpaved roads. These will determine the
roughness and structural strength of the road. The roughness of the road will affect
vehicle operating costs. Based on the condition of the road, a maintenance policy will be
determined. The condition of the road is influenced by the maintenance strategy.
4.3.4 Scenario Analysis
As discussed in section 3.3.2, scenario development is an important step in the strategic
transportation planning process for Mendoza because it forces us to build plans for the
future. The key elements of the scenario development in the Mendozan context include
the rate of growth of trade among Mercosur nations, the rate of growth of Mendoza (city
and province, population as well as economic growth), and rate of growth of travel
demand. All of these growth rates are interrelated. A specific traffic growth rate on a
specific road section suggests that the road needs to be maintained or upgraded to a
certain level. Different scenarios represent different conditions of the Mendozan
economy, and therefore require different plans to keep pace with the change.
There are several criterion that could be used to measure the applicability of a specific plan




Figure 4.3: The Road Deterioration Cycle
(Source: The World Bank 1988)
DETERMINANTS OF DETERIORATION
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and accessibility, economic viability, environmental quality, costs and quality of
transportation service, or financial feasibility.
In this study, we perform a scenario analysis based on a range of potential growth rates on
traffic volumes. The criterion we adopted to evaluate the alternative investment plans are
mobility, transportation costs, and quality of transportation service. Mobility is reflected
implicitly by vehicle operating costs which is determined by vehicle speed, and quality of
service is measured by travel time costs. The impact of investment strategies on economic
viability and environmental quality is also discussed.
We estimate benefits and costs of alternative road investment options for a range of traffic
growth rates using the HDM III Model. A do-minimum strategy is used as the base case
to compare with other road upgrading options. The benefits include savings in vehicle
operating costs and travel time resulting from improved roads, and the costs include
additional construction and maintenance costs required to upgrade the roads compared to
the base case. Net benefits are the difference between benefits and costs. The road
investment strategy which yields the highest net benefits to society is the optimal policy for
road agency and road users.
The process of evaluation is as follows: Determine the condition for a transportation
infrastructure; estimate the current traffic flows and predict future traffic flows; estimate
investment costs, vehicle operating costs, value of travel time for different level of
investment plans; determine the best option under each scenario of traffic growth. In the
following chapter, we will perform a scenario analysis in the Mendozan context.
5. DESIGNING A TRANSPORTATION NETWORK FOR MENDOZA
As discussed in previous chapters, Mendoza is at a strategic location of the Bi-Oceanic
Corridor. In order to take advantage of the opportunities provided by the establishment of
the Mercosur Trade Alliance, Mendoza needs a good transportation network to connect it
to other Argentinean provinces and other Mercosur countries such as Chile and Brazil.
On the western end of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor, a better Trans-Andean passage is needed
to facilitate the freight and passenger flows between Mendoza and Chile. On the eastern
end of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor, a Rio de la Plata Crossing is proposed to connect Buenos
Aires and Colonia, Uruguay. Both projects would help promote traffic growth through
Mendoza and strengthen economic integration among the Mercosur nations. Large-scale
projects like these will also generate significant environmental and social impacts. In
addition, both projects will be expensive.
The corridor between Mendoza and Buenos Aires is also critical to the economic
development of Mendoza. Currently, there is a highway and railway connecting Mendoza
and Buenos Aires. The highway is the more heavily used for both freight and passenger
transportation. Improvement of this highway link will save travel time and vehicle
operation costs for the road users, reduce costs of production for industries, generate
additional (induced) traffic, and attract more people and businesses to Mendoza.
Therefore, it will have significant impacts on the economic development in Mendoza. On
the other hand, however, more vehicles on the highway will cause congestion and negative
environmental impacts. One solution is to upgrade the railroad system and divert the
transport of freight and passengers from the highway to the railway; but this makes sense
only if there is enough traffic volume. The guiding principle is that transportation
infrastructure investment should keep pace with the growth in traffic.
In this chapter, we will perform scenario analysis based on potential traffic growth rate in
the Buenos Aires-Mendoza Corridor, ranging from a low growth rate of 3% to a high
growth rate of 15%. We will discuss how to improve the transportation infrastructure on
the Central Bi-Oceanic Corridor connecting Buenos Aires, Mendoza, and Chile under
different scenarios.
We conduct this analysis to illustrate the relationship between traffic volume, road
capacity, road investment, and user costs. Strategies for upgrading the transportation
network should keep pace with the growth in traffic. If the roads are maintained in
excellent condition, and if investment provides capacity that greatly exceeds demand, then
the costs to users will be minimal, but the costs to road agency will be very high. On the
other hand, if the roads are poorly maintained and if travel demand exceeds capacity, then
the costs to road agency may be lower (in the short term), but the costs to road users (in
terms of fuel, vehicle maintenance, travel time, etc.) will be very high. We are seeking a
balance between road agency and road user costs. We choose the road investment policy
that minimizes total costs to the society.
In a static growth environment, it is easy to predict the future traffic growth and make
optimal investment decisions so that infrastructure investment could keep pace with the
traffic growth. In a changing environment, however, it is almost impossible to project the
exact traffic growth in the future and thus decision-making is a very difficult task.
Mendoza is in a dynamic environment with the integration of Mercosur countries and the
growing international and domestic economy. In such an environment, we want to make
risk-adverse investments. We argue that in this growth environment, we would rather
invest in infrastructure earlier to have extra capacities rather than delay the investment and
risk having insufficient capacity in the future. In this chapter, we will perform analyses to
discuss how to decide the best time for infrastructure investment in a dynamic growth
environment.
5.1 OPTIONS FOR THE BI-OCEANIC CORRIDOR LINKING MENDOZA TO BUENOS
AIRES
5.1.1 The Highway Option
The national highway number 7 between Buenos Aires and Mendoza is completely located
in a plain zone with wide horizontal curves and reduced longitudinal grades (review
Figure 1.2). The length for this section of road is more than 1,000 kilometers. The
characteristics of the road varies along different portions of the highway. Table 5.1
presents sections of the road according to organization responsible for maintenance, and
Table 5.2 divides the road into nine sections by roadway width, number of lanes, and
average daily traffic. From 10.38 to 20.38 kilometers west of Buenos Aires, the road
(section 9) has six lanes and a total roadway width of 21 meters; from 20.38 kilometers
west of Buenos Aires to San Martin (43 kilometers east of Mendoza), the route has two
lanes and a roadway width of 7.5 or 7.3 meters. From San Martin to Mendoza, the road
(section 1) turns into four lanes and a roadway width of 7.3 meters on each direction.
Five levels of road improvement strategies are evaluated for each of these nine highway
sections (Table 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5).
Since the highway between Mendoza and Buenos Aires is disaggregated into nine sections
based on information on traffic volume, roadway width, and number of lanes, each section
is assumed to have homogeneous characteristics in terms of road geometry, road
condition, environment, traffic flow, and traffic composition, etc. The purpose for the
analysis is to illustrate the relationship between traffic volume, road investment, and road
user costs based on an approximate cost estimation of investment policies for the
Mendoza-Buenos Aires road. The following data is used in the analysis.
Table 5.1: Sections according to Organization Responsible for Maintenance
0.00 km 10.38 km Buenos Aires Urban Zone
10.38 km 60.09 km Buenos Aires West Access toll concession in
construction
60.09 km 489.99 km Concessioned (toll-new routes) (Laboulaye City -
489.99 km 524.00 km Laboulaye City Urban Zone - Cordoba Province
524.00 km 997.00 km Concessioned (Western Roads) - (San Martin City
997.00 km 1,040.54 km Crossroad Mendoza City - Urban Zone
1,040.54 km 1,236.71 km Mendoza City - Borderline with Chile
Table 5.2: Pavement Width, Number of Lanes, and Average Daily Traffic (ADT)
Road Beginning End of Roadway Number
Section of Section Section Length Width of Lanes ADT
Number (km) (km) (km) (m) (veh./day)
Section 9 10.38 20.38 10.00 21.0 6 47,000
Section 8 20.38 65.04 44.66 7.5 2 14,000
Section 7 65.04 102.95 37.91 7.3 2 5,000
Section 6 102.95 692.10 589.15 7.3 2 2,600
Section 5 692.10 712.91 20.81 7.3 2 5,000
Section 4 712.91 779.40 66.49 7.3 2 3,000
Section 3 779.40 794.17 14.77 7.3 2 3,600
Section 2 794.17 998.77 204.60 7.3 2 2,700
Section 1 998.77 1,041.94 43.17 14.6 4 9,600






This is the do minimum scenario. In this scenario, routine
maintenance and 100 percent responsive pothole patching are
performed every year over the entire analysis period. As a result,
the road will deteriorate further as a function of the traffic and the
environment until it reaches a very bad condition. Because of the
high traffic and demands from the users, the road needs to be
reconstructed when the roughness reaches 8.0 International
Roughness Index (IRI).
In this strategy the road receives a 5 cm overlay in 1997. After the
road receives the overlay, starting in year 2002, it will receive
overlays of 5 cm every time the roughness reaches 3.5 IRI. We
don't want to overlay the road just after the overlay of 1997.
Therefore, we want to define a period from 1998 to 2001 when no
overlays take place. This strategy also includes routine
maintenance and 100 percent responsive pothole patching over the
entire analysis period.
In this strategy the road receives a 10 cm overlay in 1997. After
the road receives the overlay, starting in year 2002, it will receive
overlays of 5 cm every time the roughness reaches 3.5 IRI. This
strategy also includes routine maintenance and 100 percent
responsive pothole patching over the entire analysis period.
In this strategy, the road is rehabilitated in 2014 and widened to
10.0 meters without any changes in the alignment, thus becoming
a wide two lane road. The widening is completed in 2016. After
the road is widened, it receives overlays when the roughness
reaches 3.5 IRI. This strategy also includes routine maintenance
and 100 percent pothole patching over the analysis period.
In this strategy the road is rehabilitated and widened to 14.8
meters in 2013 without any changes in the alignment, thus
becoming a four lane road. The widening is completed in 2016.
After the road is widened, it will receive overlays when the
roughness reaches 3.5 IRI. This strategy also includes routine
maintenance and 100 percent pothole patching over the analysis
period.
Table 5.4: Road Improvement Options for Section 1 (near Mendoza)
First Strategy This is the do minimum scenario. In this scenario, routine
maintenance and 100 percent responsive pothole patching are
performed every year over the entire analysis period. The road
needs to be reconstructed when the roughness reaches 8.0 IRI.
Second Strategy In this strategy, starting in year 2002, the road will receive
overlays of 5 cm every time the roughness reaches 3.5 IRI.
Third Strategy In this strategy the road receives a 5 cm overlay in 1997. After the
road receives the overlay, starting in year 2002, it will receive
overlays of 5 cm every time the roughness reaches 3.5 IRI.
Fourth Strategy In this strategy the road receives a 10 cm overlay in 1997. After
the road receives the overlay, starting in year 2002, it will receive
overlays of 5 cm every time the roughness reaches 3.5 IRI.
Fifth Strategy In this strategy the road is rehabilitated and widened to 21 meters
in 2013. The widening is completed in 2016. After the road is
widened, it will receive overlays when the roughness reaches 3.5
IRI.
Table 5.5: Road Improvement Options for Section 9 (near Buenos Aires)
First Strategy This is the do minimum scenario. In this scenario, routine
maintenance and 100 percent responsive pothole patching are
performed every year over the entire analysis period. The road
needs to be reconstructed when the roughness reaches 8.0 IRI.
Second Strategy In this strategy, starting in year 2002, the road will receive
overlays of 5 cm every time the roughness reaches 3.5 IRI.
Third Strategy In this strategy the road receives a 5 cm overlay in 1997. After the
road receives the overlay, starting in year 2002, it will receive
overlays of 5 cm every time the roughness reaches 3.5 IRI.
Fourth Strategy In this strategy the road receives a 8 cm overlay in 1997. After the
road receives the overlay, starting in year 2002, it will receive
overlays of 5 cm every time the roughness reaches 3.5 IRI.
Fifth Strategy In this strategy the road receives a 10 cm overlay in 1997. After
the road receives the overlay, starting in year 2002, it will receive
overlays of 5 cm every time the roughness reaches 3.5 IRI.
1. The highway between Mendoza and Buenos Aires is a paved road with reasonably
smooth surface (4.5 IRI'O).
2. Rise and fall is estimated to be 7.0 meters/kilometer, and curvature is estimated to be
30 degree/kilometer.
3. Percentage of all cracks area is estimated to be 10%, and percentage of wide cracks
area is estimated to be 5%.
4. The ratio between cars, pickups, buses, medium trucks, heavy trucks, and articulated
trucks (in percent) is 47:15:10:6:10:12.
5. Assume that operations (maintenance and construction) unit costs for Argentina are
the same as those in the Brazil study (Archondo-Callao 1995).
6. Assume that the discount rate of 12% represents the opportunity cost of capital in the
public sector.
In the following we will illustrate the change in road condition (roughness, all cracks area)
resulting from different traffic growth rates and different investment strategies using
section 2 as a typical section. The change in roughness of road surface for section 2 at the
3% traffic growth rate is shown in Table 5.6.
- For the first strategy, the road is reconstructed in 2014 when the roughness reaches
the maximum allowable 8.0 IRI, so the roughness is reduced to 1.9 IRI.
10 IRI is the International Roughness Index. Suggested values based on a qualitative evaluation of the ride
quality of the road: smooth paved road = 2; reasonably smooth paved road = 4;
medium rough paved road = 6; rough paved road = 8; very rough paved road = 10.
- In the second strategy, the road receives a 5 cm overlay in 1997, resulting in a reduced
roughness of 2.6 IRI. Then in 2009, when the roughness reaches 3.5 IRI, it is given
another overlay and the roughness is reduced to 2.1 IRI.
- In the third strategy, the road receives an overlay of 10 cm in 1997, and the roughness
drops to 1.8 IRI.
- In the fourth strategy, the road receives an overlay in 1997 and 2009 respectively, and
then it is widened to a 10 meter wide two-lane road in 2016 (completed in 2016).
- In the fifth strategy, the road is upgraded to a four-lane road in 2016 (completed in
2016). The change in roughness for the fifth strategy is the same as that for the fourth
strategy. It is assumed that widening the road to 10-meter-wide takes two years, and
widening the road to four-lane takes three years to complete.
The change in roughness of road surface for section 2 at the 15% traffic growth rate is
shown in Table 5.7. For the first strategy, a reconstruction is done in 2009, which is five
years ahead of the reconstruction operation under the 3% traffic growth rate shown in
Table 5.6. This illustrates that with 15% traffic growth, the road has experienced more
tear and wear resulting from increased traffic volume than with 3% traffic growth.
In Table 5.7, the second overlay is performed in 2013 for the third strategy, while no
second overlay is needed in Table 5.6. This is because the level of roughness increases
faster with a 15% traffic growth rate than that with a 3% growth rate. The differences
between Table 5.7 and 5.6 have shown that increased traffic volume on the road will
accelerate the road deterioration process.
Using section 2 as an example, we will show the change in all cracks area as a result of
different traffic growth rates and road improvement options. Figure 5.1 and 5.2 show
total area of all cracking, comprising wide and narrow cracking, in percent of the total
carriageway area at the 3% and 15% traffic growth rate respectively for the road section
2. The major difference between the two figures is as follows: In Figure 5.2, all cracks
area drops from 87.8% to 0% after the second overlay in 2013 for the third strategy; while
in Figure 5.1, the percentage of all cracks area remains above 90% after 2014 because no
second overlay is performed. For the first investment policies in Figure 5.1 and 5.2, the
percentage of all cracks area drops from more than 99% to 0% after the reconstruction in
2014 and 2009 respectively. These are consistent with the results of roughness
deterioration.
Table 5.6: Roughness (IRI) Deterioration at 3% Growth Rate for Section 2
First Second Third Fourth Fifth
Year Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy
1997 4.6 2.6 1.8 2.6 2.6
1998 4.8 2.6 1.9 2.6 2.6
1999 5.0 2.7 1.9 2.7 2.7
2000 5.2 2.7 1.9 2.7 2.7
2001 5.4 2.8 2.0 2.8 2.8
2002 5.7 2.8 2.0 2.8 2.8
2003 5.9 2.9 2.0 2.9 2.9
2004 6.0 3.0 2.1 3.0 3.0
2005 6.2 3.0 2.1 3.0 3.0
2006 6.4 3.1 2.2 3.1 3.1
2007 6.6 3.3 2.3 3.3 3.3
2008 6.8 3.4 2.4 3.4 3.4
2009 6.9 2.1 2.6 2.1 2.1
2010 7.1 2.2 2.7 2.2 2.2
2011 7.3 ........... ................. 2.2 ... 2.9 2.2 2.2
2012 7.5 2.2 3.0 2.2 2.2
2013 7.7 2.3 3.1 2.3 2.3
2014 1.9 2.4 3.2 2.4 2.4
2015 2.1 2.4 3.3 2.4 2.4
2016 2.1 2.5 3.4 2.1 2.1
First Strategy: Patching 100%, reconstruction
Second Strategy: 5 cm overlay in 1997 Fourth Strategy: Begin widening to 10.0 m in 2014
Third Strategy: 10 cm overlay in 1997 Fifth Strategy: Begin widening to 14.8 m in 2013
Table 5.7: Roughness (IRI) Deterioration at 15% Growth Rate for Section 2
First Second Third Fourth Fifth
Year Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy
1997 4.6 2.6 1.8 2.6 2.6
1998 4.8 2.6 1.9 2.6 2.6
1999 5.0 2.7 1.9 2.7 2.7
2000 5.2 2.7 1.9 2.7 2.7
2001 5.5 2.8 2.0 2.8 2.8
2002 5.7 2.8 2.0 2.8 2.8
2003 6.0 2.9 2.1 2.9 2.9
2004 6.2 3.0 2.1 3.0 3.0
2005 6.5 3.1 2.2 3.1 3.1
2006 6.8 3.2 2.3 3.2 3.2
2007 7.1 3.4 2.4 3.4 3.4
2008 7.4 2.1 2.6 2.1 2.1
2009 1.9 2.2 2.8 2.2 2.2
2010 2.2 2.2 2.9 2.2 2.2
2011 2.3 2.3 3.1 2.3 2.3
2012 2.5 2.4 3.3 2.4 2.4
2013 2.8 2.5 2.1 2.5 2.5
2014 3.1 2.6 2.2 2.6 2.6
2015 3.5 2.7 2.3 2.7 2.7
2016 4.1 2.9 2.4 2.2 2.2
First Strategy: Patching 100%, reconstruction
Second Strategy: 5 cm overlay in 1997 Fourth Strategy: Begin widening to 10.0 m in 2014
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Figure 5.3 shows average daily traffic at different traffic growth rates for section 2.
We will compare costs to road agency and road users at different traffic growth rates
under different investment policies. The road agency costs include road construction and
maintenance costs, and the road user costs include vehicle operating costs and value of
travel time. The value of travel time is estimated by the Mendoza Transportation Team"
and shown in the following table. Travel time savings include passenger and cargo time
savings. Note that the cost of the truck drivers is also related to the vehicle speed but it is
considered part of the vehicle operating costs rather than time savings.
Table 5.8: Value of Travel Time for Each Vehicle Class
Type of Light Medium Heavy Articulated
Travel Time Car Pickup Bus Truck Truck Truck Truck
Passenger Time
($/pass.-hr.) 1.50 1.50 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Cargo Time
($/veh.-hr.) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
Tables 5.9 to 5.35 show costs to road agency and road users under different investment
policies. As shown in Table 5.9, the first strategy is used as a base case. The net benefits
from all the other investment options are figures relative to the base case. For example,
the net benefit at 3% traffic growth for the third strategy in Table 5.9 is derived as
follows:
Table 5.10
(2.61 - 7.74) +
Table 5.11
(976.97 - 847.50)
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Figure 5.3: Average Daily Traffic at Different Growth Rates for Section 2
Table 5.9: Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate for Section 1 (Million Dollars)
...Traffic First Second.......hird Fourth Fifth.....
Growth Strate.y Strategy Stratey S... trat..y Strategy
3% 0.00 85.59 124.34 125.54 119.43
6% 0.00 108.82 151.57 152.33 146.70
9% 0.00 125.94 173.67 174.13 168.91
12% 0.00 155.79 209.08 210.12 204.36
15% 0.00 194.12 256.30 259.37 251.85
Table 5.10: NPV of Road Agency Costs for Section 1 (Million Dollars)
Traff First Second Third. Fourth Fifth
3% 2.61 5.43 7.74 9.51 12.69
6% 3.15 5.43 7.74 10.19 12.69
9% 3.82 5.63 7.92 10.36 12.87
12% 4.22 5.63 7.92 10.46 12.87
15% 4.65 5.83 7.90 10.56 12.85
Table 5.11: NPV of Road Users Costs for Section 1 (Million Dollars)
Growth Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy
3% 976.97 888.57 847.50 844.54 847.46
6% 1,200.32 1,089.22 1,044.15 1,040.96 1,044.08
9% 1,496.34 1,368.59 1,318.56 1,315.67 1,318.38
12% 1,962.76 1,805.56 1,749.98 1,746.40 1,749.75
15% 2,658.47 2,463.17 2,398.92 2,393.19 2,398.42
Table 5.12: Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate for Section 2 (Million Dollars)
T...... F. econd Thd ou.rt. . Fifth
Growth Strategy Strtegy Strategy............Strategy
3% 0.00 158.89 159.01 137.04 135.58
6% 0.00 202.64 201.09 181.14 179.78
9% 0.00 227.49 226.48 206.71 206.34
12% 0.00 269.87 266.58 250.60 255.37
15% 0.00 314.04 311.79 312.79 355.97
Table 5.13: NPV of Road Agency Costs for Section 2 (Million Dollars)
3% 7.78 19.43 23.60 41.39 42.85
6% 8.46 19.43 25.20 41.39 42.85
9% 10.03 19.43 25.40 41.39 42.85
12% 10.98 19.86 25.62 41.81 43.27
15% 12.03 19.86 25.86 41.81 43.27
Table 5.14: NPV of Road Users Costs for Section 2 (Million Dollars)
Traffic first Second Third Fourth Fifth
3% 1,301.96 1,131.42 1,127.13 1,131.31 1,131.31
6% 1,608.69 1,395.07 1,390.86 1,394.62 1,394.52
9% 1,995.88 1,759.00 1,754.03 1,757.82 1,756.72
12% 2,548.04 2,269.29 2,266.82 2,266.61 2,260.37
15% 3,399.28 3,077.42 3,073.66 3,056.71 3,012.07
Table 5.15: Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate for Section 3 (Million Dollars)
Growth Strategy . Strate....trategy Strategy
3% 0.00 11.88 11.99 10.35 10.24
6% 0.00 14.45 14.79 13.00 12.93
9% 0.00 15.74 16.42 14.59 14.70
12% 0.00 22.43 22.78 21.20 22.48
15% 0.00 34.27 35.39 37.61 45.61
Table 5.16: NPV of Road Agency Costs for Section 3 (Million Dollars)
Traffic Firt ec.......nd Third Fourth Fifth
3% 1.15 1.55 1.91 3.14 3.25
6% 1.15 1.55 1.94 3.14 3.25
9% 1.27 1.67 1.94 3.14 3.25
12% 1.27 1.75 1.94 3.33 3.44
15% 1.27 1.75 1.96 3.33 3.44
Table 5.17: NPV of Road Users Costs for Section 3 (Million Dollars)
........... •• iiiiil;:•:::i.... ...::d iii ii. i i.i.iii :i.iiii
Traffic Fir.t Second Third Fourth Fifth
Growth Strategy Strategy Strategy.Strategy Strategy
3% 121.89 109.61 109.14 109.56 109.55
6% 150.24 135.38 134.66 135.24 135.21
9% 187.44 171.30 170.35 170.97 170.76
12% 246.11 223.20 222.67 222.84 221.46
15% 352.05 317.30 315.98 312.38 304.27
Table 5.18: Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate for Section 4 (Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second Third..... ....... Fifth
Growth Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy
3% 0.00 42.96 43.08 35.99 35.51
6% 0.00 51.91 52.29 45.24 44.82
9% 0.00 63.83 66.14 58.32 58.35
12% 0.00 73.42 77.11 69.65 72.20
15% 0.00 118.26 121.92 116.91 136.22
Table 5.19: NPV of Road Agency Costs for Section 4 (Million Dollars)
TraffA First Second Third Fourth Fifth
3% 5.15 6.97 8.58 14.11 14.58
6% 5.15 6.97 8.58 14.11 14.58
9% 5.16 7.49 8.69 14.11 14.58
12% 5.69 7.49 8.69 14.11 14.58
15% 5.70 7.55 8.70 14.69 15.17
Table 5.20: NPV of Road Users Costs for Section 4 (Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second Third Fourth Fifth
3% 454.82 410.04 408.31 409.87 409.87
6% 559.57 505.83 503.85 505.38 505.32
9% 704.76 638.60 635.08 637.49 636.98
12% 903.73 828.51 823.62 825.67 822.64
15% 1,257.93 1,137.83 1,133.03 1,132.04 1,112.26
Table 5.21: Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate for Section 5 (Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second....Third. .ourth. .Fifth
3% 0.00 21.79 22.43 19.92 19.78
6% 0.00 27.14 27.84 25.02 25.03
9% 0.00 36.68 37.29 34.84 35.61
12% 0.00 53.74 55.40 53.37 59.51
15% 0.00 81.35 82.41 85.69 103.32
Table 5.22: NPV of Road Agency Costs for Section 5 (Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second Third F.rth. .Fifth
3% 1.78 2.41 2.72 4.48 4.63
6% 1.78 2.43 2.72 4.67 4.81
9% 1.79 2.46 2.72 4.69 4.84
12% 1.97 2.46 2.76 4.69 4.84
15% 1.98 2.48 2.76 4.71 4.86
Table 5.23: NPV of Road Users Costs for Section 5 (Million Dollars)
3% 237.41 214.99 214.04 214.80 214.79
6% 293.90 266.12 265.12 266.00 265.85
9% 375.65 338.30 337.42 337.91 336.99
12% 510.04 455.82 453.86 453.97 447.67
15% 753.06 671.21 669.87 664.64 646.86
Table 5.24: Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate for Section 6 (Million Dollars)
Traffic ..... First Second Third Fourth Fifth
.Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy
3% 0.00 397.41 391.78 334.61 330.40
6% 0.00 509.02 505.92 447.23 443.25
9% 0.00 583.98 580.12 524.42 522.97
12% 0.00 657.60 660.16 602.43 613.97
15% 0.00 871.96 887.68 892.80 983.97
Table 5.25: NPV of Road Agency Costs for Section 6 (Million Dollars)
Traffic First Secornd Third Fourth Fifth
3% 31.40 58.54 73.70 121.76 125.97
6% 31.45 58.54 74.39 121.76 125.97
9% 34.47 58.54 74.40 121.76 125.97
12% 37.83 58.54 75.19 121.76 125.97
15% 37.92 58.55 76.05 121.76 125.97
Table 5.26: NPV of Road Users Costs for Section 6 (Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second Third Fourth. Fifth
3% 3,569.18 3,144.63 3,135.09 3,144.22 3,144.22
6% 4,411.83 3,875.73 3,862.97 3,874.30 3,874.06
9% 5,491.58 4,883.53 4,871.53 4,879.88 4,877.11
12% 6,983.82 6,305.51 6,286.30 6,297.47 6,281.71
15% 9,427.50 8,534.92 8,501.68 8,450.86 8,355.48
Table 5.27: Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate for Section 7 (Million Dollars)
.f..... First Seco...d ..Th.rd. Fu .... ith
3% 0.00 42.75 43.32 38.91 38.66
6% 0.00 52.30 53.45 49.13 49.13
9% 0.00 60.80 63.59 58.66 60.08
12% 0.00 89.91 92.94 89.20 100.38
15% 0.00 137.06 140.53 144.93 176.99
Table 5.28: NPV of Road Agency Costs for Section 7 (Million Dollars)
..Traf.......First Second Third Fourth Fifth
3% 2.94 3.97 4.89 8.04 8.31
6% 2.94 4.27 4.89 8.04 8.31
9% 3.25 4.27 4.95 8.04 8.31
12% 3.25 4.30 4.95 8.37 8.64
15% 3.26 4.34 5.02 8.41 8.68
Table 5.29: NPV of Road Users Costs for Section 7 (Million Dollars)
3% 435.67 391.89 390.40 391.66 391.64
6% 539.07 485.45 483.67 484.85 484.57
9% 679.91 618.09 614.61 616.45 614.77
12% 922.83 831.87 828.19 828.51 817.06
15% 1,362.21 1,224.07 1,219.93 1,212.14 1,179.81
Table 5.30: Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate for Section 8 (Million Dollars)
3% 0.00 153.94 160.83 150.88 155.68
6% 0.00 224.60 230.00 226.15 244.22
9% 0.00 221.56 228.04 231.07 259.36
12% 0.00 267.60 272.40 286.83 321.62
15% 0.00 355.61 345.84 390.87 439.32
Table 5.31: NPV of Road Agency Costs for Section 8 (Million Dollars)
3% 4.81 5.40 6.07 10.20 10.52
6% 4.82 5.68 6.17 10.48 10.80
9% 6.19 5.68 6.17 10.48 10.80
12% 6.35 5.67 6.16 10.46 10.78
15% 7.21 5.71 6.23 10.50 10.82
Table 5.32: NPV of Road Users Costs for Section 8 (Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second Third Fourth Fifth
3% 1,603.50 1,448.97 1,441.41 1,447.23 1,442.11
6% 2,244.80 2,019.33 2,013.44 2,012.98 1,994.59
9% 3,030.40 2,809.35 2,802.38 2,795.04 2,766.43
12% 4,115.56 3,848.64 3,843.35 3,824.61 3,789.50
15% 5,581.80 5,227.70 5,236.94 5,187.64 5,138.87
Table 5.33: Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate for Section 9 (Million Dollars)
Traffic................. First .....Second... ....................Third ... ourth ......Fifth.
3% 0.00 -31.29 87.21 94.64 93.56
6% 0.00 -53.60 104.47 102.72 104.48
Table 5.34: NPV of Road Agency Costs for Section 9 (Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second Third Fourth ...... ifth
3% 5.11 3.42 3.63 3.62 4.10
6% 5.24 3.05 3.61 3.29 3.88
Table 5.35: NPV of Road Users Costs for Section 9 (Million Dollars)
3% 1,170.71 1,203.69 1,084.97 1,077.56 1,078.16
6% 1,512.78 1,568.57 1,409.94 1,412.02 1,409.66
Note: The 9%, 12% and 15% traffic growth rates are not considered for section 9
because this section of road already has 47,000 vehicles per day and therefore it is
unlikely for the traffic to grow at a rate more than 9% annually.
Due to data limitation, the following impacts are not considered:
* Possible damage to freight moved on the roads with a bad condition;
* Improved safety resulting from a better road; and
* Possible impacts of a construction project to the environment, etc.
Tables 5.9 to 5.35 show that the user benefits will be substantial compared to the costs
needed to improve the highway section between Mendoza and Buenos Aires. As shown in
tables 5.10 and 5.11, for instance, the construction and maintenance costs (section 1) for
the road agency range from several million dollars to tens of millions of dollars, while the
vehicle operating and travel time costs for the road users range from hundreds of millions
of dollars to billions of dollars. The savings to the road users resulting from an improved
road condition (relative to the base case: the first strategy) range from tens of millions of
dollars to hundreds of millions of dollars, while the additional costs to the road agency are
several million dollars to tens of millions of dollars. These estimated costs are present
values over a twenty-year analysis period, and they vary with road conservation policies
and traffic growth scenarios.
Take the road section 1 as an example (Table 5.10 and 5.11), under the 3% traffic growth
rate, the fourth strategy costs approximately an additional $6.9 millionl 2 compared to the
base case, while the savings to the road users are about $132.43 million, which is about
nineteen times the additional costs. Take another example under the 15% traffic growth
rate for section 2 (Table 5.13 and 5.14), the fifth strategy costs an additional $31.24
million compared to the first strategy, and savings to the road users are more than $387.21
million, which is more than twelve times the additional road investment costs.
Furthermore, as traffic growth goes up, so do benefits.
12 All the costs mentioned in this paragraph are discounted values for the twenty-year analysis period.
The best road improvement strategies under each traffic growth rate for each road section
are highlighted in tables 5.9 to 5.35. Table 5.36 summarizes the optimal strategies. For
section 1, the fourth strategy (10 cm overlay in 1997) dominates the other road investment
options under any traffic growth rate considered. Note that section 1 is a four-lane road
with 9,600 average daily traffic.
Sections 2 to 8 are all two-lane roads. For sections 2, 3, 4, and 6 (with 2,600 to 3,600
average daily traffic), the second or third strategy (5 cm or 10 cm overlay in 1997) yields
the highest net benefits when the annual traffic growth is below 15%; while the fifth
strategy, which is to begin the road widening to four-lane in 2013, is the best strategy
when the traffic growth is beyond 15% because the traffic volume will soon exceed the
capacity of a regular two-lane road in this case.
For sections 5 and 7 (with 5,000 average daily traffic), when the traffic growth is below
12%, the third strategy (10 cm overlay in 1997) is the dominant option; and when the
traffic growth is higher than 12%, the fifth strategy (beginning road widening to four-lane
in 2013) is the best policy.
For section 8 (with 14,000 average daily traffic), when the traffic growth is at 3%, the
third strategy (10 cm overlay in 1997) is the best strategy; when the traffic growth is
above 3%, the fifth strategy (to start road widening to four-lane in 2013) yields the highest
net benefits.
For section 9, the fourth strategy (8 cm overlay in 1997) is chosen under the 3% traffic
growth rate, and the fifth strategy (10 cm overlay in 1997) is selected under the 6% traffic
growth rate. Note that section 9 is already a six-lane road. The 9%, 12% and 15% traffic
growth rates are not considered for section 9 because this section of road already has
47,000 vehicles per day and therefore it is unlikely for the traffic to grow at a rate more
than 9% annually.
Table 5.36: Summary of Optimal Strategies for Different Road Sections at Different
Traffic Growth Rates
Section # 3% 6% 9% 12% 15%
Section 1 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay
in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 1997
Section 2 10 cm overlay 5 cm overlay in 5 cm overlay in 5 cm overlay in Start widening
in 1997 1997 1997 1997 in 2013
Section 3 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay Start widening
in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 2013
Section 4 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay Start widening
in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 2013
Section 5 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay Start widening Start widening
in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 2013 in 2013
Section 6 5 cm overlay in 5 cm overlay in 5 cm overlay in 10 cm overlay Start widening
1997 1997 1997 in 1997 in 2013
Section 7 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay Start widening Start widening
in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 2013 in 2013
Section 8 10 cm overlay Start widening Start widening Start widening Start widening
in 1997 in 2013 in 2013 in 2013 in 2013
Section 9 8 cm overlay in 10 cm overlay -- -- --
1997 in 1997
These results demonstrate that better road surface and increasing road width can be
economically justified as traffic volume increases. The roughness of the road surface
always has significant impact on vehicle operating costs. Road width may have little
impact on vehicle operating costs at low traffic volume, but increasing traffic volume on a
narrow road leads to reduced speeds, increased road deterioration and thus increased
vehicle operation costs. The appropriate standard of road width varies with the current
traffic volume and traffic growth rate, as well as traffic composition, terrain type, etc.
5.1.2 Sensitivity Analysis on Optimal Time to Start Road Widening
In the following, we will determine the best time to start the road widening. The do
minimum strategy is to perform routine maintenance and 100 percent responsive pothole
patching, and reconstruct the road when the roughness reaches 8.0 IRI. This is the same
as the base case evaluated before (see Table 5.3). Using the same base case as before, we
are considering a set of different road improvement alternatives now. We will compare
alternative investment policies of beginning to widen the road (sections 2 to 8) to four-
lane in the year 2002, 2003,..., and 2013. Assume the construction takes three years to
complete, so the road section will be converted to a four-lane highway in the year 2005,
2006, ..., and 2016 respectively.
Note that for sections 5, 7 and 8, we have considered additional alternatives to beginning
to widen the road in the year 2001, ..., and 1997. The reason is that the optimal time to
start widening sections 7 and 8 is in the year 2002 or earlier (15% growth rate), but we
would like to see the changes in benefits and costs when the time to start construction is
delayed or moved ahead. We will discuss this later when we interpret the results.
In all the road widening policies, the road will receive an overlay whenever its roughness
reaches 3.5 IRI throughout the analysis period except during the construction. Routine
maintenance and 100 percent responsive pothole patching will also be performed every
year except the three-year construction period.
Tables 5.37 to 5.43 presents net benefits, road agency costs, and road user costs for
alternative road widening strategies with different construction start time. The optimal
time tostart construction for each road section at each traffic growth rate is highlighted in
these tables. All the road widening alternatives at different start times are also compared
with the strategies such as a 5 cm overlay in 1997, a 10 cm overlay in 1997, and widening
to 10 meter wide two-lane road in 2013 (start time). The findings are as follows and are
summarized in Table 5.44.
Table 5.37 shows that within the twenty-year analysis period, the best plan is to begin the
road widening process for section 2 (with 2,700 ADT) in 2005 at the 15% traffic growth
rate. Results for other traffic growth rates are not presented here because the best policy
shown in Table 5.12 still dominates all these new road widening strategies.
Table 5.38 shows that the best strategy is to start widening road section 3 (with 3,600
ADT) in 2007 and 2006 for 12% and 15% growth rates respectively.
Table 5.39 shows the optimal policy is to begin to widen road section 4 (with 3,000 ADT)
in 2009 and 2007 respectively for the 12% and 15% traffic growth scenarios respectively.
Table 5.40 shows the best time to start widening road section 5 (with 5,000 ADT) is
2008, 2006, and 2001 for the 9%, 12%, and 15% traffic growth rates respectively.
Table 5.41 shows the optimal time to begin widening road section 6 (with 2,600 ADT) is
2007 at a 15% traffic growth rate.
Table 5.42 shows the optimal road improvement policy is to begin widening road section 7
(with 5,000 ADT) in 2008, 2006, and 2002 under the 9%, 12% and 15% traffic growth
scenarios respectively.
Table 5.43 shows that the best time to start widening road section 8 (14,000 ADT) is
1997 for all the traffic growth rates (3%, 6%, 9%, 12%, and 15%) considered.
The optimal time to start construction varies with the current traffic volume and traffic
growth rate, as well as traffic composition, terrain type, environment, etc. The higher the
current traffic volume and the faster the traffic growth rate, the earlier the optimal time to
start construction.
In Table 5.42, the optimal time to begin widening road section 7 is 2002 at 15% growth
rate. It is better to start the road widening process in 2001 (one year ahead of the optimal
time) rather than in 2003 (one year after the optimal time), and it is better to start the
construction in 1997 (five years ahead of the optimal time) rather than 2007 (five years
after the optimal time). Figure 5.4 further illustrates this issue. In Figure 5.4, the net
benefits resulting from optimal road widening strategies for each of the seven sections are
summed, and the net benefits resulting from building the road before or after the optimal
time are also added together. The figure shows that it yields higher benefits to start the
road widening process ahead of the optimal time rather than to postpone it.
Table 5.37: Optimal Time to Start Widening Road Section 2 (2700 ADT)
15% Growth Rate
Options Net Road Road
Benefits Agency Costs User Costs
Do minimum 0.00 12.03 3,399.28
Start in 2002 412.59 105.61 2,893.11
Start in 2003 427.02 92.90 2,891.39
Start in 2004 433.79 84.43 2,893.10
Start in 2005 436.14 76.87 2,898.30
Start in 2006 430.88 74.06 2,906.37
Start in 2007 432.30 68.04 2,910.97
Start in 2008 431.42 62.66 2,917.23
Start in 2009 427.98 57.86 2,925.47
Start in 2010 421.25 53.57 2,936.49
Start in 2011 408.16 49.74 2,953.42
Start in 2012 385.17 46.32 2,979.82
Start in 2013 355.97 43.27 3,012.07
Note: Widening a road section to four-lane takes three years to complete;
Do minimum strategy is the same as the first strategy in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.38: Optimal Time to Start Widening Road Section 3 (3600 ADT)
12% Growth Rate 15% Growth Rate
Options Net Road Road Net Road Road
Benefits Agency User Benefits Agency User
Costs Costs Costs Costs
Do minimum 0.00 1.27 246.11 0.00 1.27 352.05
Start in 2002 23.71 8.15 215.52 64.34 8.15 280.83
Start in 2003 24.23 7.43 215.72 65.12 7.46 280.74
Start in 2004 24.62 6.79 215.97 65.26 6.82 281.24
Start in 2005 25.44 6.01 215.92 65.18 6.24 281.90
Start in 2006 25.80 5.52 216.06 65.74 5.52 282.06
Start in 2007 25.98 5.09 216.31 65.63 5.09 282.60
Start in 2008 25.97 4.70 216.71 65.13 4.70 283.50
Start in 2009 25.81 4.35 217.22 63.88 4.35 285.10
Start in 2010 25.50 4.04 217.84 61.70 4.04 287.58
Start in 2011 24.91 3.76 218.71 58.75 3.76 290.81
Start in 2012 23.72 3.66 220.00 52.32 3.66 297.34
Start in 2013 22.48 3.44 221.46 45.61 3.44 304.27
Table 5.39: Optimal Time to Start Widening Road Section 4 (3000 ADT)
12% Growth Rate 15% Growth Rate
Options Net Road Road Net Road Road
Benefits Agency User Benefits Agency User
Costs Costs Costs Costs
Do minimum 0.00 5.69 903.73 0.00 5.70 1,257.93
... .... . ... .  .. . .... ............ 0...9... . . .... ........... . ...6 .. . ....  .. .. .................. .. . .................... .. .................. ..Start in 2002 67.53 34.45 807.44 179.71 34.59 1,049.34
Start in 2003 66.81 33.04 809.57 178.08 33.17 1,052.40
Start in.2004 70.18 30.29 808.95 178.96 30.29 1,054.39
Startin 2005 74. 13 26.79 808.51 181.85 27.84 1,053.95
Startin ..2006.. ............ 76.08... ............ 24..59 .. 808.7. 5 .... 185.06 ............ 24.59 .. 1..... ,053 99..
Start in 2007 77.26 22.64 809.53 185.61 22.64 1,055.39
Start in 2008 77.92 20.89 810.61 184.73 20.89 1,058.02
Start in 2009 78.10 19.33 812.00 182.69 19.33 1,061.62
Startin 2010 77.77 17.93 813.72 178.73 17.93 1,066.97
Startin 2011 76.88 16.69 815.85 170.83 16.69 1,076.12
Startin 2012 75.16 15.58 818.68 160.11 15.58 1,087.95
Start in 2013 72.20 14.58 822.64 136.22 15.17 1,112.26
Table 5.40: Optimal Time to Start Widening Road Section 5 (5000 ADT)
9% Growth Rate 12% Growth Rate 15% Growth Rate
Options Net Road Road Net Road Road Net Road Road
Benefits Agency User Benefits Agency User Benefits Agency User
Costs Costs Costs Costs Costs Costs
Do minimum 0.00 1.79 375.65 0.00 1.97 510.04 0.00 1.98 753.06
Start in 1997 30.95 17.92 328.57 74.06 17.92 420.04 187.80 17.92 549.32
Start in 1998 32.51 16.15 328.78 75.49 16.15 420.39 189.99 16.22 548.83
Start in 1999 33.83 14.57 329.04 77.19 14.63 420.20 191.01 14.63 549.40
Start in 2000 34.79 13.16 329.49 77.97 13.22 420.83 191.35 13.22 550.48
Start in 2001 35.39 11.90 330.14 78.36 11.95 421.71 192.18 12.01 550.85
Start in 2002 35.46 11.45 330.52 77.59 11.45 422.98 190.98 11.50 552.56
Start in 2003 36.16 10.45 330.84 78.53 10.49 423.00 190.71 10.49 553.84
Start in 2004 36.68 9.55 331.21 78.67 9.59 423.77 191.05 9.63 554.37
Start in 2005 37.72 8.45 331.27 78.54 8.78 424.71 189.97 8.82 556.25
Start in 2006 38.15 7.76 331.52 79.14 7.76 425.12 188.12 8.09 558.83
Start in 2007 38.34 7.15 331.94 78.86 7.15 426.01 186.67 7.15 561.22
Start in 2008 38.35 6.60 332.48 78.14 6.60 427.28 182.89 6.60 565.55
Start in 2009 38.22 6.12 333.11 76.76 6.12 429.14 176.51 6.12 572.42
Start in 2010 37.93 5.68 333.83 74.37 5.68 431.97 165.14 5.68 584.22
Start in 2011 37.38 5.29 334.76 71.03 5.29 435.70 150.77 5.52 598.75
Start in 2012 36.30 5.15 335.99 66.53 5.15 440.35 127.22 5.17 622.65
Start in 2013 35.61 4.84 336.99 59.51 4.84 447.67 103.32 4.86 646.86
Table 5.41: Optimal Time to Start Widening Road Section 6 (2600 ADT)
15% Growth Rate
Options Net Road Road
Benefits Agency Costs User Costs
Do minimum 0.00 37.92 9,427.50
Startin2002 1,121.70 305.22 8,038.50
Start in 2003 1,135.33 276.80 8,053.29
Start in 2004 1,165.66 243.13 8,056.63
Startin2005 1,160.03 234.08 8,071.31
Startin 2006 1,171.78 214.65 8,079.00
Startin 2007 1,177.45 197.30 8,090.67
Start in 2008 1,176.74 181.81 8, 106.87
Startin2009 1,168.99 167.98 8, 128.45
Startin 2010 1,152.89 155.63 8,156.90
Start in 201 1,122.42 144.60 8,198.40
Start in 2012 1,061.50 134.76 8,269.16
Start in20l3 983.97 125.97 8,355.48








































































































































































































































Table 5.43: Optimal Time to Start Widening Road Section 8 (14000 ADT)
Options






















































































































































































































































































Table 5.44: Optimal Strategies (Summary of Table 5.36 and Road Widening
Alternatives at Different Start Times)
Section # 3% 6% 9% 12% 15%
Section 2 10 cm overlay 5 cm overlay in 5 cm overlay in 5 cm overlay in Start widening
in 1997 1997 1997 1997 in 2005
Section 3 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay Start widening Start widening
in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 2007 in 2006
Section 4 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay Start widening Start widening
in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 2009 in 2007
Section 5 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay Start widening Start widening Start widening
in 1997 in 1997 in 2008 in 2006 in 2001
Section 6 5 cm overlay in 5 cm overlay in 5 cm overlay in 10 cm overlay Start widening
1997 1997 1997 in 1997 in 2007
Section 7 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay Start widening Start widening Start widening
in 1997 in 1997 in 2008 in 2006 in 2002
Section 8 Start widening Start widening Start widening Start widening Start widening










-1: Start road widening 1 year ahead of the optimal time
0: Start road widening at the optimal time
1: Start road widening 1 year after the optimal time
Optimal Time to Start Road Widening at 15% Growth Rate
(summary of sections 2 to 8)
Note: The years are not shown in this figure because it is a summary of sections 2 to 8
which have different optimal start times. For example, the optimal time to start
road widening is 2005, 2006, 2007, 2001, 2007, 2002, and 1997 for sections 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 respectively.
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In a static growth environment, it is relatively easy to predict the future traffic growth rate
and determine the optimal time to start the construction; in a dynamic growth
environment, however, it is very difficult to project the future because everything is
changing so fast, as a result, it is almost impossible to predict the exact optimal time.
Assume 12% is the projected traffic growth rate, and we find out that the optimal time to
start widening the road is at a specific year, e.g. 2006. Since we do not know what will be
the actual growth rate, we would have started the infrastructure investments too early if
the actual growth rate turns out to be 9% and too late if the actual rate turns out to be
15%. We also compare the road widening strategies at different start times with the
overlay strategies. For example, if the strategy of a 5 cm overlay in 1997 dominates all the
road widening strategies within the twenty-year analysis period at a projected 12% growth
rate, this overlay strategy will be performed. If the actual growth rate turns out to be
15%, however, this overlay strategy may cause insufficient capacity and thus road
congestion.
We estimate what are the road user costs and road agency costs if we perform the optimal
strategy assuming a 12% growth rate. If the optimal strategy is to start widening the road
in 2006, and if the actual rate turns out to be 9% or 15%, we then estimate what are the
road agency and user costs if we still begin to widen the road in 2006. If the optimal
strategy at a projected 12% growth is to perform a 5 cm overlay in 1997, and if the actual
growth is 9% or 15%, we then estimate the road agency and user costs if we perform this
overlay operation in 1997. We estimate the costs for each road section (2 to 8) and they
are listed in Table 5.45. Note that these costs are discounted values over the twenty-year
analysis period.
- Table 5.45a shows road agency and user costs if we perform an optimal strategy at a
projected 12% growth rate but the actual growth turns out to be 9%.
- Table 5.45b shows road agency and user costs if we use an optimal strategy at a
projected 12% growth rate and the actual growth turns out to be 12%.
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- Table 5.45c shows road agency and user costs if we perform an optimal strategy at a
projected 12% growth rate but the actual growth turns out to be 15%.
- Table 5.45d shows road agency and user costs if we perform an optimal strategy at a
projected 9% growth rate and the actual growth is 9%.
- Table 5.45e shows road agency and user costs if we use an optimal strategy at a
projected 15% growth rate and the actual growth is 15%.
- Table 5.45f presents differences in costs from optimal strategies at 12% projected/9%
actual growth and 9% projected/9% actual growth.
- Table 5.45g presents differences in costs from optimal strategies at 12%
projected/15% actual growth and 15% projected/15% actual growth.
In Table 5.45b, 5 cm overlay in 1997 is the optimal strategy for road section 2 at 12%
growth, and 10 cm overlay in 1997 is the optimal strategy for section 6 at 12% growth. In
Table 5.45d, 5 cm overlay in 1997 is the optimal strategy for both section 2 and 6 at 9%
growth rate, and 10 cm overlay in 1997 is the optimal strategy for both section 3 and 4 at
9% growth rate. In Table 5.45e, to start widening in 2005 and 2007 is the optimal
strategy at 15% growth rate for road section 2 and 6 respectively. For road sections 3, 4,
5, 7, and 8, the optimal strategy at 12% or 15% growth rate is always one of the road
widening options (review Table 5.44).
Figure 5.5 summarizes Table 5.45 a, b, and c. It shows that if the actual growth is higher
than the projected growth, the actual road user costs will be higher; on the other hand, if
the actual growth is lower than the estimated growth, the actual road user costs will be
lower. The higher the actual growth rate, the higher the actual user costs. In the upper
figure, the slope to the right of 12% is steeper than that to the left. This is a congestion
effect. It means that user costs change faster from 12% growth rate to 15% than from
12% to 9%.
The road agency cost does not change much, though it increases slightly as growth rate
increases. The road agency costs are almost the same for these three growth rates (9%,
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12% and 15%), because the road widening operation is performed in the same year in each
case. A higher traffic growth will accelerate the road deterioration process and thus the
road requires more maintenance, so the road agency cost increases slightly as growth rate
increases. In addition, the slope to the right of 12% is slightly steeper than that to the left.
This means that road agency costs also increase faster from 12% growth rate to 15% than
from 9% to 12%.
This demonstrates that we would rather begin the road widening operation earlier rather
than later to avoid rapidly increasing user costs.
The numbers in Table 5.45f for section 3 are derived as follows:
Table 5.45f Table 5.45a Table 5.45d
-1.13 = 169.22 - 170.35
+
3.10 = 5.04 - 1.94
1.97
Comparing differences in total costs in Table 5.45 f and g, we have the following findings:
Section 2 (2,700 ADT) and section 6 (2,600 ADT): The difference between costs from
optimal strategies at projected 12%/actual 15% growth and projected/actual 15% growth
is much higher than the difference between costs from optimal strategies at projected
12%/actual 9% growth and projected/actual 9% growth. The result is somewhat
surprising since sections 2 and 6 do not have high traffic volumes. Take section 2 as an
example, at 9% and 12% growth rate, the optimal strategies are the same (5 cm overlay in
1997); but at 15% growth rate, the optimal strategy is to start road widening in 2005.
That explains why there is no difference between costs from optimal strategies at
projected 12%/actual 9% and projected/actual 9% growth but there is a big difference
($122.11 million) between costs from optimal strategies at projected 12%/actual 15% and
projected/actual 15% growth. Similarly for section 6, optimal strategies at 9% and 12%
growth are similar (5 cm and 10 cm overlay in 1997 respectively), but the optimal strategy
at 15% growth is to begin road widening in 2007.
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Table 5.45: Costs from Projected Optimal Strategies with Actual Traffic Growth
a. Costs from optimal strategy at 12% projected growth and 9% actual growth
Road section 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Sum
User costs 1,759.00 169.22 633.57 331.52 4,871.53 604.91 2,075.29 10,445.04
Agency costs 19.43 5.04 19.33 7.76 74.40 14.01 38.93 178.90
b. Costs from optimal strategy at 12% projected growth and 12% actual growth
Road section 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Sum
User costs 2,269.29 216.31 812.00 425.12 6,286.30 775.62 2,798.97 13,583.61
Agency costs 19.86 5.09 19.33 7.76 75.19 14.01 38.92 180.16
c. Costs from optimal strategy at 12% projected growth and 15% actual growth
Road section 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Sum
User costs 3,077.42 282.60 1,061.62 558.83 8,501.68 1,019.28 3,845.14 18,346.57
Agency costs 19.86 5.09 19.33 8.09 76.05 14.61 39.10 182.13
d. Costs from optimal strategy at 9% projected growth and 9% actual growth
Road section 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Sum
User costs 1,759.00 170.35 635.08 332.48 4,883.53 606.70 2,075.29 10,462.43
Agency costs 19.43 1.94 8.69 6.60 58.54 11.90 38.93 146.03
e. Costs from optimal strategy at 15% projected growth and 15% actual growth
Road section 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Sum
User costs 2,898.30 282.06 1,055.39 550.85 8,090.67 1,006.24 3,845.14 17,728.65
Agency costs 76.87 5.52 22.64 12.01 197.30 19.80 39.10 373.24
f. Differences in costs from optimal strategies at 12% projected growth & 9% actual growth
versus 9% projected growth & 9% actual growth
Road section 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Sum
User costs 0.00 -1.13 -1.51 -0.96 -12.00 -1.79 0.00 -17.39
Agency costs 0.00 3.10 10.64 1.16 15.86 2.11 0.00 32.87
Total costs 0.00 1.97 9.13 0.20 3.86 0.32 0.00 15.48
g. Differences in costs from optimal strategies at 12% projected growth & 15% actual growth
versus 15% projected growth and 15% actual growth
Road section 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Sum
User costs 179.12 0.54 6.23 7.98 411.01 13.04 0.00 617.92
Agency costs -57.01 -0.43 -3.31 -3.92 -121.25 -5.19 0.00 -191.11




















Figure 5.5: Projected versus Ac
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Section 3 (3,600 ADT) and section 4 (3,000 ADT): The difference between costs from
optimal strategies at projected 12%/actual 15% growth and projected/actual 15% growth
is lower than the difference between costs from optimal strategies at projected 12%/actual
9% growth and projected/actual 9% growth. This result is counter-intuitive. Take section
4 for example, optimal strategies at 12% and 15% are very close to each other (to start
widening in 2009 and 2007 respectively), but the optimal policy at 9% is very different (10
cm overlay in 1997).
Sections 5 and 7 (both have 5,000 ADT): The difference between costs from optimal
strategies at projected 12%/actual 15% growth and projected/actual 15% growth is higher
than the difference between costs from optimal strategies at projected 12%/actual 9%
growth and projected/actual 9% growth. This makes sense because sections 5 and 7 have
relatively high traffic volumes and thus should be widened earlier rather than later.
Section 8 (14,000 ADT): The difference between costs from optimal strategies at
projected 12%/actual 15% growth and projected/actual 15% growth is the same as the
difference between costs from optimal strategies at projected 12%/actual 9% growth and
projected/actual 9% growth. The difference is just zero because the optimal strategy is
always to start widening road section 8 in 1997 for a range of traffic growth rates (3% to
15%). This is reasonable because section 8 already has 14,000 average daily traffic and
should be widened as soon as possible to increase its capacity and reduce rapidly
increasing user costs. We argue that if this road widening operation began before 1997, it
could be even more beneficial.
Figure 5.6 summarizes Table 5.45 a, b, c, d, e, f, and g. It shows differences between total
costs from projected and actual traffic growth at 12% projected growth. For example, the
point at 9% actual growth in Figure 5.6 shows the difference between the costs from
performing an optimal strategy at 12% projected growth (early start) and performing an
optimal strategy at 9% projected growth (optimal start). It is derived as follows:
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Table 5.45a Table 5.45d Table 5.45a Table 5.45d
15.48 = 10,445.04 - 10, 462.43 + 178.90 - 146.03
The point at 12% actual growth is simply zero because the projected growth is the same
as the actual growth. The point at 15% actual growth shows the difference between the
costs from performing an optimal strategy at 12% projected growth (late start) and
performing an optimal strategy at 15% projected growth (optimal start). It is derived as
follows:
Table 5.45c Table 5.45e Table 5.45c Table 5.45e
426.81 = 18,346.57 - 17, 728.65 + 182.13 - 373.24
Figure 5.6 summarizes the overall impacts of moving infrastructure investment away from
the optimal time. It illustrates that deferring infrastructure investment causes much higher
additional costs than starting investment earlier than optimal time. In a dynamic
environment where it is hard to predict an accurate traffic growth in the future, we would
rather start the road widening process ahead of the optimal time rather than postpone it in
order to reduce additional costs to the society.
In a static growth environment (Figure 5.7a), the expected growth rate is low (e.g., 2%)
and the variance is relatively small. But in a dynamic growth environment (Figure 5.7b),
the expected growth rate is high (e.g., 12%) and the variance is relatively high. If the
actual growth turns out to be higher than 12%, additional costs to the society will be much
higher than if the actual growth is lower than 12%. In a dynamic environment, it is more
risky to defer infrastructure investment than to make investment earlier than the optimal
time.
In making investment decisions, we should also pay attention to individual road sections.
For road sections with relatively low traffic volume (e.g., below 5,000 ADT on a regular
two-lane road), we could adopt relatively conservative strategies, that is, to make
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infrastructure investment based on projected optimal time; but for sections with relatively
high traffic volume (e.g., above 5,000 ADT on a regular two-lane road), we should take
risk-adverse actions, that is, to make investment ahead of the projected optimal time to
reduce the risks of causing congestion in the future.














Figure 5.6: Differences between Costs from Projected and Actual Traffic Growth




Figure 5.7a: Probability Density Function of Growth Rate in Static Environment
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Long-Term Impacts of Optimal vs. Non-Optimal Start Time
We have shown the impacts to the society when we move the road conservation policy
away from the optimal time in the short run. In the following, we will show qualitatively
the importance of optimal time to perform a road conservation operation for both road
agency and road users in the long run. Figure 5.8 shows the impacts of road conservation
policy on road agency (United Nations 1993). The best policy is to strengthen the
pavement when the road is in regular condition (lower figure), because in the long term
the costs for the road are lowest (upper figure). On the other hand, if the policy of the
road agency was to rehabilitate the road when it goes from bad to very bad, the long-term
costs would be much higher than with the optimum policy. It also shows that it is
preferable to move conservation measures forward rather than to postpone them.
Figure 5.9 shows the effects of road conservation policy on road users (United Nations
1993). When the road agency applies an optimum road conservation policy, the users
always find the road in very good to regular condition (lower figure). In this range of
road conditions, there is almost no variation in vehicle operation costs. As a result, the
road user costs is not affected by moving forward the maintenance measures (horizontal
line in the upper figure). However, if conservation measures are postponed and the road
reaches the bad or very bad state, the users face rapidly increasing operation costs.
We have shown that an optimal road conservation policy is beneficial for both road agency
and road users, especially in the long term. Infrastructure improvements can lead to
improvements in transportation efficiency, measured by vehicle operation costs, and
attract new businesses to the region and create new jobs; on the other hand, delay in
infrastructure investments may increase costs of transportation, increase costs of acquiring
inputs and of selling outputs, and thus impose negative impacts on regional economic
development. Therefore, it is important for Mendoza to determine what is the optimal
road conservation policy, and when is the optimal time to rehabilitate its transportation
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Figure 5.8: Long-term Impacts of Optimum and Non-optimum
Road Policies on the Road Agency
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Figure 5.9: Long-term Impacts of Optimum and Non-optimum
Road Policies on the Road Users












traffic volume, traffic composition, traffic growth, etc. Additionally, it is more beneficial
to start infrastructure investment earlier rather than delay it, especially in a dynamic,
growing environment, such as currently in Mendoza due to the development of Mercosur
Trade Alliance, the Bi-Oceanic Corridor, and the international trade. We may incur high
additional congestion costs if we defer the construction. Starting construction earlier than
the optimal time may be the appropriate strategy.
5.1.3 Sensitivity Analysis on Traffic Growth
In the above analyses, we have evaluated the road conservation options under 3%, 6%,
9%, 12%, and 15% traffic growth rates. Is it reasonable to assume that the annual traffic
growth rate will be the same for twenty years? What will the change in traffic growth rate
impact the results of evaluation? In this section, we will make a sensitivity analysis on
traffic growth rate. We will test the following changes in traffic growth rates:
3% in the first 10 years, and then drop to 2% for the remaining 10 years;
7% in the first 10 years, and then drop to 3% for the remaining 10 years;
15% in the first 10 years, and then decrease to 7% for the remaining 10 years;
15% in the first 10 years, and then decrease to 10% for the remaining 10 years.
Figure 5.10 shows the average daily traffic under the changing traffic growth rate for
section 2. Table 5.46 to 5.54 show net benefits for different traffic growth rates. The best
strategies are highlighted in the tables, and we compare them with the best policies shown
in Table 5.9 to 5.35. Table 5.55 summarizes the optimal strategies at the changing traffic
growth rates. The optimal strategy under the "3% decreasing to 2%" traffic growth rate is
always the same as that under the 3% traffic growth rate; the best policy under "7%
decreasing to 3%" traffic growth rate is always the same as that under the 6% traffic
growth rate. In Table 5.50, for example, the best policy at "3% to 2%" and "7% to 3%"
traffic growth rates are the third strategy, which is the same policy under the 3% and 6%
traffic growth rates.
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The optimal policy under "15% dropping to 7%" traffic growth rates is the same as that
under the 12% or 9% traffic growth rate in most cases; and the best strategy under "15%
dropping to 10%" traffic growth rate is the same as that under the 12% or 15% traffic
growth rate in most situation. The only exception is shown in Table 5.47 where the best
policy at "15% to 7%" or "15% to 10%" traffic growth rate is the third strategy ( 10 cm
overlay in 1997), and the best strategy under the 9% or 12% is the second strategy (5 cm
overlay in 1997). However, the second and third strategies are very similar to each other.
We conclude that traffic growth rate is one of the most important elements that affect the
benefits and costs of alternative road conservation policies, and therefore it plays a critical
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Figure 5.10: Average Daily Traffic at Changing Traffic Growth Rates for Section 2
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Table 5.46: Sensitivity Analysis on Traffic Growth for Section 1
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
3% to 2% 0.00 82.55 121.31 122.58 116.40
7% to 3% 0.00 110.12 154.47 156.75 149.58
15% to 7% 0.00 164.12 221.29 223.92 216.66
15% to 10% 0.00 173.27 231.74 235.94 227.06
Table 5.47: Sensitivity Analysis on Traffic Growth for Section 2
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
3% to 2% 0.00 162.65 162.89 140.78 139.31
7% to 3% 0.00 206.30 205.78 184.62 183.19
15% to 7% 0.00 321.32 323.24 301.19 302.80
15% to 10% 0.00 335.01 335.77 316.66 322.79
Table 5.48: Sensitivity Analysis on Traffic Growth for Section 3
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second Third Fourth Fifth
..Growth Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategyi. iii:i:i.i..i: .. i :i.i.  :i.i. . i.i.  i i .i... . ..... .. . .. ... .ii.is i. .. . . ................ ..........! : i i ....... . .. .:...  : i
3% to 2% 0.00 11.87 11.98 10.32 10.22
7% to 3% 0.00 13.11 13.43 11.62 11.53
15% to 7% 0.00 25.15 25.48 23.81 24.28
15% to 10% 0.00 28.04 28.84 26.84 28.32
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Table 5.49: Sensitivity Analysis on Traffic Growth for Section 4
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
3% to 2% 0.00 42.93 43.06 35.93 35.46
7% to 3% 0.00 54.87 55.85 48.06 47.61
15% to 7% 0.00 83.86 86.42 77.27 78.19
15% to 10% 0.00 93.32 96.19 87.88 91.23
Table 5.50: Sensitivity Analysis on Traffic Growth for Section 5
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
3% to 2% 0.00 21.72 22.34 19.81 19.67
7% to 3% 0.00 28.17 28.86 26.02 25.94
15% to 7% 0.00 55.91 56.79 54.46 56.85
15% to 10% 0.00 66.88 67.77 66.73 73.68
Table 5.51: Sensitivity Analysis on Traffic Growth for Section 6
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
3% to 2% 0.00 394.08 388.85 331.19 326.97
7% to 3% 0.00 485.14 483.80 422.85 418.69
15% to 7% 0.00 788.99 794.25 731.42 735.02
15% to 10% 0.00 811.63 815.03 758.50 773.53
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Table 5.52: Sensitivity Analysis on Traffic Growth for Section 7
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second Third ... Fourth Fifth
3% to 2% 0.00 42.66 43.24 38.79 38.53
7% to 3% 0.00 47.64 48.84 44.33 44.19
15% to 7% 0.00 98.12 102.23 95.44 99.78
15% to 10% 0.00 113.47 116.49 113.15 125.81
Table 5.53: Sensitivity Analysis on Traffic Growth for Section 8
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
3% to 2% 0.00 148.26 155.06 144.36 148.12
7% to 3% 0.00 217.46 223.35 217.56 232.02
15% to 7% 0.00 252.86 253.01 267.38 297.82
15% to 10% 0.00 285.35 286.45 306.03 341.78
Table 5.54: Sensitivity Analysis on Traffic Growth for Section 9
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
..Trafi First Second Third Fourth Fifth.......
3% to 2% 0.00 -33.07 85.36 92.76 91.61
7% to 3% 0.00 -56.98 104.68 105.57 107.16
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Table 5.55: Summary of Optimal Strategies for Different Road Sections at Different
Traffic Growth Rates
Section # 3% to 2% 7% to 3% 15% to 7% 15% to 10%
Section 1 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay
in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 1997
Section 2 10 cm overlay 5 cm overlay in 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay
in 1997 1997 in 1997 in 1997
Section 3 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay
in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 1997
Section 4 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay
in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 1997
Section 5 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay Start widening Start widening
in 1997 in 1997 in 2013 in 2013
Section 6 5 cm overlay in 5 cm overlay in 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay
1997 1997 in 1997 in 1997
Section 7 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay 10 cm overlay Start widening
in 1997 in 1997 in 1997 in 2013
Section 8 10 cm overlay Start widening Start widening Start widening
in 1997 in 2013 in 2013 in 2013
Section 9 8 cm overlay in 10 cm overlay -- --
1997 in 1997
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5.1.4 Sensitivity Analysis on Discount Rate
In the previous analyses, we have assumed that the discount rate is 12%. This is the rate
used in the Brazil case study. In this section, we will conduct a sensitivity analysis on
discount rates and find out how changes in discount rates affect the optimal road
investment options.
We will evaluate the five road conservation strategies (shown in Table 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5)
with additional discount rates such as 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%. The net benefits for
different investment options at different discount rates are presented in Table 5.56 to 5.64.
As shown in the tables, the net benefits decrease as the discount rates increase. The best
road improvement options are highlighted in the tables.
The results show that the optimal options selected are relatively robust with respect to
changes in discount rate. In most cases, the best option does not change as we increase or
decrease the discount rate from 12% to other rates. In some occasions it does change. In
these cases, it usually switches from the "10 cm overlay in 1997" strategy to the "5 cm
overlay in 1997" strategy. These two strategies are actually very similar. In Table 5.58,
the best policy changes from the "10 cm overlay in 1997" strategy (at 12% discount rate)
to the "widening to four-lane" strategy (at 5% discount rate), but this only proves that a
5% discount rate is unreasonable.
Since the best options selected based on the 12% discount rate are relatively stable, 12%
is a reasonable discount rate to represent the opportunity cost of capital at public sector.
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Table 5.56: Sensitivity Analysis on Discount Rate for Section 1
(Net Benefits in Million Dollars)
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Traffic Di.scount First .cod. .Third.Fourth Fifthn
Growth Rate Strategy Strategy Strategy .t..tegy..... ..
.. . ........................................... i iiii
5% 0.00 193.33 243.20 246.79 228.74
10% 0.00 106.85 148.42 150.21 141.78
3% 12% 0.00 85.59 124.34 125.54 119.43
15% 0.00 62.29 97.27 97.73 94.12
20% 0.00 38.08 67.77 67.29 66.22
5% 0.00 234.08 288.90 288.84 274.56
10% 0.00 134.24 180.06 180.91 173.47
6% 12% 0.00 108.82 151.57 152.33 146.70
15% 0.00 80.42 119.05 119.48 115.91
20% 0.00 50.11 82.94 82.71 81.40
5% 0.00 254.60 316.35 315.79 302.38
10% 0.00 152.91 204.16 204.62 197.72
9% 12% 0.00 125.94 173.67 174.13 168.91
15% 0.00 95.09 138.12 138.38 135.05
20% 0.00 61.04 97.52 97.27 96.01
5% 0.00 309.56 379.07 379.08 365.27
10% 0.00 188.24 245.55 246.61 239.19
12% 12% 0.00 155.79 209.08 210.12 204.36
15% 0.00 118.45 166.39 167.21 163.35
20% 0.00 76.83 117.39 117.62 115.89
5% 0.00 390.11 482.48 486.72 469.61
10% 0.00 234.93 303.51 307.04 297.53
15% 12% 0.00 194.12 256.30 259.37 251.85
15% 0.00 147.46 201.98 204.36 199.11
20% 0.00 95.83 140.88 142.16 139.46
Table 5.57: Sensitivity Analysis on Discount Rate for Section 2
(Net Benefits in Million Dollars)
Traffic Discount Fir.t Second .. Third. Fourth . F .
5% 0.00 308.57 313.33 241.77 239.91
10% 0.00 189.62 190.87 159.78 158.11
3% 12% 0.00 158.89 159.01 137.04 135.58
15% 0.00 124.00 122.72 110.18 109.03
20% 0.00 85.47 82.44 78.86 78.12
5% 0.00 393.12 389.91 327.47 325.95
10% 0.00 242.07 240.62 212.71 211.18
6% 12% 0.00 202.64 201.09 181.14 179.78
15% 0.00 157.70 155.67 144.09 142.99
20% 0.00 107.92 104.85 101.41 100.69
5% 0.00 418.07 414.60 354.91 356.77
10% 0.00 268.23 267.22 239.89 239.76
9% 12% 0.00 227.49 226.48 206.71 206.34
15% 0.00 179.95 178.55 166.78 166.29
20% 0.00 125.62 123.15 119.30 118.85
5% 0.00 487.36 477.58 429.32 448.70
10% 0.00 316.92 312.82 290.70 297.81
12% 12% 0.00 269.87 266.58 250.60 255.37
15% 0.00 214.50 211.67 202.24 204.85
20% 0.00 150.48 147.44 144.56 145.50
5% 0.00 569.69 561.97 573.07 723.37
10% 0.00 368.88 365.99 368.04 429.24
15% 12% 0.00 314.04 311.79 312.79 355.97
15% 0.00 249.74 247.79 248.38 274.24
20% 0.00 175.57 173.23 174.51 185.81
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Table 5.58: Sensitivity Analysis on Discount Rate for Section 3
(Net Benefits in Million Dollars)
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Traffic Discount First ...... ecnd Third Fourth Fifth
5% 0.00 17.79 17.99 13.11 12.98
10% 0.00 13.26 13.41 11.17 11.05
3% 12% 0.00 11.88 11.99 10.35 10.24
15% 0.00 10.15 10.20 9.17 9.09
20% 0.00 7.93 7.89 7.46 7.41
5% 0.00 22.19 22.96 17.80 17.78
10% 0.00 16.23 16.67 14.25 14.18
6% 12% 0.00 14.45 14.79 13.00 12.93
15% 0.00 12.25 12.47 11.33 11.26
20% 0.00 9.48 9.54 9.04 8.99
5% 0.00 25.60 27.40 22.25 22.85
10% 0.00 17.87 18.76 16.32 16.51
9% 12% 0.00 15.74 16.42 14.59 14.70
15% 0.00 13.20 13.64 12.46 12.51
20% 0.00 10.14 10.33 9.78 9.79
5% 0.00 42.44 43.32 38.81 43.38
10% 0.00 26.41 26.86 24.75 26.57
12% 12% 0.00 22.43 22.78 21.20 22.48
15% 0.00 17.97 18.19 17.18 17.94
20% 0.00 13.06 13.14 12.68 13.00
5% 0.00 74.61 77.46 86.54 114.04
10% 0.00 41.92 43.36 46.68 57.98
15% 12% 0.00 34.27 35.39 37.61 45.61
15% 0.00 26.08 26.83 28.05 32.88
20% 0.00 17.67 18.04 18.52 20.65
Table 5.59: Sensitivity Analysis on Discount Rate for Section 4
(Net Benefits in Million Dollars)
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Trffc Discount First . Second Third Fourth Fifth
5% 0.00 64.61 65.05 43.33 42.72
10% 0.00 48.04 48.29 38.52 37.98
3% 12% 0.00 42.96 43.08 35.99 35.51
15% 0.00 36.58 36.47 32.16 31.79
20% 0.00 28.42 27.94 26.31 26.07
5% 0.00 79.63 80.58 59.36 58.94
10% 0.00 58.31 58.86 49.21 48.74
6% 12% 0.00 51.91 52.29 45.24 44.82
15% 0.00 43.94 44.06 39.71 39.37
20% 0.00 33.89 33.59 31.86 31.63
5% 0.00 101.07 107.60 84.76 85.91
10% 0.00 72.23 75.36 64.76 64.94
9% 12% 0.00 63.83 66.14 58.32 58.35
15% 0.00 53.54 54.94 50.01 49.94
20% 0.00 40.82 41.22 39.09 38.99
5% 0.00 130.46 141.33 120.06 129.78
10% 0.00 85.16 90.16 80.13 83.86
12% 12% 0.00 73.42 77.11 69.65 72.20
15% 0.00 59.93 62.23 57.45 58.91
20% 0.00 44.51 45.40 43.26 43.83
5% 0.00 256.02 265.99 253.93 320.73
10% 0.00 144.37 149.21 142.78 170.09
15% 12% 0.00 118.26 121.92 116.91 136.22
15% 0.00 90.22 92.61 89.21 100.80
20% 0.00 61.38 62.43 60.78 65.87
Table 5.60: Sensitivity Analysis on Discount Rate for Section 5
(Net Benefits in Million Dollars)
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Traffic Discount First Second Third Forth Fifth
5% 0.00 31.53 33.14 25.91 25.77
10% 0.00 24.09 24.92 21.54 21.39
3% 12% 0.00 21.79 22.43 19.92 19.78
15% 0.00 18.89 19.31 17.69 17.58
20% 0.00 15.12 15.30 14.54 14.47
5% 0.00 42.10 43.72 35.67 35.99
10% 0.00 30.46 31.35 27.57 27.62
6% 12% 0.00 27.14 27.84 25.02 25.03
15% 0.00 23.10 23.59 21.76 21.73
20% 0.00 18.11 18.35 17.46 17.43
5% 0.00 64.59 65.80 59.08 62.04
10% 0.00 42.41 43.15 39.90 41.04
9% 12% 0.00 36.68 37.29 34.84 35.61
15% 0.00 30.11 30.57 28.93 29.37
20% 0.00 22.61 22.86 22.03 22.21
5% 0.00 119.85 123.65 119.34 140.60
10% 0.00 66.06 68.15 65.63 74.32
12% 12% 0.00 53.74 55.40 53.37 59.51
15% 0.00 40.71 41.90 40.42 44.12
20% 0.00 27.64 28.32 27.46 29.08
5% 0.00 196.95 198.88 212.51 272.92
10% 0.00 102.57 103.83 108.77 133.64
15% 12% 0.00 81.35 82.41 85.69 103.32
15% 0.00 59.27 60.09 61.83 72.47
20% 0.00 37.80 38.33 38.90 43.61
Table 5.61: Sensitivity Analysis on Discount Rate for Section 6
(Net Benefits in Million Dollars)
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5% 0.00 684.25 676.84 492.19 486.82
10% 0.00 460.44 455.30 374.64 369.84
3% 12% 0.00 397.41 391.78 334.61 330.40
15% 0.00 322.17 315.26 282.44 279.11
20% 0.00 233.13 223.63 214.12 211.99
5% 0.00 891.51 889.17 702.89 698.33
10% 0.00 592.63 590.46 508.24 503.78
6% 12% 0.00 509.02 505.92 447.23 443.25
15% 0.00 409.73 404.84 370.60 367.41
20% 0.00 293.21 285.21 274.47 272.41
5% 0.00 998.74 990.23 817.70 821.77
10% 0.00 675.95 672.10 594.70 593.80
9% 12% 0.00 583.98 580.12 524.42 522.97
15% 0.00 473.58 468.81 435.81 434.15
20% 0.00 342.13 334.88 323.99 322.61
5% 0.00 1120.35 1127.19 954.29 1002.63
10% 0.00 759.69 763.88 684.62 702.02
12% 12% 0.00 657.60 660.16 602.43 613.97
15% 0.00 535.18 535.13 500.06 506.26
20% 0.00 389.16 384.97 372.20 374.32
5% 0.00 1570.26 1611.95 1663.30 1980.03
10% 0.00 1020.92 1042.20 1052.91 1182.44
15% 12% 0.00 871.96 887.68 892.80 983.97
15% 0.00 697.49 706.60 708.37 762.77
20% 0.00 495.80 496.98 499.33 522.92
Table 5.62: Sensitivity Analysis on Discount Rate for Section 7
(Net Benefits in Million Dollars)
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...Traffic Discount First Second Third Fourth. Fifth
5% 0.00 63.69 64.62 52.03 51.77
10% 0.00 47.62 48.31 42.39 42.12
3% 12% 0.00 42.75 43.32 38.91 38.66
15% 0.00 36.63 37.03 34.20 34.00
20% 0.00 28.84 28.96 27.67 27.54
5% 0.00 80.18 82.83 70.78 71.37
10% 0.00 58.67 60.12 54.37 54.45
6% 12% 0.00 52.30 53.45 49.13 49.13
15% 0.00 44.42 45.21 42.39 42.34
20% 0.00 34.56 34.92 33.57 33.51
5% 0.00 104.43 111.66 98.56 103.97
10% 0.00 69.87 73.49 67.03 69.10
9% 12% 0.00 60.80 63.59 58.66 60.08
15% 0.00 50.28 52.19 48.88 49.69
20% 0.00 38.12 39.09 37.41 37.72
5% 0.00 181.44 188.86 180.43 219.13
10% 0.00 107.62 111.48 106.79 122.62
12% 12% 0.00 89.91 92.94 89.20 100.38
15% 0.00 70.54 72.67 70.00 76.72
20% 0.00 50.02 51.19 49.69 52.64
5% 0.00 310.39 317.66 338.64 448.48
10% 0.00 169.50 173.74 180.75 225.97
15% 12% 0.00 137.06 140.53 144.93 176.99
15% 0.00 102.67 105.25 107.33 126.68
20% 0.00 68.12 69.68 70.11 78.69
Table 5.63: Sensitivity Analysis on Discount Rate for Section 8
(Net Benefits in Million Dollars)
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Traffic Discount First Second .. Third Fout .Fifth
5% 0.00 271.99 282.98 263.24 280.30
10% 0.00 177.32 185.11 173.22 180.07
3% 12% 0.00 153.94 160.83 150.88 155.68
15% 0.00 127.78 133.58 125.80 128.65
20% 0.00 98.93 103.36 97.94 99.17
5% 0.00 453.88 461.13 460.83 523.10
10% 0.00 268.30 274.19 270.69 296.22
6% 12% 0.00 224.60 230.00 226.15 244.22
15% 0.00 177.48 182.22 178.29 189.17
20% 0.00 128.64 132.44 128.90 133.70
5% 0.00 381.88 390.03 415.96 513.07
10% 0.00 254.86 261.86 268.46 308.38
9% 12% 0.00 221.56 228.04 231.07 259.36
15% 0.00 183.23 188.97 188.85 205.91
20% 0.00 139.65 144.30 142.06 149.61
5% 0.00 481.19 482.00 548.41 667.66
10% 0.00 311.26 315.65 338.54 387.62
12% 12% 0.00 267.60 272.40 286.83 321.62
15% 0.00 217.99 222.92 229.50 250.50
20% 0.00 162.72 167.23 167.74 177.05
5% 0.00 801.99 749.29 923.84 1089.67
10% 0.00 438.83 422.08 488.68 557.00
15% 12% 0.00 355.61 345.84 390.87 439.32
15% 0.00 267.84 264.51 289.05 318.32
20% 0.00 180.64 182.13 189.99 202.98
Table 5.64: Sensitivity Analysis on Discount Rate for Section 9
(Net Benefits in Million Dollars)
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Traffic Discunt First c..d Third Fourth F.ifth
5% 0.00 -27.99 99.05 106.85 105.66
10% 0.00 -33.64 73.54 80.41 79.45
3% 12% 0.00 -31.29 87.21 94.64 93.56
15% 0.00 -33.51 58.01 64.01 63.19
20% 0.00 -8.95 143.67 152.36 150.74
5% 0.00 -54.97 121.24 116.05 118.45
10% 0.00 -50.90 85.80 87.24 88.32
6% 12% 0.00 -53.60 104.47 102.72 104.48
15% 0.00 -45.56 65.62 69.40 69.82
20% 0.00 -55.74 188.73 166.09 171.28
5.1.5 Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price
In the previous analyses, we have used the following fuel price:
Gas: $0.33 per liter
Diesel: $0.23 per liter
Now we want to conduct a sensitivity analysis on fuel price and see how the change in fuel
price influence the benefits and costs of road investment policies.
The following fuel price is considered in the sensitivity analysis:
Gas: $0.99 per liter
Diesel: $0.39 per liter
The results are shown in Table 5.65 to 5.91. Comparing these tables to Table 5.9 to 5.35,
we found that road user costs increase as we increase fuel prices, but road agency costs
are not affected. As a result, net benefits increase as we increase fuel prices. We can also
conclude that changes in fuel prices does not affect the ordering and choice of optimal
road conservation policies.
From the sensitivity analyses in this chapter we have learned the following:
* The optimal construction time depends on traffic volume and traffic growth, and it is
better to start the construction earlier rather than postpone it;
* Traffic growth rate is the most important decision force in choosing best investment
strategies;
* Change in discount rates does not change the choice of road investment options in
most cases; and
* Change in fuel prices does not change the choice of best road improvement policies.
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Table 5.65: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 1
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
Traffic.First Second Third Fourth Fifth
3% 0.00 86.82 126.18 127.70 121.28
6% 0.00 110.37 153.79 154.88 148.92
9% 0.00 127.84 176.31 177.15 171.58
12% 0.00 158.55 212.67 214.16 208.01
15% 0.00 198.06 261.20 264.90 256.87
Table 5.66: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 1
(NPV of Road Agency Costs in Million Dollars)
3% 2.61 5.43 7.74 9.51 12.69
6% 3.15 5.43 7.74 10.19 12.69
9% 3.82 5.63 7.92 10.36 12.87
12% 4.22 5.63 7.92 10.46 12.87
15% 4.65 5.83 7.90 10.56 12.85
Table 5.67: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 1
(NPV of Road Users Costs in Million Dollars)
3% 1,077.11 987.47 945.79 942.50 945.75
6% 1,323.61 1,212.95 1,165.22 1,161.68 1,165.14
9% 1,651.36 1,521.71 1,470.94 1,467.67 1,470.73
12% 2,166.77 2,006.81 1,950.39 1,946.37 1,950.11
15% 2,935.08 2,735.84 2,670.62 2,664.27 2,670.01
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Table 5.68: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 2
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second Third Fourth Fifth
3% 0.00 161.27 161.84 139.44 137.98
6% 0.00 205.73 204.63 184.24 182.87
9% 0.00 231.00 230.51 210.27 209.90
12% 0.00 274.35 271.57 255.39 260.38
15% 0.00 319.67 318.03 322.58 370.87
Table 5.69: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 2
(NPV of Road Agency Costs in Million Dollars)
3% 2.29 19.43 23.60 41.39 42.85
6% 8.46 19.43 25.20 41.39 42.85
9% 10.03 19.43 25.40 41.39 42.85
12% 10.98 19.86 25.62 41.81 43.27
15% 12.03 19.86 25.86 41.81 43.27
Table 5.70: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 2
(NPV of Road Users Costs in Million Dollars)
3% 1,452.58 1,262.66 1,257.93 1,262.54 1,262.54
6% 1,773.37 1,556.66 1552.00 1,556.20 1,556.11
9% 2,202.23 1,961.82 1,956.35 1,960.60 1,959.51
12% 2,812.63 2,529.40 2,526.42 2,526.41 2,519.95
15% 3,760.55 3,433.06 3,428.69 3,408.19 3,358.44
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Table 5.71: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 3
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
Growth Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy
3% 0.00 12.05 12.19 10.51 10.41
6% 0.00 14.66 15.05 13.21 13.14
9% 0.00 15.98 16.71 14.85 14.96
12% 0.00 22.84 23.23 21.68 23.10
15% 0.00 34.91 36.09 38.85 47.65
Table 5.72: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 3
(NPV of Road Agency Costs in Million Dollars)
3% 1.15 1.55 1.91 3.14 3.25
6% 1.15 1.55 1.94 3.14 3.25
9% 1.27 1.67 1.94 3.14 3.25
12% 1.27 1.75 1.94 3.33 3.44
15% 1.27 1.75 1.96 3.33 3.44
Table 5.73: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 3
(NPV of Road Users Costs in Million Dollars)
3% 134.75 122.30 121.79 122.24 122.24
6% 166.07 151.01 150.24 150.86 150.83
9% 207.32 190.94 189.93 190.60 190.38
12% 272.11 248.79 248.21 248.36 246.83
15% 389.30 353.91 352.53 348.39 339.48
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Table 5.74: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 4
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
3% 0.00 43.55 43.81 36.58 36.11
6% 0.00 52.64 53.17 45.97 45.55
9% 0.00 64.77 67.29 59.29 59.33
12% 0.00 74.60 78.56 71.11 73.85
15% 0.00 120.42 124.34 120.14 141.75
Table 5.75: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 4
(NPV of Road Agency Costs in Million Dollars)
.Traf... .. First Second Third Fourth Fifth
.ii ii .....ii. i  iii .. ............................. ........... . .. .. . . . .iiiii.. .   .... . .. ..............iiiiitii
3% 5.15 6.97 8.58 14.11 14.58
6% 5.15 6.97 8.58 14.11 14.58
9% 5.16 7.49 8.69 14.11 14.58
12% 5.69 7.49 8.69 14.11 14.58
15% 5.70 7.55 8.70 14.69 15.17
Table 5.76: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 4
(NPV of Road Users Costs in Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second Third Fourth Fifth
3% 503.03 457.66 455.80 457.49 457.49
6% 618.93 564.47 562.33 564.00 563.95
9% 779.32 712.22 708.50 711.08 710.56
12% 999.76 923.36 918.20 920.23 917.02
15% 1,392.01 1,269.74 1,264.68 1,262.89 1,240.80
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Table 5.77: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 5
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
Traffic Frst Second Third.Fourth Fifth
3% 0.00 22.10 22.82 20.23 20.10
6% 0.00 27.56 28.34 25.44 25.45
9% 0.00 37.33 38.02 35.56 36.39
12% 0.00 54.82 56.59 54.79 61.66
15% 0.00 82.83 83.96 88.01 107.44
Table 5.78: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 5
(NPV of Road Agency Costs in Million Dollars)
iTraffic First Second Third Fourth Fifthi
3% 1.78 2.41 2.72 4.48 4.63
6% 1.78 2.43 2.72 4.67 4.81
9% 1.79 2.46 2.72 4.69 4.84
12% 1.97 2.46 2.76 4.69 4.84
15% 1.98 2.48 2.76 4.71 4.86
Table 5.79: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 5
(NPV of Road Users Costs in Million Dollars)
Growth Strategy Strategy Strategy.Strategy Strategy
3% 262.59 239.85 238.83 239.66 239.64
6% 324.95 296.74 295.67 296.62 296.47
9% 414.99 376.99 376.04 376.53 375.56
12% 563.76 508.46 506.39 506.26 499.24
15% 831.53 748.20 746.79 740.79 721.21
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Table 5.80: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 6
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
Traf ii Frt Second ::::::::::::::::::Fourth Fifth
3% 0.00 402.95 398.41 340.19 335.98
6% 0.00 516.21 514.39 454.48 450.49
9% 0.00 592.42 589.94 533.01 531.55
12% 0.00 667.58 671.97 613.10 625.07
15% 0.00 886.52 904.70 922.86 1,023.59
Table 5.81: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 6
(NPV of Road Agency Costs in Million Dollars)
Traffic Fir.t Second Third... .Fourth Fifth
3% 31.40 58.54 73.70 121.76 125.97
6% 31.45 58.54 74.39 121.76 125.97
9% 34.47 58.54 74.40 121.76 125.97
12% 37.83 58.54 75.19 121.76 125.97
15% 37.92 58.55 76.05 121.76 125.97
Table 5.82: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 6
(NPV of Road Users Costs in Million Dollars)
3% 3,941.91 3,511.82 3,501.19 3,511.37 3,511.37
6% 4,871.11 4,327.81 4,313.78 4,326.33 4,326.10
9% 6,067.31 5,450.83 5,437.43 5,447.01 5,444.27
12% 7,720.79 7,032.50 7,011.47 7,023.76 7,077.59
15% 10,432.85 9,525.71 9,490.02 9,426.16 9,321.21
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Table 5.83: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 7
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second Third Fourth Fifth
3% 0.00 43.35 44.06 39.52 39.27
6% 0.00 53.09 54.39 49.93 49.93
9% 0.00 61.81 64.82 59.84 61.35
12% 0.00 91.60 94.84 91.50 103.99
15% 0.00 139.59 143.25 148.99 184.31
Table 5.84: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 7
(NPV of Road Agency Costs in Million Dollars)
3% 2.94 3.97 4.89 8.04 8.31
6% 2.94 4.27 4.89 8.04 8.31
9% 3.25 4.27 4.95 8.04 8.31
12% 3.25 4.30 4.95 8.37 8.64
15% 3.26 4.34 5.02 8.41 8.68
Table 5.85: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 7
(NPV of Road Users Costs in Million Dollars)
3% 481.76 437.38 435.76 437.14 437.12
6% 595.89 541.48 539.56 540.86 540.59
9% 751.75 688.91 685.22 687.11 685.33
12% 1,020.74 928.10 924.20 924.13 911.36
15  1,505.36 1,364.69 1,360.35 1,351.22 1,315.63
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Table 5.86: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 8
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
3% 0.00 158.15 165.59 155.38 160.74
6% 0.00 229.71 235.58 232.22 252.34
9% 0.00 226.87 233.88 238.22 269.52
12% 0.00 273.47 278.77 295.81 334.54
15% 0.00 362.77 353.20 403.19 457.54
Table 5.87: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 8
(NPV of Road Agency Costs in Million Dollars)
Traffic First Second Third F.urth Fifth
Growth Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy
3% 4.81 5.40 6.07 10.20 10.52
6% 4.82 5.68 6.17 10.48 10.80
9% 6.19 5.68 6.17 10.48 10.80
12% 6.35 5.67 6.16 10.46 10.78
15% 7.21 5.71 6.23 10.50 10.82
Table 5.88: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 8
(NPV of Road Users Costs for in Million Dollars)
3% 1,774.24 1,615.49 1,607.38 1,613.46 1,607.79
6% 2,486.77 2,256.20 2,249.84 2,248.89 2,228.45
9% 3,361.82 3,135.46 3,127.96 3,119.31 3,087.69
12% 4,563.44 4,290.65 4,284.86 4,263.51 4,224.46
15% 6,184.69 5,823.43 5,832.48 5,778.21 5,723.54
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Table 5.89: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 9
(Net Benefits at 12% Discount Rate in Million Dollars)
3% 0.00 -32.07 89.22 96.96 95.87
6% 0.00 -55.56 106.42 104.77 106.59
Table 5.90: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 9
(NPV of Road Agency Costs in Million Dollars)
Ta.ffc .....First. Second Third Fourth Fifth
3% 5.11 3.42 3.63 3.62 4.10
6% 5.24 3.05 3.61 3.29 3.88
Table 5.91: Sensitivity Analysis on Fuel Price for Section 9
(NPV of Road Users Costs in Million Dollars)
3% 1,294.35 1,328.11 1,206.61 1,198.88 1,199.49
6% 1,671.55 1,729.30 1,566.76 1,568.74 1,566.32
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5.1.6 The Railroad Option
The railroad is always viewed as an environmental-friendly choice. Therefore we need to
consider the railroad option between Mendoza and Buenos Aires.
As mentioned before, the major railroad serving Mendoza is BAP, the Buenos Aires and
Pacific Railroad. BAP has two main lines, one from Mendoza to Buenos Aires and a
second, known as the Mesopotamian Railway, that goes on to Brazil (review Figure 1.6).
The most important route that BAP maintains is the link between Mendoza and Buenos
Aires. BAP is currently unprofitable due to insufficient equipment and investment, and it
suffers from the following problems (Rasquin and Sussman 1996):
* Low traffic volume: The Mesopotamian route traffic density is 2 MGT/year (2
million gross tons per year) and the Mendoza traffic density is 3 MGT. There
is no route to the south because there is no traffic to be carried.
* Gauge difference: The route from Mendoza to Buenos Aires has a different
gauge than the Mesopotamian route from Buenos Aires to Brazil.
* Old equipment and inefficient operations, administration, and clearances.
The following table compares the highway and the rail options qualitatively.
Table 5.92: Comparisons between Highway and Railroad Options
Investment Travel Price Over Price Over
Options Time Flexibility Reliability Short Distance Long Distance
Highway 1 1 1 1 2
Rail 2 2 2 2 1
1 = faster, better or cheaper
2 = slower, worse, or more expensive
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Because of insufficient equipment and investment, the Mendoza-Buenos Aires railroad line
needs to be upgraded in order to work efficiently and to compete with the highway. Also
the BAP railroad needs a higher traffic volume to make it profitable.
5.1.7 The Intermodal Option
Intermodal transportation requires "preparatory costs" for the intermodal facilities and the
transport of the container to and from the terminal on the initial and final legs of the
journey. The initial costs of intermodal transportation are higher than those of road
transportation, however, the preparatory costs can be offset over the longer distances as
the line-haul portion of transport by rail is cheaper per kilometer (Dutch Ministry of
Transport 1994). Figure 5.11 shows a breakdown of the costs of road transportation
versus intermodal transportation.
In the following, we show general breakeven distances of the costs of road transportation
versus intermodal transportation (Dutch Ministry of Transport 1994):
breakeven distance (km) rail inland waterways short sea shipping
maritime containers 200 100 500
continental containers 400 250 650
The breakeven distances may vary with the nature of the freight and the efficiency of the
transportation system, but in any case, the distance from Buenos Aires to Mendoza is long
enough for the intermodal transportation to be profitable. The concern is whether there is
enough traffic volume and whether the intermodal operation is reliable enough to compete





Figure 5.11: The Breakdown of Costs of Road Transport vs. Intermodal Transport
(Source: Dutch Ministry of Transport 1994)
5.2 OPTIONS FOR THE BI-OCEANIC CORRIDOR LINKING MENDOZA TO CHILE
On the other side of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor there are different options for the link
between Mendoza and Chile, including intermodal, modest highway improvements, rebuild
the Trans Andes Railway, the low altitude tunnel, or rail link through another pass. Based
on Tim Koehne's analysis"3 , the optimal technological option is the Transandino
Alternative Shuttle Option, which is the reconstruction of the transandino rail and
alternative shuttle (electrically powered platforms) through the tunnel. The optimal start
13 Koehne, T. On Projects, Transportation Projects and the Mendoza (Argentina) - Los Andes (Chile)
Transportation Corridor, Master's thesis, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, September 1996.
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for construction is in the year 2029, 2008, 1998, 1989 or 1996 depending on whether the
annual growth rate is projected to be, respectively, 3%, 7%, 12%, 30% or 15% until year
2005, then 7%.
5.3 SUMMARY
In this chapter, the methodology described in Chapter 4 is applied to the transportation
network in Mendoza, using roads between Mendoza and Buenos Aires on the Bi-Oceanic
Corridor as an example. Various investment options for road improvements are evaluated.
Since the Bi-Oceanic Corridor is an important corridor connecting Mendoza to Buenos
Aires and Brazil, the improvement of this link is critical to the economic development of
Mendoza. On the western end of the Central Bi-Oceanic Corridor there is a plan to build
the low altitude tunnel, which will cost billions of dollars. On the eastern end of this
Corridor there is a plan to build the Colonia-Buenos Aires Bridge, which will also be very
expensive. The highway and railroad links between them are also crucial for Mendoza but
cost much less to maintain and upgrade.
The Mendoza case study shows that the user benefit, which is a function of traffic volume,
will be substantial compared to the costs needed to improve the highway section between
Mendoza and Buenos Aires. Expressed as present values over a twenty-year analysis
period, the savings to the road users resulting from an improved road condition (relative
to the base case) range from ten to several hundred times the additional costs to the road
agency. These estimated costs vary with specific road conservation policy and traffic
growth scenario.
Since the Mendoza-Buenos Aires highway is divided into nine sections in this study, the
optimal investment strategy for each section depends on the current traffic volume, road
condition, and future traffic growth. For the five traffic growth rates (3, 6, 9, 12, and
15%) we considered, we found that for sections (2 and 6) with current traffic volume
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below 3,000 ADT, a conservative regular responsive overlay policy is the best when the
annual traffic growth rate is below 15%; when the growth rate is beyond 15% the road
widening (to four-lane) strategy dominates. Note that the time frame for this analysis is
twenty years. For section 8 whose current traffic volume is 14,000 ADT, the optimal
strategy is always to widen the road to four lanes.
Sensitivity analysis shows that the optimal time to begin road widening depends on current
traffic volume and future traffic growth, which is the most important element in
investment decision making. The higher the current traffic volume and future traffic
growth rate, the sooner the road widening should be started. The analysis also shows that
it is better to start the road widening ahead of the optimal time rather than to postpone it.
Sensitivity analysis also shows that in most cases, the best option does not change as we
increase or decrease the discount rate from 12%, so 12% is a reasonable discount rate to
represent the opportunity cost of capital at public sector.
In the sensitivity analysis of fuel prices, we found that road user costs increase as we
increase fuel prices, but road agency costs are not affected. As a result, net benefits
increase as we increase fuel prices. We conclude that changes in fuel prices does not
affect the ordering and choice of optimal road conservation policies.
The railroad is always viewed as an environmental-friendly choice, so we should also
consider the railroad option. Due to insufficient equipment and investment, the BAP
railroad line between Mendoza and Buenos Aires needs to be upgraded in order to work
efficiently and to compete with the highway. It also needs a higher traffic volume to be
profitable.
The distance between Mendoza and Buenos Aires is beyond the breakeven distance of
road transportation versus intermodal transportation. One major issue is whether there
will be enough traffic volume for the intermodal operation. The intermodal option has not
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been evaluated in detail in this study because the costs for building the intermodal terminal
at Buenos Aires are not available, but this alternative should be considered in the long
range strategic transportation plan.
Which project should be given priority? The Trans-Andean Passage could become
congested in the future if no action is taken, as could the highway between Mendoza and
Buenos Aires. The economic activities and the environment of the city of Mendoza could
be hindered if nothing is done to handle the trucks passing through the city. Investments
in the provincial roads will pay off and cost much less than a large-scale project such as
the low altitude tunnel.
We conclude that Mendoza needs a balanced infrastructure investment plan. An
investment plan focused solely on the Trans-Andean Tunnel without considering other
provincial projects will be very expensive without generating much benefits to the region.
Building or upgrading infrastructure to reduce congestion and improve capacity would
pay off in the future, but what is the optimal time to start the construction? Upgrading or
constructing a transportation infrastructure too early or too late will be very expensive
without justifying the benefits. So the right timing of investment is critical. The optimal
time depends on road condition, road geometry, current traffic volume, traffic
composition, and traffic growth, etc. In a static growth environment, it is easier to predict
the future traffic growth and make decisions; in a dynamic growth environment, however,
it is very difficult to know in advance what will happen ten or twenty years from now.
Mendoza is in a growing environment with lots of opportunities and challenges, so it is
hard to project what will be the exact traffic growth rate in the future. User costs increase
very rapidly as the traffic growth increases and inadequate capacity exists. Therefore, in a
dynamic growth environment, we suggest it is preferable to make infrastructure
investments earlier to have extra capacity rather than delay the investment to have
insufficient capacity in the future.
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We should also take into consideration the existing status regarding the utilization of the
infrastructure. For road infrastructure with relatively low traffic volume, we could make
investment decision based on the expected value of traffic growth and start investment at
the projected optimal time; but for road infrastructure with relatively high traffic volume,
we would rather choose a growth rate higher than the expected value and start investment
ahead of the optimal time suggested by the expected growth rate in order to reduce the
risks of causing insufficient capacity and road congestion in the future.
As Argentina integrates with other Mercosur nations, it is expected that the international
trade activities among these countries will increase dramatically, and the traffic volumes
through the Mendoza-Buenos Aires Highway and the Trans-Andean Passage will grow
significantly. The transportation infrastructure on the Bi-Oceanic Corridor must be
upgraded in time or ahead of time to adjust to the changing environment; otherwise, it will
become a bottleneck that constrains the international trade and economic development.
Appropriate estimation of the traffic growth rate is crucial in the investment decision
making process, but also, it is more beneficial to start the construction earlier rather than
delay the investment, especially in a dynamic growth environment.
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6. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
6.1 SUMMARY OF THESIS
The strategic planning process helps us to define a future vision (e.g., a statement of
goals) and develop plans to accomplish objectives. The goals for a strategic
transportation plan should include the following:
* Enhance mobility and accessibility for people and freight;
* Promote economic growth;
* Improve environmental quality;
* Strengthen integration and cooperation among various modes of transport;
* Maintain an efficient transportation system and improve levels of service;
* Keep stable financial sources for transportation;
* Improve safety;
* Advance technology development;
* Educate transportation professionals.
This study is part of an effort toward the development of a strategic transportation plan
for the province of Mendoza in Argentina. This strategic plan will be focused on the
regional level and international issues. It will be a regional strategic intermodal freight
transportation plan also considering passenger issues. It emphasizes that the planning
process for Mendoza must balance the objectives of promoting economic growth,
improving environmental quality, and facilitating the mobility and accessibility for people
and freight. A strategic plan will help Mendoza gain competitive advantages in the
changing international economy (Sussman et al 1996).
The evolution of the Mercosur Trade Alliance has created an upsurge in international
trade among Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay, and Bolivia, and has also
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provided opportunities for rapid growth in the domestic economy of these countries. The
establishment of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor will be a major intermodal and multimodal
corridor connecting these South American countries with NAFTA, South-East Asia, and
the European Union (Sussman et al 1996).
On the eastern end of this corridor within Argentina, the proposed Rio de la Plata
Crossing will connect Buenos Aires in Argentina with Colonia in Uruguay (Figure 6.1).
On the western end of this corridor within Argentina, the proposed low altitude rail tunnel
will improve the Trans-Andean Passage that connects the province of Mendoza, Argentina
with the Pacific Coast port of Valparaiso and Santiago in Chile. These infrastructure
improvements will strengthen the integration of Argentina with other Mercosur nations,
and advance the regional economic activities in Buenos Aires and Mendoza and the areas
in between.
Mendoza is at a critical location of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor. Its location relative to
Santiago and the port of Valparaiso in Chile help Argentina gain access to global markets.
The proposed new infrastructure on the Bi-Oceanic Corridor such as the low altitude
tunnel and the Colonia-Buenos Aires Bridge will promote the growth of traffic through
Mendoza and can have significant impact on Mendoza's regional economic development.
Mendoza needs a good transportation network to connect with other provinces in
Argentina and other South American countries in order to take advantage of its strategic
location.
The section of the Bi-Oceanic Corridor between Mendoza and Buenos Aires is also of
strategic importance to Mendoza. This route allows freight transported from Mendoza
through Buenos Aires to Brazil. Since primary products exported from Mendoza to
Brazil are agriculture-related, they require fast and reliable shipment. The current status





Figure 6.1: Mendoza, Argentina and the Bi-Oceanic Corridor
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n
* The rail system needs to be upgraded;
* The highway system needs to be upgraded;
* Local bypass routes are needed to divert through traffic around the urban center of
Mendoza.
* Better modal coordination needs to be developed.
Mendoza needs a better transportation network to improve its regional economic
performance. A strategic plan will be a guidance to design better transportation facilities
for Mendoza. Infrastructure investment is needed to improve Mendoza's existing
transportation network. However, transportation infrastructure will not automatically
trigger economic growth. Although infrastructure is a prerequisite to economic
development, it can not generate development by itself. Infrastructure development must
be supplemented by many other qualitative factors such as a quality labor market,
education program, finance, high quality of life, and so on. Additionally, Mendoza needs
transportation infrastructure to generate both crossroads and internal effects, not only to
increase trade volume and to facilitate commodity flows through the region, but also to
improve the productivity of manufacturing industry and agriculture within the region.
A strategic transportation plan will help us to design a transportation network from an
integrated approach. That is, a transportation network is only one part of a balanced
regional development program. A strategic plan will also help us to select the
infrastructure investments that offer the most growing room for the economy. In order to
achieve this, the strategic transportation planning process for Mendoza should aim at the
following goals:
* Take advantage of its strategic location on the Bi-Oceanic Corridor to promote the
international trade, to attract new business, and to stimulate regional economic
growth.
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* Use transportation policy to promote intermodal transportation, and to achieve
sustainable development with accessibility, economic growth, and environmental
amenity.
* Foster a stable financial support for transportation infrastructure; incorporate new
technology, especially intermodal freight, information technology, and communications
into transportation; advance transportation expertise.
The Mendoza-Buenos Aires Corridor
Since the main highway link between Mendoza and Buenos Aires is of strategic
importance to Mendoza, we use it as an example to illustrate how to design a better
transportation network for Mendoza within the strategic transportation plan framework.
Scenario development is an important step in the strategic transportation planning process
for Mendoza because it provides an organized framework for thinking about the future.
The key elements of the scenario development in the Mendozan context include the rate of
growth of trade among Mercosur nations, the rate of growth of Mendoza (city and
province, population as well as economic growth), and rate of growth of travel demand.
We developed scenarios based on a range of potential growth rates on traffic volumes.
We performed an economic analysis of road investment and improvement alternatives
taking account of vehicle operating costs and travel time costs incurred by users of the
facility as well as the construction and maintenance costs incurred by the road agency for
the Mendoza-Buenos Aires Corridor. We evaluated the trade-offs between road agency
and user costs and seeks the investment option that minimizes the total costs under each
scenario of traffic growth.
The approximate magnitude of investment requirements for this highway is much lower
than the investment requirements for the low altitude tunnel or the Rio de la Plata
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Crossing, but this major highway link has as much strategic importance to Mendoza as
those large-scale projects. If this highway link physically deteriorates as a result of
deferred maintenance or if congestion results from inadequate capacity, road user costs
will rise very rapidly and regional economic growth will be hindered. In that case,
Mendoza may not be able to take advantage of its strategic location on the Bi-Oceanic
Corridor and the opportunities provided by the Mercosur integration.
Our analysis also shows that increasing road width and number of lanes can be
economically justified as traffic volume increases. Road width may have little impact on
vehicle operation costs at low traffic volume, but increasing traffic volume on a narrow
road leads to reduced speeds and increased road deterioration and thus increased vehicle
operation costs. The appropriate standard of road width and optimal time of construction
vary with the current traffic volume, traffic growth, traffic composition, terrain type, etc.
The railroad option between Mendoza and Buenos Aires should also be considered
because the infrastructure already exists and the railroad is always viewed as an
environmentally-friendly choice. However, since the current railroad system is poorly
maintained with insufficient equipment and investment, it needs to be upgraded in order to
work efficiently. Whether there is enough traffic volume to make the railroad profitable is
also an important issue.
The distance between Mendoza and Buenos Aires is beyond the breakeven distance of
road transportation and intermodal transportation. Whether it is profitable to upgrade the
intermodal facilities depends on the future freight volume appropriate for intermodal
operation.
In a static growth environment, the expected traffic growth is low and the variance of that
growth is small, so we can predict the future fairly easily and make decisions on the
optimal time to start investments; in a dynamic growth environment, however, the
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expected traffic growth is high and the variance is big, so we can not make good
projections and it is difficult to determine the optimal time for investment.
As Argentina and Mendoza reach out to the rest of world, they are facing an ever
changing environment, with an opportunity for substantial growth. The optimal time to
start investment depends on traffic volume and traffic growth. Additional costs resulting
from deferring the investment will be much higher than those from starting the investment
earlier than optimal time in most cases, especially with high traffic volumes. Furthermore,
road deterioration due to inadequate maintenance and road congestion due to insufficient
capacity will negatively affect the regional economic development. Therefore, it is more
risky to postpone the investment than to do it earlier, especially in a dynamic growth
environment. We suggest that it is preferable to begin the investment earlier than the
projected optimal time rather than to delay it (review Figure 5.5 and 5.6).
In making investment decisions, we should also consider the capacity and utilization of the
existing infrastructure. For roads with relatively low traffic volumes, we could adopt
relatively conservative strategies and make infrastructure investment based on projected
optimal time; but for roads with relatively high traffic volumes, we should take risk-
adverse actions. We should choose a traffic growth rate higher than its expected value
and make investment ahead of the projected optimal time (at the expected growth) in
order to reduce the risks of having insufficient capacity and causing congestion in the
future.
In this study, we illustrated how to design a better transportation network for Mendoza
within a strategic planning framework, using the Mendoza-Buenos Aires Highway as an
example. This study supports the development of a regional intermodal freight strategic
transportation plan for Mendoza. It emphasizes that the planning process for Mendoza
must balance the objectives of improving economic growth, environmental quality, and the
mobility and accessibility for goods and passengers. It concludes that a balanced
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infrastructure investment plan is needed for Mendoza, and also a transportation network is
only one part of a balanced regional development program.
6.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
In our study, we used a range of potential traffic growth. Since the traffic growth is the
most important criteria in determining the optimal time for infrastructure investment, more
investigation is needed on this issue in the future research. Travel surveys need to be
conducted to examine the relationship between travel demand and level of service, as well
as socio-economic characteristics.
Our scenarios were developed only according to the traffic growth on the Mendoza-
Buenos Aires Highway. A more sophisticated scenario development is needed in the
future research. There are other key elements that should be considered in the scenario
development, and they are as follows:
* Rate of growth of Mendoza (city and province, population as well as economic
growth)
* Rate of growth of international trade other than the Mercosur trade
* Degree of development in logistics support, manufacturing, agriculture, and extractive
industries
* Growth in commodity transport (energy, bulk agricultural, minerals) versus growth in
high value shipments
* Extent of cooperation and coordination between government agencies, between
government and private sector, among countries
* Federal support for transportation infrastructure (e.g. railway projects, highway
projects, low altitude tunnel) (Sussman et al 1997)
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The intermodal option has not been evaluated in detail in this study because the costs for
building the intermodal terminal at Buenos Aires are not available, but this alternative
should be considered in the long range strategic transportation plan.
The issue of how to effectively coordinate and balance infrastructure investment projects
should be addressed in the future research. An infrastructure investment plan focused
solely on the development of a large-scale project is not a wise decision. The Trans-
Andean Passage project must be supplemented by improvements of many other supporting
infrastructures including the Mendoza-Buenos Aires Highway, the freight route around
the city of Mendoza, and other provincial roads, etc.
Public/private partnership in infrastructure investment is also an important issue that
should be addressed in future studies. For example, the low altitude tunnel will be a very
expensive project that can not be completed by either the public or private sector alone. If
the public and private sectors cooperate with each other, they can find better solutions to
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APPENDIX A. EVALUATION OF A LARGE-SCALE
TRANSPORTATION PROJECT
In this section, the complexity of evaluation of a large-scale transportation project will be
explored. Several different approaches from literature will be reviewed, and then its
implications for Mendoza will be presented.
As defined by Godwin, a macro-engineering project or program has the following
characteristics: complexity, large scale, long time, significant resources, government
involvement, and substantial social, cultural, economic and environmental impacts. The
project of building a tunnel connecting Argentina and Chile does possess all the
characteristics of a macro-engineering project or program. The evaluation of a project at
such a scale is not a easy task. Davidson, Meador, and Salkeld (1980) presented three





* Life Style Impacts
* Legal and Regulatory Results
* Changes in Attitudes, Perceptions, Options and Opinions
Technology Development Difficulty
* Fundamental Science Barriers
* Systems Complexity-Size/Structure
* Interdependency Problems
* Modelability - Physical and Analytical
* Empirical versus Theoretical Emphasis
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Public/Private Resource Requirements
* Manpower - Technical, Managerial and Other Funding from Public and
Private Communities
* Materials, Supplies, Critical Raw and Manufactured Goods
* Governmental Inspection and Regulation Requirements
* Energy Demands
They also proposed two basic criterion for judging macro projects or programs: Utility,
economy, and practicality seem to cluster together to produce an overall criterion of
project or program viability; Safety, audacity, immortality, and humanity seem to add up
to an overall criterion of its desirability. A macro-activity may possess either attribute
without the other; only if it possesses both should it go forward. As an example, in order
to examine the feasibility of the Solar Energy Project, several major issues need to be
evaluated. They are technical feasibility, economic feasibility, and social/political
acceptability, including environmental impact and socioeconomic impact. According to
Glaser, in order to evaluate the feasibility of the Solar Power Satellites, technology
features, economic and social implications, and environmental implications should be
measured.
Since there are so many uncertainties involved in a large-scale project, it is difficult even
to determine the categories of benefits and costs. According to Zerbe and Dively, in
modem benefit-cost analysis, all the following issues are apt to arise:
* The choice of discount rate.
* The valuation of non-marketed goods.
* The treatment of secondary benefits.
* The treatment of government subsidies.
* The determination of opportunity costs.
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* The failure to fully consider alternatives.
* The issue of who are the winners and losers, the size of their income changes,
and how this should or could effect the decision.
* The question of how risk and uncertainty are to be incorporated.
Prior to the decision to build the Central Artery/Tunnel Project in Boston, a benefit/cost
analysis was conducted, in which travel time savings, operating cost savings, accident cost
savings were compared with the maintenance costs, operations costs, and the total capital
costs in constructing the infrastructure. The state estimated that the Central Artery and
Tunnel projects combined would yield 20.9 million hours of travel time savings a year
(Massachusetts Report to the Federal Highway Administration 1985). A comprehensive
environmental impact study was also conducted by the Federal Highway Administration.
In that study, effects of the project on transportation, air quality, noise, energy, economic
activity, land use, visual characteristics, wildlife, utilities, and impacts during construction
were estimated.
According to Vickerman (1991), the assessment of the wider impact of transportation
infrastructure is very complex. It depends on two basic principles, a set of regional
relationships and an understanding of the micro-relationships determining usage. The
Channel Tunnel is an example examined in the study. First, the purely transport effects
should be separated from the wider economic effects. The opening of the Tunnel will lead
both to mode changes and route changes and to new trip generation. These pure transport
impacts relate to the existing distribution of activities and will affect, in particular, regions
with ports and airports in the United Kingdom and on the continent through which trade
passes. Second, the creation of a new link with different characteristics from the existing
links can affect production and location decisions over a much wider area, making the
impact of the Tunnel much more significant. There are two kinds of changes, those that
do not affect location, only market areas, and the other which lead to relocation.
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New transport infrastructure may have important implications for economic development,
but it is extremely difficult to predict accurately in advance what those consequences may
be. Hence, in the United Kingdom, for example, wider economic consequences for
regional development arising from new roads are excluded from the approved highway
appraisal exercise and British Rail is only allowed to include benefits which can be turned
directly into revenue in its appraisal of new investment. Nevertheless, there is evidence
showing association between infrastructure and economic development. More particularly
there is clear evidence that the lack of good transport will act as a constraint on local
economic development (Blum 1982).
Implications for Mendoza
Besides the financial feasibility analysis, there are three major effects of the transport
infrastructure which must be taken into account in an appraisal of the infrastructure itself.
The three main areas are: the transport system, economic activity, and the natural and
human environment. The evaluation of a large-scale transportation project in Mendoza
should follow this framework. The outline of these impacts are presented in Table 1.
Table A.1: Outline of Potential Socio-Economic Impacts
Transportation Link Between Mendoza and Chile
of an Improved
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The transport system Economic activity Environmental impacts
Transport time During construction Permanent changes in the
Transport costs direct effects landscape
Route changes induced effects Wildlife and vegetation
traffic volume increase effects on inflation and the animal and plant life on land,
diverted balance of payments in water, and in air
generated Medium and long term boost of Pollution
Modal split production air quality
rail interregional commerce noise
truck induced economic activity Energy
intermodal agriculture energy consumption
Safety industry Increase in road traffic and
accidents services bottlenecks
Value of property in and around Relocation impacts
the area moving of residential sites
Technological progress and innovation moving of industrial sites
APPENDIX B. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN REMOTE REGIONS
Remote regions are defined as the regions that are remote geographically, economically,
and politically. They are distant from large, urban industrial and political centers, and they
are sparsely settled. Most of them contain Native or indigenous populations as well as
non-Native immigrants, and they have a mix of traditional and Western institutions.
Typically, they have limited market economies, and they are dependent on natural resource
exports, government transfers, and subsistence activities. The costs of doing public and
private business are high. Important decisions affecting these areas are made in distant
metropolitan centers. These remote regions lack both political autonomy and economic
self-sufficiency. Remote regions are viewed by most researchers as problem areas
suffering from a complex set of physical, economic, and political limits on their security,
welfare, and autonomy (Huskey and Morehouse 1992).
Development is a process of overcoming obstacles to desired forms of change. Different,
often conflicting, objectives for social, economic, and political change are sought by
organized interests within and outside the region. Indigenous groups, for example, may
give priority to renewable resource and subsistence values, while immigrants to the region
may focus on the production and export of non-renewable resource. In such a context,
the term "development" is often used to refer only to the interests of immigrant groups.
However, since indigenous groups seek changes in disadvantageous economic and
political conditions, in this sense, they also seek "development," particularly the kind of
development that would give them greater control over their economic and political
fortunes.
Mendoza is located far away from the center of political and economic activities in
Argentina, but it is not dependent on natural resource exports, government transfers, and
subsistence activities. Mendoza has its own agriculture and manufacturing industry, and it
is already involved in international trade. However, its remoteness from sources of supply
and demand does lead to higher costs of goods and materials, and act as a disincentive to
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the growth of regional economic activity. In this regard, Mendoza could learn a lot from
successes and failures of the development in remote regions in other countries.
There are two major problem areas in remote regions research. The first one focuses on
economic development. This problem is defined as one of overcoming internal obstacles
to achieving the long term growth of remote economies. This definition reflects a
modernization perspective. It emphasizes internal inhibiting factors such as geographical
isolation, small populations and markets, high costs, and dependence on natural resource
exports (Watkins, 1971). However, it has also indicated the significance of the openness
of remote region economies: the flows of capital, transfers, people, and goods, which have
both positive and negative effects on these economies and which limit what regional
interests can do about local economic conditions.
The second major problem area addressed by the remote regions research has been that of
reconciling political autonomy and cultural identity with economic development. Some
researchers have discussed problems of transferring power to indigenous people,
maintaining ethnic identities, and integrating traditional, transfer, and market economies
(Morehouse 1986). In the following, issues related to remote region development in areas
of resource development, Native claims, and village economies will be illustrated, and a
government's effort to implement a remote area development program will be discussed.
Resource Development
A major reason for the expansion of modem economies into remote regions has been the
pursuit of resources. Export-oriented resource development continues as an important
economic factor in remote regions throughout the world. The remote regions research has
examined determinants of resource development with emphasis on government's role, the
pattern of settlement associated with resource development, and the question of the long-
term growth potential of resource-based economies (Huskey and Morehouse 1992).
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Resource development is viewed as primarily an economic process, and development is
limited mainly by internal factors. However, government regulation is also important.
Resource production takes place when it is profitable or when the world market price
covers the cost of producing and transporting the resource to market. Internal factors that
hinder resource production include high production costs and high costs of transportation.
Resource production attracts immigrants to the region. Settlement of production workers
may be accompanied by additional economic activity serving the resource workers,
supplying inputs to the industry, or processing the resource. The extent of settlement in
response to resource development is affected by internal conditions of remoteness. An
additional factor affecting settlement is the finite nature of most resource deposits. When
resource production ends, outmigration will occur if a new economic base is not
developed.
It is found that government can affect the pace of resource development in remote regions
by controlling access to resources and markets and through tax and subsidy policies that
affect profitability of production. For example, Norway is seen by many as a pioneer in
the field of remote area development, having introduced particularly sympathetic subsidies
for ferries and shops, and an effective fish price policy, together with an agricultural policy
that favors small producers. These policies support a dispersed population and settlement
structure and stem from a political commitment that residence in remote rural areas should
not incur any administrative or institutional disadvantages. This commitment is the
outcome of a political process between center and periphery which reflects the political
weight of the rural north of Norway, which is much greater than that of equivalent areas
of Scotland. Although the official policies in both countries appear similar in their
emphasis on growth and manufacturing, in Norway the combined effect of northern
political lobbying and of northern administrative institutions have effectively militated
against centralizing tendencies. The level of public spending has been significantly
increased and geographically dispersed (Forum Report 23).
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Limits imposed by the economic environment of remoteness must be overcome by any
federal effort to encourage development in remote regions. Comparative studies suggest
that governments seem most effective when they pursue non-economic objectives that
justify subsidies required to overcome the limits imposed by remoteness. A northern
region of Sweden was compared to the Yukon Territory, and the former Soviet North was
compared to Alaska. While the Swedish and former Soviet regions have similar climates
and locations, they are more developed than the Yukon and Alaska regions. The
differences in development are partially explained by differences in resource deposits or
other physical features, however, differences in the role of government in each region are
more important (Huskey and Morehouse 1992).
The Swedish government played a more active role in the initial development of the
region's resources, and it is more involved in diversification or replacement of the
economic activity lost because of declines in resource production. The relatively high
level of Soviet northern development is explained by the particular goals of government
for resource and local development in the former Soviet Union as well as its peculiar
economic system. In contrast to the Yukon and Alaska cases, governments' support of
resource production in the North in Sweden and the former Soviet Union is based on the
pursuit of non-economic objectives, such as resource independence and sovereignty.
Another resource development issue is that of the settlement accompanying resource
production. It was found by Huskey (1984) that structural change is an important
component of regional economic growth in the case of Alaska. As the region grows,
increasing market size allows introduction of new types of economic activity to serve both
the resident population and the resource industry. Take another example (Travis 1977), in
the period from 1852 to 1870, Lyons had changed from being a one-industry town, to one
having a diversified base in industry, commerce and banking, following the development
model of Paris. However, introduction of new types of economic activity may or may not
take place at the resource site, instead, central places may develop to provide residences
and services for the producers. For instance, the development of highways in the south of
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Italy, instead of boosting economic activities in the south, allowed industries in the north
to serve the south (European Conference of Ministers of Transport 1992).
Settlement effects of resource development can be limited by production methods. The
decline in transportation and communication costs permits resource production workers to
commute long distances and allows them more choice of residence. It also reduces the
costs and increases the flexibility of resource development.
Finally, the issue of sustainable economic development in the remote regions is also
important. An economy based on resource production faces two long-term problems:
cyclical resource prices and finite life of non-renewable resources. These characteristics of
resource industries create the boom-bust pattern of economic activity common in remote
regions.
It was suggested that economic rents earned from resource production may be used to
stabilize resource-based local economies in the long run. The success of this approach
depends on the relative size of the resource rents (economic returns), the ability of local
governments to capture these rents, and government's ability to save them. The difficulty
of government saving is illustrated by the Alaska case. Much of the recent growth in the
Alaska economy resulted from government spending of resource rents and that the pattern
of government spending may create an additional problem. If rents are spent during the
time resources are produced, this magnifies both the boom and bust parts of the cycle.
Lessons for Mendoza
Although Mendoza is not as remote as Alaska or Yukon and it is not a resource site, the
experience of Alaska and Yukon definitely sheds light on the development of this
Argentine province. Taking advantage of its strategic location on the Bi-Oceanic Corridor
and lower transportation costs, Mendoza wants to evolve into an important regional
center with a diversified economy. The growth of economic activity and the potential for
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diversification in the regional center depend on the communities' location in the national
transportation system. In this sense, better transportation facilities will benefit Mendoza.
Better transportation facilities, however, have contradictory effects on the development of
remote regions. If the road between Buenos Aires and Mendoza is upgraded and the
tunnel is built, will travelers drive all the way to Santiago without stopping at Mendoza?
In that case, even if lower transportation costs will reduce production costs and therefore
may increase the level of production in the region, fewer people will stay in Mendoza, and
fewer local goods will be purchased.
Although remote from the center of the country, Mendoza has a much advanced economy.
Improvement of transportation infrastructure is the key to regional development, because
it is the key to enhance the connection between Mendoza and the outside world.
However, development efforts in the region will not pay off overnight. It is best
accomplished through the slow patient work of upgrading and improvement of training.
The openness of the country will bring about both positive and negative effects to the
region. With the increased communication with the outside world and the introduction of
new technology, its dependence on external raw materials and goods will also be
increased. This may impose a potential danger to the region, and increase the vulnerability
of its economy.
The role of government is crucial in the development of remote areas. The central issue in
rural development is the genuineness of federal government's commitment to maintaining
population in remote areas. The Argentine government should support the economic
activities in Mendoza by facilitating access to resources and markets through favorable tax
and subsidy policies. The local government should lobby the federal government for more
political and financial aids. Sustainable economic development is also an important issue
in Mendoza. Mendoza is very sensitive to environmental issues. Mendoza has an arid
climate, so water is very important, and many trees are imported from other countries.
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Detailed assessment on environment and economic activities needs to be done before any
large project takes place.
An important issue is whether the Federal government of Argentina will make efforts to
improve the transportation network in Mendoza so that the Bi-Oceanic Corridor will go
through Mendoza. Since the main highway link between Mendoza and Buenos Aires is a
national road, and the proposed low altitude tunnel and the Rio de la Plata Crossing are
international projects, it is important for the Federal government to invest in these
transportation infrastructures so that the transportation costs of going from the east coast
to the west coast through the Argentinean portion of the Central Bi-Oceanic Corridor are
lower than the costs of going through other alternative corridors, as well as the costs of
transporting through the Panama Canal. The Argentinean government can also promote
the economic development in Mendoza through other favorable policies such as transfers
or subsidies.
Remote Area Development Program
Many countries make efforts to improve the economic condition in their remote regions
(Weber and Dhungel 1988). Gulbrandsen, Karlsen, and Lexow (1986) presents a report
that makes an assessment of Remote Area Development Program (RADP) in Republic of
Botswana. The target population of RADP is living extremely scattered, mostly in the
western parts of the major Eastern Districts. Although the target population displays
some common characteristics, their adaptation and conditions for various development
projects vary considerably. The general objectives stated by the 1978 Remote Areas
Development Workshop are as follows:
(a) Social Services: extension of basic services education, health, drinking water, feeding
programs to remote areas.
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(b) Economic Opportunities: access to land, water rights, income earning opportunities
for remote area dwellers (RADs).
(c) Political/Legal Rights: self reliance, reducing dependency, social integration,
awareness of rights.
An integrated approach to economic development in the remote areas is adopted. The
RADP and the assistance strategy is focused on generation of income and improvement of
the level of subsistence. It is essential to create a viable economical resource base in the
communities. The economic development process should be based on a self-reliance,
participatory development process; building on local manpower resources and ensuring a
balanced utilization of the natural resources. The following strategies are considered:
(a) Beneficiaries should be identified for each specific project, as it can not be anticipated
that all projects can benefit all the RADs at the same time.
(b) The nature and size of the resources base to which people have access must be
identified through socio-economic studies, because economic projects often affect
various subgroups within the target group in different ways.
(c) The economic strategy must aim at supporting a diversity of economic opportunities.
(d) A participatory and flexible planning approach must be emphasized.
(e) Technology must be chosen with special consideration to avoid external dependency
on spare parts or purchased goods. The planned projects also need to be assessed




From the achievement of the RADP in Botswana, we learn lessons for Mendoza. In order
to establish and maintain economic viability, it is necessary for Mendoza to consider the
economic opportunity situation in the area as a whole, and understand the implication of
intervention in one sector on other productive sectors. An integrated approach to
economic development is needed for Mendoza. The transportation plans such as building
a tunnel, or upgrading a road is a way to improve mobility of people and goods. Plans
aiming at enhancing level of education, health, and utility are also needed to make sure a
balanced economic development of the region.
The stakeholders, including the representatives from rail, trucking, agriculture,
manufacturing and other industries, should participate in project identification, and
planning and implementation of projects. They should be encouraged to present their
needs and problems to planners and governmental bodies. A flexible planning approach is
necessary to ensure that projects allow for changes as experiences from the effects of the
projects are gained.
An important objective of establishing the Bi-Oceanic Corridor is to promote trade
between Mendoza and the outside world. The planners must make sure that Mendoza
should maintain its independence in production, and should not rely on imported spare
parts or goods.
Summary
In summary, remote regions are far away physically, economically, and politically from
their countries' centers of power and wealth. Associated with the characteristics of
remoteness are a range of problems that resolve essentially into severe limits on these
regions' political autonomy, economic self-sufficiency, and social welfare. We have seen
that the sources of these limits are internal as well as external to the region, and we have
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also discussed the difficulties involved in dealing with these limits in areas of resource
development, Native claims, and village economies. Finally, we have described a program
focusing on remote area development and illustrated its implication for Mendoza.
The growth and development of regional economies can be broadly characterized as
depending on three external forces: the demand for the products produced, the supply or
migration of labor to the region, and the supply or migration of capital to the region
(Engle 1976). Product demand has traditionally and econometrically been considered the
primary feature, but factor migration is increasingly given a major role in the explanation
for some of the regional patterns observed in the growth of the South and Southwest in
the U.S.
A key assumption underlying regional convergence is geographical factor mobility, and in
a developed economy, mobility is facilitated by low transportation costs. By the same
token, convergence in a less-developed economy may be impeded by the absence of well-
developed transportation infrastructure (Mallick and Carayannis 1994). Therefore, the
most important requirement for regional development in Mendoza is the enhancement of
infrastructure, especially transportation infrastructure. The convenience and efficiency of
transportation facility is essential to stimulate the demand for regional products in the
urban center of the country, to bring capital and labor migration to the region, to create
output, income, and a market for new products, and to promote trade between Mendoza
and the outside world.
Although Mendoza is not as remote as the remote regions discussed here (e.g., Alaska or
Yukon), the experience of the remote regions definitely have implications for the
development of this Argentine province. The role of government is essential in the
development of remote areas. The Federal government's investment is also a key to the
economic growth in Mendoza. It is important for the Federal government to make efforts
to improve the transportation infrastructure on the Argentinean portion of the Central Bi-
Oceanic Corridor so that the Bi-Oceanic Corridor really goes through Mendoza.
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Additionally, the Argentina government could also help to promote Mendoza's regional
economic development through favorable tax and subsidy policies.
As Mendoza reaches out to the outside world, its international trade will increase and new
technology will be introduced, but its dependence on some external raw materials and final
products may also increase. This may impose a potential danger to the region, and
increase the vulnerability of its economy. So Mendoza should develop a diversified
economy and aim at becoming an important regional center in the future. In order to
achieve that, Mendoza needs a better transportation network that connects it to other
provinces in Argentina, other Mercosur countries, as well as the rest of the world.
The transportation projects such as building the low altitude tunnel or upgrading the
Mendoza-Buenos Aires route are a way to improve the transportation network and
increase the mobility of people and goods, but plans aiming at enhancing level of
education, health, finance, and utility are also needed to ensure a balanced economic
development of the region. An integrated approach to economic development is needed
for Mendoza.
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APPENDIX C. COMPARISONS OF STUDIES IN
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
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Appendix C. Comparisons of Studies in Transportation Planning
Literature Time frame Scale of study Mode Objectives Research Strategy
Cambridge Systematics, Inc., plan for 6 states intermodal Using transportation policy Developed several alternative
New England Transportation NE's multimodal to enhance mobility and scenarios for New England's
Initiative: Final Report. future access for persons and goods, transportation future.
Feb. 1995. environmental quality, and
economic vitality.
Dutch Ministry of Transport, from now Europe intermodal Setting policy to promote intermodal Indicated where the opportunities
Public Works and Water to 2015 transport as growth market, and to for intermodal transport lie in the
Management, achieve sustainable development with market and what measures to
Promotion oflntermodal accessibility, economic growth, and promote intermodal transport will
Transport Policy Paper. environmental amenity. be taken.
Apr. 1994.
Bureau of Transportation Planning a guide one state intermodal To identify policies and initiatives to
Development Executive Office of into the help the Commonwealth plan for the
Transportation and Construction, 21st future of its multimodal and intermodal
Accessing the Future: The century transportation network and guide
Intermodal Transportation Plan infrastructure investment decisions
for the Commonwealth of into the 21st century.
Massachusetts.
Aug. 1994
Martland, C. D., Little, P., long-term New England rail To find effective strategies that the Assimilate data on the condition
and Pereira, A- E. plan states can pursue to promote the long- of each state's current rail system,
Rail Service in New England: term health of the New England rail applicable state and federal
Final Report. system and to identify its minimum legislation, and current and pending
Apr. 1992. core freight system. action being taken by the states;
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Cambridge Systematics, Inc., Create the New England Regional Intermodal Freight Vehicle Miles Traveled on a regional basis and
New England Transportation Alliance; Address increasing levels of congestion in Percent of Congested Highway Miles are
Initiative: Final Report. passenger transportation by undertaking regionally estimated to analyze the impact of the scenarios
Feb. 1995. (cont.) coordinated multimodal capacity expansion and demand on mobility and access; Environmental quality
management projects in congested priority regional travel is tested by estimated emission benefits -tons
corridors; Undertake a regional tourism transportation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and
initiative to facilitate the movement of tourists into and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) per summer day by
throughout the region; Undertake four initiatives on a light duty motor vehicles; Economic impacts
regional basis in the application of new technologies to are predicted by the rate of economy growth.
the solution of transportation problems: Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS), Telecommunications; Low
Emitting Vehicles, and Alternatively Fueled Vehicles.
Dutch Ministry of Transport, Measures to promote intermodal transport include: Strategic economic importance is shown by
Public Works and Water (1) the development of new services (shuttle services for the main port function of Rotterdam for
Management, short sea transport, rail and inland waterways); maritime containers (percentage of containers
Promotion oflntermodal (2) organisation/communication in the transport chain; from different origins and to different
Transport Policy Paper. (3) measures related to specific sectors. destinations), and direct and indirect added
Apr. 1994. (cont.) value of the handling of maritime containers;
Contribution to environmental quality is
illustrated by the reduction in the number of
traffic movements and in reducing emissions,
reflected by C02 emissions vs goods
transported.
Bureau of Transportation Planning Seven policy areas are established: Integrated and
Development Executive Office of cooperative planning process; Infrastructure preservation
Transportation and Construction, and system safety; Mobility for system users;
Accessing the Future: The Transportation system access; Economic development;
Intermodal Transportation Plan Environmental, land use and quality of life; Cost
for the Commonwealth of effectiveness and financing.
Massachusetts.
Aug. 1994 (cont.)
Martland, C. D., Little, P., Maintain an efficient, financially stable freight rail system; Type, carloads, and mileages of NE railroad,
and Pereira, A. E. A regional focus will be helpful; Coordinate with industrial speed limits, percentage of commodities handled,
Rail Service in New England: development, environmental, and energy policies; Support NE intermodal network, gross state product by
Final Report. equitable treatment; Rail management and labor should work industry, rail lines per square mile, total number
Apr. 1992. (cont.) together; The NE states should produce and, periodically, of twenty-foot equivalent containerized unit
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Martland, C. D., Little, P., Analyze the total New England
and Pereira, A. E. network to determine the inter-
Rail Service in New England: dependency of each state's railroad
Final Report. system; Identify the elements that
Apr. 1992 (cont.) could be included in a regional plan
to reverse the decline and sustain a
viable rail network for the future.
The University of Texas at Austin, through Texas and multimodal To provide a comprehensive overview Information was obtained from a
Lyndon B. Johnson School of 2000 other 13 states intermodal of state efforts to use multimodal and number of different sources:
Public Affairs, intermodal transportation plans, published material on state and local
State Multimodal and Intermodal programs, and projects to promote transportation plans, policies,
Transportation: An Overview of economic development or to respond programs, and projects; seminars
Policies and Programs Promoting to competitive market considerations. and lectures; telephone interviews;
Economic Growth. and field trips to a number of states.
1989
U. S. Department of Transportation prepare for National all To develop a national transportation Describe challenges and
Moving America: New Directions, the 21st policy and strategies for action, so as opportunities that face the
New Opportunities -A Statement century to maintain the transportation system transportation industry, and develop
ofNational Transportation Policy: in the U. S. as the finest in the world. corresponding policies and
Strategies for Action. strategies for action.
Feb. 1990
U. S. Department of Transportation long-term National multimodal To forecast long-term needs and Provide an overview of the U. S.
National Transportation Strategic 1990-2015 costs for developing and maintaining transportation system and identify
Planning Study, facilities and services to achieve a future investments required to
Mar. 1990. desired national transportation maintain and develop the
program for moving people and goods infrastructure. In addition, it includes
in the year 2015. analyses of transportation needs
within five metropolitan areas.
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Martland, C. D., Little, P., update a regional rail plan. (TEUs) handled at major ports, distances
and Pereira, A. E. between cities in miles (rail vs truck), movement
Rail Service in New England: costs (rail vs truck), pavement impact (rail vs
Final Report. truck). Highway data: typical axle loadings,
Apr. 1992 (cont.) average daily traffic, percentage of vehicle miles
of travel by highway category and vehicle type,
ESALs measurement, etc.
The University of Texas at Austin, Transportation is used by state officials as a mechanism to Demographic, geographic data, transportation
Lyndon B. Johnson School of achieve economic growth and development: State economic statistics, data on employment, prices;
Public Affairs, development and transportation officials create incentive Maintenance cost of highway; Organization,
State Multimodal and Intermodal programs designed to attract and retain business; Effective projects, and funding of transportation
Transportation: An Overview of planning facilitates transportation system development and institutions.
Policies and Programs Promoting operations; Multimodal planning encourages economic
Economic Growth. development, helps to reduce traffic congestion, and
1989 (cont.) facilitates transportation planning; Sufficient funding is
essential; Local involvement in the transportation process
links the needs of the community with the goals of the state.
U. S. Department of Transportation The directions for national transportation policy are captured Consumer spending on transportation products
Moving America: New Directions, under six major themes: Maintain and expand the Nation's and services annually, passenger-miles oftravel,
New Opportunities - A Statement transportation system; Foster a sound financial base for ton-miles of freight traffic, transportation as a
ofNational Transportation Policy: transportation; Keep the transportation industry strong and share of consumer-spending, conditions of
Strategies for Action. competitive; Ensure that the transportation system supports infrastructure, traffic capacity (congestion and
Feb. 1990 (cont.) public safety and national security; Protect the environment delays), growth of U. S. exports and imports of
and the quality of life; Advance U. S. transportation merchandise, transportation deaths, percent of
technology and expertise. U. S. population by age group, DOT research
obligations as a percentage of total DOT budget
U. S. Department of Transportation Goals of Urban case studies: Maintain the existing Transportation is viewed as an integral part of
National Transportation Strategic infrastructure; Improve safety; Maintain or improve levels of the socioeconomic system, and the future
Planning Study, service; Improve air quality; Improve freight movement. development of transportation will be influenced
Mar. 1990 (cont.) Four financing strategies were recommended: by many of the same forces that affect the rest
(1) dedicated and stable revenue sources, such as gasoline of the system, including demographic changes,
taxes; (2) maximum flexibility in allocating available funds; the future course of the economy, the energy
(3) automated toll/fare collection technologies to enhance supply, and preservation of the environment.
revenue from users; and (4) public/private partnerships The impact these key factors will have on the
aimed at recapturing the value created by transportation supply and demand for transportation services
investment. during the next 25 to 30 years is discussed.
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The Boston Globe, the first the Boston highways, This report grew out of "The Boston The format brought together a
Turning Point: Reinventing the decade of region commuter Conference: Shaping the Accessible distinguished national panel
Boston Region for an Age of the 21st "city-state" rail, transit, Region". The conference was designed representing five areas of expertise -
Global Challenge century airport, and to stimulate debate on the region's economics, transportation, urban
Oct. 30, 1994 Boston's economic future and lay out design, the environment and
harbor transportation and development governance. After hearing testimony
priorities for Greater Boston in the from 25 local and national specialists
first decades of the 21st century. at the public forums, the national
jurors released their recommendations
last August.
Michael Baker, Jr., Inc. long range Mississippi intermodal Consider all transportation modes as Develop individual modal plans for
A Proposal to Provide a (20 years) state interacting elements; Mandate the air, rail, water, and highways. The
Comprehensive Intermodal short range coordination of transportation systems scope of work are as follows: Iden-
Transportation Plan (5 years) with the economic development of the tification, inventory, and analysis of
Prepared for the state; Minimize economic, energy, and existing facilities; cargo forecasts;
Mississippi Department of Energy environmental costs; Provide future facility needs; impact on
and Transportation adequate, safe and efficient transport- economy; opportunities and
Apr. 1981 ation systems for the movement of constraints. Develop intermodal
people and goods to all areas of the transportation plan, including
state and interconnecting with other meeting forecasted demand; alter-
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U. S. Department of Transportation In addition, there's data on international
National Transportation Strategic comparisons of infrastructure, economic
Planning Study, regulation, safety and security, technology, and
Mar. 1990 (cont.) current conditions and future prospects of each
mode, etc.
The Boston Globe, Improve the interconnecting links between transportation Graphs showing possible bus routes, proposed
Turning Point: Reinventing the modes (highways, commuter rail, transit, the airport and commuter rail network, rail and air market share,
Boston Region for an Age of Boston's harbor) to create seamless commercial and cost of building new facilities, jobs, ridership,
Global Challenge commuter transport within and among the region's suburban funding of various projects, etc.
Oct. 30, 1994 (cont.) and urban economic activity centers; Build the Urban Ring,
a circumferential transit line running from Logan Airport in
the north to Columbia Point in the south; Consider
alternatives for a North-South rail link; While modernizing
Logan International Airport at its present location, the
Massachusetts Port Authority should adopt congestion
pricing to manage air traffic growth and consider land-
banking a second site future expansion; Devise a new
mechanism for prioritizing and financing regional transit and
highway investments; Offer incentives for better system
management and introduce "smart" technology on the
commonwealth's highway network; Create an overarching
land-use and economic development framework to guide
future transportation investment; Use the Clean Air Act
mandate as an opportunity to rally public support for shaping
the accessible region; Convene a new citizen participation
process aimed at building public consensus for Greater
Boston's transportation and development options during the
first decades of the 21st century.
Michael Baker, Jr., Inc. Gather all available current data relevant to plan
A Proposal to Provide a development. This data would be utilized to
Comprehensive Intermodal update existing modal plans and as a basis for
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Michael Baker, Jr., Inc. state systems; Consider potential native cost; effect on the environ-
A Proposal to Provide a positive and negative impact on social, ment; energy requirements; land use
Comprehensive Intermodal physical or economic values when versus transportation constraints;
Transportation Plan designing transportation elements; impact on social, physical and
Prepared for the Consider the long-term value of economic values. Evaluation of the
Mississippi Department ofEnergy existing land use versus proposed intermodal transportation plan.
and Transportation transportation facility use; Financing analysis; Develop transp-
Apr. 1981 (cont.) Encourage and support the adoption ortation policy.
of newest technology in transportation
facility planning, design and construc-
tion.
Intermodal Transportation: The policy Washington intermodal Intermodalism is emphasized as a key Conduct a public survey on inter-
Transportation Policy Plan for plan is a state multimodal direction in transportation planning. modal transportation. Ask questions
Washington State, Key Issues in continuous An intermodal system enables people such as: when freight terminals are in
1994 process or products to move quickly and separate and remote locations,
about the economically from one mode of travel whether connecting transfer services
state's to another to reach destinations. facilities should be available, such as
future The objective is to develop a public transportation or shuttle
transportation system that not only service.
improves mobility but also reduces
congestion and pollution and
promotes competitiveness, energy
efficiency, rural development, and
environmental protection and
increased mobility.
Iowa Department of Transportation long range Iowa state intermodal The primary objective of Iowa's IMS Iowa's IMS Work Plan fulfills the
Iowa's Transportation (Intermodal Management System) is to federal requirements by outlining the
Management Systems WorkPlans identify and develop alternatives to tasks necessary to: Involve Metro-
Jan. 1995 support future intermodal planning, politan Planning Organizations,
policy-making, and programming Regional Planning Affiliations, local
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Intermodal Transportation: Improvement and expansion of multimodal choices, beyond Data indicating situations in personal mobility,
Transportation Policy Plan for roadway and public transportation options should be transit, congestion, freight mobility, land use,
Washington State, Key Issues in targeted in high-use urban and rural transportation corridors social/environmental, co-location of modal
1994 and in high density areas; Choices for multimodal freight terminals, proximity of modal transfer points,
(cont.) mobility should be preserved and enhanced to encourage a remote connections, and intermodal information
healthy economy; Linking land use to transportation systems.
services, such as concentrating employment in areas that
have multimodal choices, should be encouraged; Co-location
of mode terminals within a single transfer facility should be
encouraged for both personal and freight transportation
services; When direct modal connections cannot be co-
located within a single transfer facility, modal terminals or
access to other modal choices should be in proximity to one
another; When modal terminals are in separate, remote
locations making special connecting facilities unfeasible to
design, connecting transfer modes should be available for
people and freight; At intermodal terminals including airports,
ferry and rail terminals and major bus terminals, some level of
transportation service brokerage ranging from information
kiosks to on-line public transportation information systems
should be available.
Iowa Department of Transportation The following major work tasks have been identified for the Federal guidance for the management systems
Iowa's Transportation development and implementation of Iowa's IMS: Organize calls for the use of data bases with common or
Management Systems Work Plans technical advisory committee; Identify, assess, and prioritize coordinated reference system and methods for
Jan. 1995 (cont.) intermodal facilities and terminals; Establish performance data sharing. Iowa's current data storage
measures; Develop intermodal data and economic evaluation methodology will be reviewed to determine the
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Iowa Department of Transportation activities which will improve the overall transportation organizations, transit
Iowa's Transportation efficiency of Iowa's intermodal transp- agencies, the private sector, advisory
Management Systems Work Plans ortation facilities and systems in the committees, and the public in the
Jan. 1995 (cont.) movement of both people and goods. development and implementation
processes of the IMS; Include all of
the state's transportation systems,
modes, and major intermodal
corridors and facilities; Serve the
movement of people and goods;
Provide a performance-based
analysis methodology for evaluating
intrinsic intermodal facility and
system improvements; Include infor-
mation on demography and land use;
Perform system monitoring; Apply
accepted methods and analytical
tools to use when evaluating inter-
modal transportation investments;
Establish programs for training and
future enhancements.
State ofNew Mexico Long Range 20 years New Mexico intermodal The Intermodal Surface Transportation The New Mexico State Highway and
Comprehensive Transportation state Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) Transportation Department has
Plan (Building a Foundation for articulates a new philosophy of conducted a comprehensive, long-
an Intermodal Transportation support for comprehensive transport- range transportation planning effort,
System), January 1995 ation planning. The stated purpose of largely to improve the efficiency of
ISTEA is "to develop a National transportation delivery in this state,
Intermodal Transportation System but also to meet the requirements of
that is economically efficient, environ- ISTEA. This report addresses the
mentally sound, provides the found- five central components of New
ation for the Nation to compete in the Mexico's transportation system and
global economy and will move people provides information on current and
and goods in an energy efficient future programs, and maintenance
manner." ISTEA requires states to and construction requirements of the
implement a statewide planning system. It also proposes actions,
process that includes all modes of goals and objectives to guide New
transportation, looks forward at least Mexico's efforts in future transport-
twenty years, and considers social, ation planning and delivery.
cultural, and environmental impacts.
In addition, the state must solicit citizen
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Iowa Department of Transportation methodology; Analyze and evaluate intermodal and capability of handling the management system
Iowa's Transportation economic data; Identify barriers to efficient intermodal data and manipulation procedures. Also, other
Management Systems Work Plans operations; Identify, develop, and refine selected intermodal base systems such as the Oracle Relational
Jan. 1995 (cont.) facility and system alternatives; Provide input into the long- Data Base Management System, client-server
range planning effort; IMS in operation; Monitor the effect- technology, Geography Information System
iveness of implemented strategies and evaluate the results. environment, etc. will be explored to determine
the practicality of changing Iowa's current
system.
State ofNew Mexico Long Range Provide a transportation system that is safe and efficient for Inventory, development needs, funding and
Comprehensive Transportation its users to the greatest extent possible; Provide for a wide revenues, goals and long-range outlook of each
Plan (Building a Foundation for variety of transportation opportunities among transportation transportation mode, including aviation, bicycle/
an Intermodal Transportation modes that are integrated and connected in a reasonable and pedestrian, highways, transit, and rail.
System), January 1995 efficient manner to the greatest extent possible. Provide app-
(cont.) ropriate transportation opportunities to all areas of the state.
This means that for some areas of the state a full range of
integrated modal opportunities may be pursued, while in
other, paving maintenance may be all that is achieved.
System deficiencies will continue to be addressed in all areas,
including those areas not eligible for federal matching funds.
Improve all facets of the state's transportation system to the
extent that fiscal and other constraints allow. Provide access
to the transportation planning and project initiation
processes for all interested parties. Be sensitive to environ-
mental and cultural concerns of New Mexico's citizens and
the relationship of transportation system to other agency
goals and service delivery.
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State ofNew Mexico Long Range involvement throughout the process,
Comprehensive Transportation beginning at the earliest possible
Plan (Building a Foundation for stage. The long-range plan must
an Intermodal Transportation provide for the efficient movement of
System), January 1995 both people and goods. The long-
(cont.) range plan should also be viable
within the projected revenue structure
of the state.
Florida Department of long range Florida state intermodal Based on ISTEA, guidance from the It is proposed that four levels of
Transportation, multimodal Federal Highway Administration, and criteria be used in the intermodal
A Model Intermodal Transportation the context of intermodal planning in planning and programming process.
Plan: Florida's Intermodal Planning Florida, a list of key objectives was These are: Performance monitoring
Process developed for Florida's Intermodal criteria for the existing system;
Mar. 1994 Planning Process: Integrate transport- Screening criteria for candidate
ation modes; Coordinate transportation projects; Evaluation criteria for
investments in major travel corridors; candidate projects; Programming
minimize adverse environmental criteria for the intermodal plan.
impacts; Promote a comprehensive Performance criteria and the
transportation planning process; associated measure (in parentheses)
Utilize existing port facilities and are: Physical characteristics such as
airports to the maximum extent linkages available (measured by
possible; Encourage the utilization of number of modes linked to facility),
public transit systems; Provide capacity of mode (capacity of average
travelers and freight carriers with vehicle, or linked vehicles); Financial
timely and efficient access to characteristics such as out of pocket
destinations; Promote ridesharing; costs (includes passenger fare and
Preparing for normalized relations with parking costs); Service characteristics
Cuba; Better accommodate bicycle and such as fixed route headway (minutes
pedestrian linkages; Consider business for scheduled route modes), transfer
and economic benefits; Minimize mode time (typical time to transfer); Usage
crossing conflicts. characteristics such as existing peak
usage (peak number of vehicles),
transfer bays/parking spaces (number
available by mode), average vehicle
occupancy (estimated for a typical
day per mode. Evaluation criteria
includes improved roadway LOS (ave.
travel time), reduced SOV travel (mode
switches), improved utilization of
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Florida Department of Florida shall direct future transportation improvements to aid A brief list of each mode's major existing data-
Transportation, in the management of growth and shall have a state trans- bases is as follows: Airports (name and address
A Model Intermodal Transportation portation system that integrates highway, air, mass transit, of the owner and/or operating authority; number,
Plan: Florida's Intermodal Planning and other transportation modes. Policies for a state compre- length, surface and configuration of runways;
Process hensive transportation plan are as follows: By 1995, award a public or private ownership; and working status).
Mar. 1994 (cont.) franchise to establish a high-speed rail systems that links the Seaports (import-export tonnages by commodity
Tampa Bay area, Orlando and Miami; Coordinate transport- by region; import-export containers, number and
ation investments in major travel corridors to enhance system origin/destination by region; vessel calls; modal
efficiency and minimize adverse environmental impacts; shares by commodity). Transit (annual
Promote a comprehensive transportation planning process passenger miles; annual vehicle revenue miles;
which coordinates state, regional, and local transportation summary of operating funds; summary of operat-
plans; Allow flexibility in state and local participation in ing expenses; average fleet age in years; number
funding of public transit projects and encourage construction and type in fleet; operating expense/vehicle
and use of toll facilities in order to meet transportation needs; revenue mile; operating expense/passenger mile;
Ensure that existing port facilities and airports are being used average age of fleet; number and type in fleet;
to the maximum extent possible before encouraging the fares; average capacity of fleet; service charact-
expansion or development of new port facilities and airports eristics; revenues and expenses. Greyhound
to support economic growth; Promote timely resurfacing and (revenue passenger miles; available seat miles;
repair of roads and bridges to minimize costly reconstruction passengers; regular service miles; average trip
and to enhance safety; Develop a revenue base for trans- length). Railroads (freight databases in form of
portation which is consistent with goals and policies of this the Interstate Commerce Commission Waybill
plan; Encourage the construction and utilization of a public sample, which contains commodity and origin-
transit system, including, but not limited to, a high-speed rail destination data by carrier among other data
system, in lieu of the expansion of the highway system, items; in terms of passenger movements, Amtrak
where appropriate; Ensure that the transportation system keeps its own statistics). Park-and-Ride
provides Florida's citizens and visitors with timely and (location of city, county, and highway; size, i.e.,
efficient access to services, jobs, markets, and attractions; number of regular and handicapped spaces; cost;
Promote ride sharing by public and private sector employees; owner; operator; ancillary facilities such as
Emphasize state transportation investments in major travel security, shelters, day care, etc.; available transit
corridors and direct state transportation investments to services; occupancy). Highways (information
contribute to efficient urban development; Avoid transport- on road numbers, functional classification;
Appendix C. Comparisons of Studies in Transportation Planning
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Florida Department of existing capacity (volume/capacity
Transportation, ratio), reduced shipping or passenger
A Model Intermodal Transportation trip costs (cost/passenger or freight
Plan: Florida's Intermodal Planning unit), travel time reductions (time
Process saved, percent reduction), improved
Mar. 1994 (cont.) service reliability (percent down time),
reduced energy consumption (fuel
cost/trip), maximized benefits or
return on investment (benefit/cost),
stimulates private investment,
improved air quality, promotes equity
and social welfare, available expan-
sion space (acres), adaptability to
other modes (number, type),
condition (condition rating), environ-
mental impact (permitability), safety
(expected accident reductions),
regulatory barriers.
Ernst & Young 11 public all To determine the state of the art of Formed an advisory committee.
Strategic Planning and agencies and strategic management in publicly Reviewed documents on strategic
Management Guidelines for 4 private co. financed transportation agencies and planning and strategic management.
Transportation Agencies other organizations; To determine the Identified potential case-study
Dec. 1990 applicability of strategic management organizations. Conducted interviews
to publicly financed transportation with key personnel in each selected
agencies in general; To provide organization. Identified key factors
recommendations and guidelines for essential to the successful initiation
publicly financed transportation and maintenance of a strategic
agencies that are considering begin- management process in a publicly
ning strategic management processes funded transportation agency.
or advancing the processes they made conclusions.
already have underway.
Hax, A. C. and Majluf, N. S. Private all To help managers to bring the vision This book is the result of years of
The Strategy Concept and corporations into a concrete reality. To offer research work, teaching, and consult-
Process: A Pragmatic Approach practicing managers and business ing experience. There are five parts:
1991 students a disciplined process that Part I - Strategy and Process. Part II -
facilitates the formulation and implem- Business Strategy. Part III - Corporate
entation of strategy to allow the Strategy. Part IV - Functional
demanding task of identifying and Strategy. Part V - Methodology for
imprinting the vision of the firm to the Development of a Strategic Plan.
Appendix C. Comparisons of Studies in Transportation Planning
Literature Policies Data
Florida Department of ation improvements which encourage or subsidize increased descriptive characteristics, i.e., type, access,
Transportation, development in coastal high-hazard areas or in identified speed limit, daily traffic, etc.; and physical
A Model Intermodal Transportation environmentally sensitive areas as wetlands, floodways, or characteristics such as width, lanes, shoulders,
Plan: Florida's Intermodal Planning productive marine areas; Coordinate transportation improve- etc. for the entire State Highway System, as well
Process ments with state, local, and regional plans; Acquire advanced as major city and county roads that are eligible
Mar. 1994 (cont.) rights-of-way for transportation projects in designated for federal aid).
transportation corridors consistent with state, regional, and
local plans; Promote effective coordination among various
modes of transportation in urban areas to assist urban
development and redevelopment efforts.
Ernst & Young The principal findings relative to establishing a strategic
Strategic Planning and management initiative in an organization have to do with, first,
Management Guidelines for the underlying causes for initiating strategic management in
Transportation Agencies the organization and, second, the environment in which the
Dec. 1990 (cont.) effort was undertaken. The principal findings in this category
are as follows: (1) Strategic management often is initiated as
the result of a crisis. (2) Major management changes usually
precede strategic management initiatives. (3) Establishing
(institutionalizing) strategic management takes years.
(4) Distinct and essential factors must be in place for
successful strategic management implementation.
(5) Strategic management is not inhibited in publicly funded
transportation agencies.
Hax, A. C. and Majluf, N. S. Methodology for the development of a strategic plan:
The Strategy Concept and Step 1: The vision of the firm. Step 2: The development of
Process: A Pragmatic Approach the strategic posture of the firm. Step 3: The mission of the
1991 (cont.) firm. Step 4: Formulation of business strategy and broad
action programs. Step 5: Formulation of functional strategy
and broad action programs. Step 6: Consolidation of business
and functional strategies at the corporate level. Step 7 and 8:
Specific action programs at the business and functional
Appendix C. Comparisons of Studies in Transportation Planning
Hax, A. C. and Majluf, N. S. become a meaningful reality.
The Strategy Concept and
Process: A Pragmatic Approach
1991 (cont.)
Appendix C. Comparisons of Studies in Transportation Planning
Hax, A. C. and Majluf, N. S. levels. Steps 9, 10, 11, and 12: The final cycle of strategic
The Strategy Concept and planning, resource allocation, and the budgeting process.
Process: A Pragmatic Approach
1991 (cont.)
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Meyer, J. R. Began in a country all To demonstrate the applicability of the Apply systems analysis to the
Techniques of Transport Planning, 1963, and models to actual planning decisions transport network of a developing
Vol. Two, Systems Analysis and extended made under realistic constraints. country, Colombia, using a series of
Simulation Models to 1980 interacting models to simulate the
Sep. 1972 (second printing) network and economy of Colombia
as a whole.
Roberts, P. O., Ben-Akiva, M., shipper's all To develop a freight transport demand Develop appropriate freight
Terziev, M. N., and Chiang, Y.-S., behavior model and overcome the barriers. transport demand forecasting
Development of a Policy Sensitive techniques and explain methods
Model for Forecasting Freight for overcoming the barriers; Explain
Demand the role of data; develop criteria for
Apr. 1977 desirable features of a demand
model.
Wang, J., and Wilson, E. M., one state multimodal To develop a user-friendly and data- A two-phase study approach was
"Interactive Statewide efficient planning process to fulfill used. Phase 1 focused on a national
Transportation Planning Wyoming's statewide transportation STP modeling method survey and
Modeling Process", planning (STP) needs. Wyoming's planning needs
Transportation Research Record investigations. Phase 2 focused on
1499, model development using a five-
1995 county test area in the southeast
corner of Wyoming.
Institution of Civil Engineers, until 2020 Europe road, rail, To illustrates the various procedures The estimates of the traffic volumes
The Channel Tunnel air, cross- used and assumptions adopted in likely to use the Tunnel and hence
Sep. 1989 Channel order to estimate the expected traffic the likely revenues are based upon
ferry demands for the transportation the following steps: What is the
services that will use the Tunnel. existing cross-Channel traffic market?
How big will this market be in the
future? What will be the market share
gained by the various services using
the Tunnel? How much additional
traffic will be "created" be the
Tunnel? How much revenue will
Eurotunnel receive?
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Meyer, J. R. The economic model was calibrated so that the major Data shows points of commodity origin and
Techniques of Transport Planning, variables are reproduced accurately and, so that the growth destination, the commodity movements, and
Vol. Two, Systems Analysis and rates, behavior patterns, and response characteristics are the choice of mode; The macroeconomic
Simulation Models reasonable representation of real world mechanisms; sectors were disaggregated for transport
Sep. 1972 (second printing) The criterion for calibrating the transport model was to calibration; The transport network was
(cont.) replicate commodity flows. represented by 53 points of production and
consumption.
Roberts, P. O., Ben-Akiva, M., The demand for freight transportation is determined by a For each shipment of a given commodity the
Terziev, M. N., and Chiang, Y.-S., complex hierarchy of choices: choice of location and plant following information is needed: Origin,
Development of a Policy Sensitive size, choice of suppliers, choice of an inventory strategy, destination, shipment size and mode of,
Model for Forecasting Freight and choice of mode and shipment size. There are four basic transport; Rate of use of the commodity by the
Demand types of variables which affect the transport decisions: receiving firm; Alternative sources of supply;
Apr. 1977 (cont.) transport level of service attributes, commodity attributes, Transport level of service attributes and FOB
market attributes (at potential origins), and receiver prices; Attributes of the commodity being
attributes (at the destination end). shipped.
Wang, J., and Wilson, E. M., The Wyoming modeling system begins with a travel The process uses traffic count and
"Interactive Statewide characteristics analysis. The output from these models are socioeconomic data as the primary inputs, in
Transportation Planning segmented traffic counts by trip purpose and trip origin- addition to the knowledge of the planner.
Modeling Process", destination matrices. Based on the knowledge obtained from
Transportation Research Record these analyses, the demand changes are estimated for land
1499, use or transportation system changes. The estimated trip
1995 (cont.) tables for each trip purpose are the input for mode split
models and trip assignment models. The segmented traffic
flows formed a solid foundation for intermodal analysis.
Institution of Civil Engineers, Computer-based models were developed to estimate the Analysis based upon approximately twenty
The Channel Tunnel traffic flows: Separate global demand models, each including years of cross-Channel traffic volumes and
Sep. 1989 (cont.) many sub-models, were established for passengers and macro-economic and social parameter.
freight; Mode of travel/route allocation models were also
established using data on passenger and freight travel
patterns that had been especially collected; The European
road, rail, and air transport networks were modeled in terms
of travel time, cost and frequency; A model of the cross-
Channel ferry operations has been developed so that the
relationships between operating costs, traffic occupancy
and tariffs could be employed.
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Ogden, K. W. all, but To reflect the current state of This book begins with background
Urban Goods Movement: A Guide mainly knowledge and understanding about information on urban freight; It then
to Policy and Planning focus on urban freight, its importance, and provides exhaustive information
1991 trucks ways of accommodating it within on urban freight related issues,
urban policies. planning techniques and strategies;
It then provides examples of actual
practice in different urban areas.
This is also a separate chapter on
case studies involving policies
towards urban freight transportation.
Capelle, R. B., Jr. from the intermodal This is a guidebook that answer
Planning and Managing perspective of questions about intermodal manage-
Intermodal Transportation MA's ment system (IMS) planning in
Systems: A Guide to ISTEA development practice.
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Ogden, K. W. Commodity-based models: based upon a sequential Transport system data may be either site-
Urban Goods Movement: A Guide modeling approach (generation, distribution, modal split, specific or regional. Site-specific data relate to
to Policy and Planning assignment). An alternative is to use a direct estimation applications concerned with site design or use,
1991 (cont.) approach which truncates the stages of generation, such as inventories of loading facilities, parking
distribution and modal split into a single step. In either case, and traffic management provisions, site-based
truck trips are then derived from commodity movements via truck trip generation, loading facility usage, etc.
a vehicle loading model, or equivalent, and the output of the It may be cross-classified by such variables as
model is the assignment of truck trips to the road network. time of day, truck type, etc. Regional transport
data may refer to such aspects as truck traffic
counts and truck trip generation and travel
patterns, perhaps classified by time of day, type
of vehicle, owner classification, etc. Other
regional transport data include link travel times,
truck accident data, hazardous vehicle routing,
truck noise data, and commodity flow.
Capelle, R. B., Jr. This guidebook highlights freight forecasting and urban Freight traffic, flow and facility data;
Planning and Managing goods movement methods and models in the literature. Trucking company surveys.
Intermodal Transportation
Systems: A Guide to ISTEA
Requirements,
Nov. 1994 (cont.)
